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Abstract 

We consider the problem of routing (incorporating local scheduling) in a distributed 
network. Dedicated jobs arrive directly at their specified station for processing. The 
choice of station for generic jobs is open. Each job class has an associated holding cost 
rate. We aim to develop routing policies to minimise the long-run average holding cost 
rate. 

We first consider the class of static policies. Dacre, Glazebrook and Nifio-Mora (1999) 
developed an approach to the formulation of static routing policies, in which the work at 
each station is scheduled optimally, using the achievable region approach. The achievable 
region approach attempts to solve stochastic optimisation problems by characterising 
the space of all possible performances and optimising the performance objective over 
this space. Optimal local scheduling takes the form of a priority policy. Such static 
routing policies distribute the generic traffic to the stations via a simple Bernoulli routing 
mechanism. We provide an overview of the achievements made in following this approach 
to static routing. In the course of this discussion we expand upon the study of Becker et al. 
(2000) in which they considered routing to a collection of stations specialised in processing 
certain job classes and we consider how the composition of the available stations affects 
the system performance for this particular problem. We conclude our examination of 
static routing policies with an investigation into a network design problem in which the 
number of stations available for processing remains to be determined. 

The second class of policies of interest is the class of dynamic policies. General DP 
theory asserts the existence of a deterministic, stationary and Markov optimal dynamic 
policy. However, a full DP solution may be unobtainable and theoretical difficulties posed 
by simple routing problems suggest that a closed form optimal policy may not be available. 
This motivates a requirement for good heuristic policies. We consider two approaches to 
the development of dynamic routing heuristics. We develop an idea proposed, in the 
context of simple single class systems, by Krishnan (1987) by applying a single policy 
improvement step to some given static policy. The resulting dynamic policy is shown 
to be of simple structure and easily computable. We include an investigation into the 
comparative performance of the dynamic policy with a number of competitor policies and 
of the performance of the heuristic as the number of stations in the network changes. In 
our second approach the generic traffic may only access processing when the station has 
been cleared of all (higher priority) jobs and can be considered as background work. We 
deploy a prescription of Whittle (1988) developed for RBPs to develop a suitable approach 
to station indexation. Taking an approximative approach to Whittle's proposal results 
in a very simple form of index policy for routing the generic traffic. We investigate the 
closeness to optimality of the index policy and compare the performance of both of the 
dynamic routing policies developed here. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

In our everyday lives we make demands for service or axe asked to provide service ourselves. 
The nature of these service requirements are many and vaxied. On an individual level one 

resource that we can offer is our time and effort. Our time is a precious resource that we 

all try to allocate to a number of different projects with the aim of improving our current 

situation. The possible returns from such actions are entirely dependent upon the project. 

For example, by spending time in employment we improve our situation financially, by 

taking time to do the things we enjoy we increase our pleasure or sense of well-being. The 

actions we take are governed by what we would like to achieve. 

The problem of efficient resource management is of great interest to many industries. 

These industries make decisions on how best to allocate their resources in order to meet 

certain goals. The strategies they adopt will depend upon the performance measures of 
interest. For example, in order to satisfy a fluctuating demand, electrical power companies 
have to control the output of their power stations. Financial institutions distribute their 

key resource, money, typically to maximise profit. The motivation for much of our work 

arises from the computing and communication industries. Computer and communication 

technologies play an increasingly important role in our lives and the development of 

these technologies has been rapid. Such advancements have brought about a number 

of problems that the scientific community need to be able to address. One main area 

of interest concerns the control and design of computer and communication systems. 
Kleinrock (2002) discussed the optimal design of data networks. Altman (2000) provided 

a helpful overview of contributions which relate to communications networks. However, 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

many of the problems encountered in the classical literature axe too simple to address 

many contemporary applications. Consider the two following examples: 

(i) The G? id. The pace of development within the computer industry in recent years 

has brought about wide-ranging benefits to users worldwide. High performance 

computing hardware is readily affordable and high speed network access, such as 

broadband, is now widely available. Coupled with the explosive growth of the World 

Wide Web these advancements provide excellent development opportunities for sci- 

ence and business communities. An area exciting considerable interest is a concept 

known as "the Grid". In the computational Grid computing and storage resources 

are available as a commodity. A service provider makes various computational re- 

sources available to users via a collection of networked machines. These machines 

themselves may have other tasks to perform. Users submit requests (which may be 

of many different kinds) without knowing, or caring, where they will be processed. 

The problem is how to distribute these heterogeneous requests across the network 

so as to make the best possible use of system resources and to provide the best pos- 

sible quality of service. The reader is referred to Foster and Kesselman (1998) for a 

full discussion of Grid environments. In order to meet the computational demands 

of a large diverse group of applications sophisticated computing environments will 

need to be employed. Braun et aL (2001) discussed high-performance heterogeneous 

computing (HC) environments, which axe well suited to meet these requirements. 

They stated that 'one key feature in achieving the best possible performance from 

HC environments is the ability to assign effectively the applications to machines and 

schedule their execution'. 

(ii) Distributed Expertise. Many businesses utilise call centres to operate their support 

and after-sales services. Becker et aL (2000) considered a problem motivated by call 

centres operated by companies producing a range of products or services. Customers 

will telephone such centres with requests for service or technical support. These 

requests are then routed to operators, preferably to an operator with the requisite 
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1.1. The General Routing Problem 

expertise in dealing with this type of request. 'If there is a high rate of requests 

regarding one particular service or product then the expert servers may become 

overloaded. To reduce the workload for these servers, and possibly even customer 

waiting times, some of the traffic will have to be directed to less expert servers. 

Becker et aL (2000) discussed how to do this routing optimally. 

The above scenarios highlight the need for the, study of problems in which many classes of 

customers seek service that is provided by servers of differing capabilities. In an environ- 

ment within which service can be provided at one of several stations, a natural question 

which arises concerns how incoming requests might be assigned to those stations in a 

optimal manner. A modelling framework suited to the analysis of such routing problems 
is that of a queueing network. Here we present a general routing problem in which we axe 

able to incorporate a multi-class job population and a collection of heterogeneous service 

stations which, as suggested by the motivating examples above, are a key areas of interest 

in modern communication and computer systems. Our interest lies in the development 

of routing policies (i. e. policies that govern the distribution of the service requests within 

the network) that seek to achieve some optimum level of performanc , 6'for the network 

system. 

1.1 The General Routing Problem 

Multi-class routing problems represent a formidable challenge to analysis. For an overview 

of some of the practical issues involved in developing routing policies the reader is referred 

to Gelenbe and Pekergin (1993). Even in the context of very simple models, for example 

routing a single job class to a collection of homogeneous stations, such routing problems 

have proved difficult to analyse. See the introduction to Liu and Righter (1998) for a 

helpful overview of the theoretical literature. In Figure 1.1 we provide a simple pictorial 

representation of a general model for the routing problems under consideration. Our 
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Figure 1.1: The general routing problem 

service environment concerns a distributed service system comprising a system controller 

and a set of stations M= 11,2,.. 
.' M}. Jobs (i. e. requests for service) from different 

customer classes arrive into the system at the system controller who will then assign 

these jobs to the stations within the network for processing. Once assigned to a station 

within the network the job will either begin service immediately, if processing capability 

is available, or join a queue at that station and wait until it is selected for processing. 

Each station operates a local scheduling policy. This policy determines how the queueing 

jobs will be selected for service. For example, one scheduling strategy is to process the 
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1.1. The General Routing Problem 

jobs in the order of their arrival at the station, this is commonly know as a First Come 

First Served (FCFS) policy. In their work on distributed computer systems Ross and 
Yao, (1991) pointed to important features that may be present in such routing problems. 
They considered two broad types of arriving jobs, of which there may be several classes 

of each type. Some arriving jobs may be dedicated to a particular station and must be 

processed there. Other jobs classes are generic in that the choice of processing station 

remains open. A major innovation of Ross and Yao, (1991) was that they supposed that 

each station schedules their work optimally as opposed to handling the work in a simpler 

FCFS fashion. They showed that considerable savings can be made when optimal local 

scheduling is incorporated into the routing problem. Under this model description the full 

routing problem comprises two key components, namely the routing policy applied by the 

system controller and the local scheduling rules adopted at each station. The development 

of the routing policy will have to take into account the local scheduling policy used. 
A routing policy is naturally dependent upon the level of information available to the 

system controller and the sophistication of the network system. With increased informa- 

tion, such as full information on the system state (i. e. queue lengths at each station), the 

system controller will be able to implement policies that improve upon the performance 

of policies developed without access to this knowledge. In some systems it may not be 

possible to introduce the communication mechanisms required to store and manage the 

extra information. Additionally, the communication overheads may be too large as to 

be practical to accommodate them into the system. In choosing the routing policy there 

must be a balance between the value (or accessibility) of increased information and the 

requirements of the network system. 
In the next two sections we briefly describe approaches to the development of routing 

policies on the basis of the level of information available to the system controller. We 

consider two classes of routing policies. The first class of policies are limited to utilising 

only the known system paxameters and can make no use of information regaxding the 

composition and length of the queues at each station. This class of state independent 
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1.2. Static Routing 

policies are known as static routing policies. The second class of policies are state de- 

pendent in that they are able to incorporate knowledge of the composition and length of 

the queues at each station. This class of routing policies are known as dynamic routing 

policies. 

1.2 Static Routing 

In static routing problems the system controller can only base decisions regarding the 

assignment of jobs to service stations on the defining paxameters of the system and can 

make no use of any knowledge of the present or past states of the system. For simple 

cases involving only a single job class and homogeneous stations round robin policies 

and Bernoulli routing with equal probabilities have been shown to be optimal. See, 

for example, Chang (1992), Ephremides et aL (1980), Koole (1996) and Liu and Towsley 

(1994). Note that round robin policies make no use of state information but do require the 

history of previous routing decisions to be known. In developing static routing policies for 

our multi-class problem we only consider policies based on time-independent information 

only. These static policies distribute the axriving jobs to the stations according to a fixed 

probability (Bernoulli routing). 

For routing problems involving a single job class the question of how the traffic should 

be scheduled at each station is of limited concern, standard procedure is to schedule the 

work in a FCFS fashion. In the complex multi-class routing problems of interest here, 

the full routing problem is in fact a joint routing/local scheduling problem. To be able 
determine the routing probabilities for the job classes the local scheduling rules need to 

be taken into account. 
The local scheduling sub-problem is itself a challenging stochastic optimisation prob- 

lem. Many recent developments in the control of multi-class queueing systems have fol- 

lowed an approach to the optimisation problem using an approximation of the original 

system or some limiting process. Atkins and Chen (1995) considered a fluid model while 
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1.2. Static Routing 

Harrison and Wein (1989) considered a diffusion process in heavy traffic. A control is then 

found that optimises the approximating systems. However, the subsequent evaluation of 

the controls for the original queueing system of interest can be very difficult. 

An alternative approach to stochastic scheduling problems is the so-called achievable 

region approach (also known as the mathematical programming approach). In general 

terms the achievable region approach seeks solutions to stochastic optimisation problems 
by: 

Characterising the space of all possible performances of the stochastic system of 

interest. 

e Solving a mathematical program over this region. 

The space of all possible performances (the achievable region) is a polyhedron of special 

structure resulting in a mathematical program for which efficient algorithms exist. The 

optimising vector of performances for the mathematical program makes the identification 

of a control for the original system achieving this performance relatively straightforward. 

Early contributions to this approach were due to Coffman and Mitrani (1980) and Gelenbe 

and Mitrani (1980) who analysed multi-class MIM11 and MIG11 queueing systems. The 

approach was further developed by Shanthikumar and Yao (1992) and Bertsimas and 

Nifio-Mora (1996). It has been shown for a number of important queueing models that 

the optimal local schedule takes the form of a priority-index policy. At a station each job 

class has an index associated with it, at each service decision epoch the server must select 

the job with the currently largest index. 

Dacre (1999), Dacre and Glazebrook (2002) and Dacre, Glazebrook and Nifio-Mora 

(1999) have developed an approach to static routing problems that makes extensive use of 

the achievable region approach. Their work encompasses a range of modelling possibilities 

for the controlled stochastic systems which are the individual stations in the network. We 

provide a detailed overview of the achievable region approach and its application in routing 

problems in Chapter 2 and we shall defer further elaboration of this approach until then. 
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Dynamic Routing 

1.3 Dynamic Routing 

In dynamic routing problems the system controller has greater access to information than 

in the static models. The system controller has access to the composition and lengths 

of the queues at each station. A dynamic policy can, in principle, make decisions based 

upon the entire history of the system to date. Studies of queueing networks comprising 

homogeneous stations and a single job class have shown a "join the shortest queue" policy 

to be optimal for a number of system models. See, for example, Hordijk and Koole (1990), 

Weber (1978) and Winston (1977). A useful tool in the analysis and control of queueing 

systems in a dynamic framework is the Markov decision process. 

1.3.1 Markov Decision Processes and Dynamic Programming 

A Markov decision process is a model of a dynamic system evolving over time in which the 

progression through the system states is governed by a succession of transition probability 

distributions which in turn is controlled by the decision taken in the current state. In 

these models we assume that the Markov property holds. The Maxkov assumption states 

here that the transition to the next state depends only upon the effect of the action taken 

in the present system state and is not influenced by the past history of the system. 

A discrete-time Markov decision process (MDP) is a dynamic system with decision 

epochs at equidistant points of time, t=0, We have a set of possible system states 

I. For each state iEIa set of actions A(i) are available. Depending upon the action 

a taken in state i an immediate cost ci(a) is incurred. At the next decision epoch the 

system will be in state j with probability pij (a) where EjE, pij (a) = 1, iEI. 

MDPs are a powerful tool for the analysis of stochastic optimisation problems. Many 

of its applications are found in the optimal control of queueing systems. Due to the 

stochastic nature of the axrival and service processes in many queueing systems these 

problems are more naturally modelled by allowing decision epochs to occur randomly in 

time. A continuous time version of an MDP, known as a semi-Maxkov decision process 
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1.3. Dynamic Routing 

(SMDP), allows for time intervals between decision epochs to be random variables. The 

reader is referred to Puterman (1994) for a full discussion of MDPs/SMDPs and their 

applications. 

The techniques of Dynamic Programming (DP) are a natural framework to finding 

optimal solutions to MDPs. The concept of DP was developed by Bellman (1957) as a 

computational approach to solving sequential decision problems. His principle of opti- 

mality states that an optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and 

initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard 

to the state resulting from the first decision. 

In applying Bellman's principle to the MDP problems above we obtain a set of recursive 

equations, the solution to these recursions result in the optimal cost function. If an 

exact analytical solution to the recursive equations is available then it may be possible to 

deduce structural properties of the optimal cost function from which an optimal policy 

can be deduced. When a full analytical solution is unavailable numerical methods can 

be applied to solve the recursions. However, numerical approaches are severely limited 

in their application to high dimensional problems and/or with a large number of states. 

Additionally, tackling such problems from a purely computational approach is generally 

lacking in any insight as to the structure of the optimal policies. 

1.3.2 Restless Bandits 

Restless Bandit Problems (RBPs) involve the sequential allocation of system resources 

among a collection of projects or bandits, which evolve stochastically over time. The aim 

being, say, to maximise the total expected rewards. The R13P, introduced by Whittle 

(1988), is a development of the classic Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem of Gittins 

(1979). In Gittins' MAB problem service may be allocated to only one of the competing 

projects. The project to which service is allocated is said to be active. The remaining 

projects are passive. On selection of a project a reward is earned and the active project 
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1.4. Thesis Structure 

then evolves according to a Markov transition law. All passive projects states remain 

unchanged. The optimal policy is an index policy known as the Gittins index policy. 

The Gittins index is a function of the project type and state. At each decision epoch the 

optimal policy is to select the project of currently largest index. In Whittle's (1988) RBP 

service may be allocated to more than one of the competing projects. Additionally, all 

projects continue to evolve whether they are active or passive according to active/passive 

transition laws. This active/passive evolution of the projects in RBPs make it a natural 

vehicle for a queueing system model. For an RBP comprising n projects, exactly rn <n 

of the projects must be active at all times. Whittle considered a relaxed version of the 

restless bandit problem in which m projects must be active on average. He applied a 

Lagrangian approach to the solution of the relaxed RBP. The Lagrange multiplier has 

the economic interpretation of a subsidy for passivity, the value of which ensures that m 

projects are active on average. He defines an index for each project in a given state as the 

value of subsidy that makes both active and passive actions optimal in that state. This 

index reduces to the Gittins index for the case m=1 and the passive projects remain 

static. Whittle (1988) proposed an index policy for the RBP utilising the project indices 

above: at each decision epoch make active the m projects of currently largest index. 

This ensures the requirement that exactly m projects axe active at all times is satisfied. 

However, Whittle's proposed index may not exist. The project must be shown to have 

an indexability property, which itself is difficult to establish. Even when the indices exist 

they are not guaranteed to be optimal. 

1.4 Thesis Structure 

In this section we give an outline structure of the remaining chapters of the thesis. Our 

work concerns routing in multi-class queueing networks and the development of routing 

policies for such problems. In the general routing model under consideration we have jobs 

from a number of classes arriving at a network system comprising a collection of service 
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1.4. Thesis Structure 

stations offering (possibly) different service capabilities. The job classes themselves are 

of two distinct types. Dedicated jobs may only be processed at a specific station within 

the network and are assumed to arrive directly at that station. Generic jobs can be 

processed anywhere within the network. They arrive at the system controller who then 

assigns the jobs to a station. Each station schedules their work optimally. Our goal is 

the development of policies for routing the generic traffic across the network to minimise 

the long-run average holding cost rate. We consider two classes of routing policy for 

these problems. In Chapter 2 we discuss static (i. e. state independent) routing polices. 

Chapters 3 and 4 are concerned with the development of dynamic (i. e. state dependent) 

policies. . 
For the static routing problems considered in Chapter 2 the static routing policies 

take the form of a simple Bernoulli routing policy in which arriving jobs are assigned to a 

station within the network with some fixed probability. Our approach to the development 

of such static routing policies follows the achievable region approach as discussed by Dacre, 

Glazebrook and Nifio-Mora (1999). We provide a detailed overview of this approach and 

its application to routing problems. We present four examples of station model to which 

the methodologies described in this chapter can be applied: the Klimov network, the 

MIM11 queueing system, the MIG11 queueing system and the MIM177 queueing system 

with identical servers. These examples can be thought of as important representative 

cases. A key development in the achievable region approach by Bertsimas and Nifio- 

Mora (1996) showed that systems satisfying Generalised Conservation Laws (GCL) have 

an achievable region that is an extended polymatroid. An adaptive greedy algorithm 

is available that optimally solves Us over extended polymatroids. They classified the 

extreme points of the extended polymatroid and defined allocation indices as the sum of 

variables representing an optimal solution to the corresponding dual LP. A closed form 

expression is available for the optimal objective value of the LP. The allocation indices for 

extended polymatroids correspond with an index policy for GCL systems. A number of 

systems satisfying GCL have the important structural properties of decomposability and 
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1.4. Thesis Structure 

reducibility. The notion of decomposability was introduced by Bertsimas and Niflo-Mora 

(1996). Systems that exhibit this strong property can be solved by breaking them down 

into a number of smaller sub-problems. Reducibility, introduced by Garbe and Glazebrook 

(1998), guarantees that systems formed by restricting service to different subsets of jobs 

are related to each other in a fairly simple way. Dacre and Glazebrook (2002) introduced 

the more general notion of quasi-reducibility. They showed that GCL systems that axe 

decomposable and quasi-reducible with respect to a partition of job classes exhibit a form 

of supermodularity in the optimal return. Dacre (1999) and Dacre and Glazebrook (2002) 

used these supermodularity results to deduce properties of the optimal cost function as 

a function of job axrival rates. They showed that these cost functions exhibit a form 

of paxtial convexity in the job arrival rates. In systems satisfying these properties a 

solution to the full routing problem exists. In special cases the partial convexity property 

translates into full convexity, this in turn yields full convexity in the full routing problem. 

For such problems efficient numerical algorithms exist that will provide optimal solutions. 

In problems of routing to homogeneous stations, Equal Splitting Policies (ESP) are shown 

to be optimal when the station returns are convex. However, this is not the case when 

the station returns are partially convex. We discuss optimisation approaches that can be 

applied in the determination of the optimal routing probabilities. 
The final sections apply the techniques developed in formulating optimal static routing 

policies. We consider the routing problem investigated by Becker et al. (2000). Calls (jobs) 

of different types axe to be routed to operators (service stations) within a call centre. 

Ideally calls should be handled by operators who specialise in dealing with these types 

of call, however, this is not always possible and some calls may have to be routed to less 

expert operators. Becker et al. discussed how to do this routing optimally for problems 

in which each service station schedules their traffic according to a FCFS policy and an 

optimal scheduling policy. We extend their computational study to consider a greater 

range of system set-ups. In all problems operating an optimal local scheduling policy at 

each station, in comparison to FCFS scheduling, reduces call delays. For these problems 
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a specialist operator is available for each type of call. Under limited budget constraints 

this may not be possible. Our optimisation problem now concerns the determination 

of the optimal mix of specialist stations to be built into the network. We caxry out 

a numerical investigation into this problem and suggest a reasonable heuristic policy. 

We conclude the chapter with an investigation of a problem closely related to our routing 

problems, network design. Network design problems concern the construction of a network 

system that will meet the service demands placed upon it. We consider constructing 

networks of homogeneous stations. We show that under ESP routing and where the 

station returns are partially convex additional stations contribute diminishing returns. We 

conduct a numerical investigation into a simple network design problem. We consider the 

performance of networks constructed under ESP routing for a range of system parameters. 

In Chapter 3 we describe an approach the development of dynamic routing policies for 

multi-class systems. The work developing this approach and the resulting dynamic policies 

has been published: see Ansell, Glazebrook and Kirkbride (2003). In the development 

of these dynamic policies we apply a single policy improvement step to an optimal static 

policy. In this we follow an idea proposed by Krishnan (1987) and discussed by Tijms 

(1994) in the context of simple single class systems. We consider problems in which each 

station is modelled as a multi-class MIM11 queueing system. The resulting dynamic 

policies are shown to have a simple and intuitive structure that generalise "join the shortest 

queue" policies to our complex multi-class structure in a natural way and are based upon 

a index for each station in a given state. These indices are a measure of the congestion at 

each station and are shown to be lineax in the class specific queue lengths there. Hence, 

in its application the dynamic routing policy will route an incoming generic job to the 

station with the smallest current index value. The coefficients of this linear measure 

are shown to reflect both the individual station dynamics and the class of arriving job. 

Further simplifications arise in special cases. The analysis is extended to consider a 

problem in which the individual stations are modelled as Klimov networks. We report a 

computational investigation into the performance of these dynamic routing policies with 
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a number of competitor policies. These include the optimal static routing policy, round 

robin, JSQ and the optimal dynamic routing policy. In the final section we consider 

utilising these dynamic routing policies in the network design problem introduced in 

Chapter 2. In a computational investigation we consider the benefits to a system axchitect 

in constructing systems that incorporate these dynamic policies over systems constructed 

under the ESP routing. 

In Chapter 4 we develop an alternative approach to the development of dynamic 

routing policies. The work developing this approach and its resulting dynamic policies 

has also been published: see Glazebrook and Kirkbride (2004). We utilise ideas related 

to the class of restless bandit problems in the development of an index policy for our 

routing problem. We consider problems in which the individual stations are modelled as 

two-class MIM11 queueing systems. We take an approximative approach to Whittle's 

(1988) proposal for indexability to develop a station index. In this we consider a class of 

admission control problems involving a single station and develop the station index via 

the application of a single policy improvement step to an optimal static policy for this 

single station problem. The indices for the station are shown to be increasing and non- 

linear in the station workload. The policy implemented will route an incoming generic 

job to the station of currently smallest index. We extend the analysis to a problem in 

which the stations axe modelled as Klimov networks. We conclude with a numerical study 

investigating the performance of the index policy with the optimal static routing policy, 

the dynamic routing policy developed in Chapter 3 and the optimal dynamic routing 

policy. The numerical evaluations of the cost rates for the dynamic policies in Chapters 

3 and 4 are performed via DP value iteration (see, Tijms (1994)). 
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Chapter 2 

Static Routing 

2.1 Introduction 

The general routing problem discussed in Chapter 1 concerns the distribution of work in 

a diversified service system. Such routing problems represent a significant challenge to 

analysis. Here our attention focuses on the static routing problem. For such problems 

the system controller (whose task is to distribute the workload across the network) only 

has access to information regarding the defining system parameters with which to guide 

routing decisions. The policy implemented will route an arriving job to a station according 

to a fixed probability. Our interest lies in the development of optimal static routing 

policies for this Problem. The study of routing problems in these contexts is important. 

For example, in network systems in which it is not possible to introduce mechanisms 

to store and manage the required state information for the implementation of dynamic 

policies. This may be due to the sophistication of the network system or simply that the 

costs from implementing these mechanisms are too large. 

In this chapter we introduce the static routing problem. These problems allow for 

multiple job classes of different types and stations with varying service capabilities. A 

feature of these models is that we suppose the workload at the individual stations is sched- 

uled optimally. The full routing problem is shown to be a joint routing/local scheduling 

problem. In determining the optimal local scheduling policy we make extensive use of the 

achievable region approach. We provide a detailed overview of the achievements made in 

following this approach and its application in the development of static routing policies 
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for a range of system models. The performance of these policies are then numerically 

assessed in a problem which considers routing jobs to a network of stations where each 

station possesses varying degrees of specialisation in processing the different job classes. 

The chapter ends with consideration of the related problem of network design. 

2.2 The Static Routing Problem 

A distributed system comprises a set of stations M= 11,2,..., MI and a system con- 

troller. Jobs from a number of different classes axrive at the system for processing. Jobs 

(and the classes to which they belong) axe either generic or dedicated. Generic jobs arrive 

at the system controller who will immediately route the arrival to one of the stations 

within the network. Generic jobs can be processed at any station. Dedicated jobs can be 

processed only by a specified station and axe assumed to arrive directly at that station. 

We denote the set of classes of generic jobs by G and the set of classes of jobs dedicated 

to station rn by D, MEM. Hence E=GUD, U ... U Dm is the set of job classes 

allowed access to the system while Em =GU Dm is the set of job classes allowed access 

to station MEM. 

Jobs arrive at the system as independent Poisson streams, having rates (mean number 

of arrivals per unit time) Aj, jEE. Let A =- JAi}iEE and XG = {A9}9EG denote the 

vectors of arrival rates. To conform with other notation we shall write Aj = Ajm, jE 

D, mEM for the arrival rates of the dedicated classes. Here we only consider the 

class of static routing policies. Hence, when a generic job class of g arrives, the system 

controller assigns it to station m, with fixed probability p,,,,. The controller routing matrix 

P= (Pqm)qEG, 
mEM satisfies Pe =e where e is a IGI-vector of 1's, so an arriving job is 

routed to a station with probability 1. We use \G = JPgM'\G }gEG to denote the vector of M9 

generic arrival rates to station mEM. 

Under this scheme, jobs from classes in GUD,,, axrive at station m and will compete 

for processing capacity with those already there. Hence, each station operates a local 
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scheduling policy, namely a rule for determining which job class to process at each decision 

epoch. Let U,, be the set of admissible scheduling policies for station m. An admissible 

policy, u,,, E U,,,, must satisfy the natural restrictions that it is non-anticipative (i. e. 

decisions are only based on the past and present state of the system) and work conserving 

(i. e. servers are never idle when there are jobs in the system and will not allow jobs to 

leave until their processing requirements have been met). 

A holding cost, cj > 0, is associated with each job class jEE. Our goal is to route the 

generic workload across the stations and schedule the work at each station to minimise 
the long-run average holding cost rate: 

1: E cjE(Njn) 
MEM iEGuDn 

(2.1) 

where Nj,,, is the number of class j jobs at station m and the expectation is taken in 

steady state. Note that we assume that the system is stable, in that a steady state solution 

with finite queue lengths exists. We shall assume that all axguments of the optimal cost 

functions -D and T, which we now define, result in a stable system. 
If we fix the generic arrival rates, '\G, at station m then the local scheduling problem M 

becomes 

Ttn(1\7Gn) = inf 1: cjEu,. (Njm). 
UmEU, n jEGuDm 

The routing aspect of the minimisation problem in (2.1) can now be expressed as 

(Dm(AG) = min (Aam) 
- p 

MEM 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Plainly, an ability to compute and/or characterise the optimal returns IF,,, as functions of 

the generic load AG is important for the solution of the load balancing problem in (2.3). 
M 

We now develop a range of models for local scheduling at station m all of which enable us 

to say a great deal about the mEM. The models presented are not an exhaustive 
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selection but they can be considered to be a number of important representative cases to 

which we can apply the methodology presented in this chapter. We could, for example, 

model station m as an undiscounted branching bandit (see Dacre and Glazebrook (2002)). 

Example 1 (Station ma Klimov network) 

Jobs axrive at station m in independent Poisson streams and have service requirements 

which are exponentially distributed. Arrival rates and service rates for class i are Ajm and 

pj,,, respectively, jEGU Dm. Once a job from class i has completed service, it may be 

routed for further service as a class j job, with probability qimp i, jE GUD, or it may leave 

the system, with probability q7n =1-n ql! 'ý. Here it will usually be appropriate io 
FajECUD 

.7 
to assume that generic jobs or dedicated jobs are routed for further service as generic 

or dedicated jobs respectively. To ensure that a job entering the station leaves it with 

probability one we require that the matrix In-Qm is invertible, where Qm = {qijI%}iJEGUD.. 

and I' is the IGU Dm IxIGU Dm I identity. We further assume that all arrival, service 

and routing processes axe mutually independent. A single machine provides service. The 

admissible scheduling controls, Um, at station m are non-anticipative and work conserving. 

They will select a single job for service (provided the station is non-empty) at each arrival 

and service completion epoch. Under this model, the traffic at a station can be quite 

general in structure. We can, for example, provide for jobs which have a (current) state 

which evolves under processing as a continuous time Markov process. 

Example 2 (Station ma multi-class MIM11 queue) 

Jobs arrive at station m in independent Poisson streams and have service requirements 

which are exponentially distributed. Arrival rates and service rates for class j are Ajm 

and pj,,, respectively, jEGUD,,,,. Once jobs are served, they leave the system. Arrival 

and service processes are mutually independent. A single machine provides service. The 

admissible scheduling controls, U., at station m are non-anticipative and work conserving. 
They will select a single job for service (provided the station is non-empty) at each axrival 
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and service completion epoch. It is easy to see that this station model is equivalent to 

the no-feedback version of the Klimov network in Example 1 (i. e. qi'j = 0, j =54 0). 

Example 3 (Station ma multi-class MIG11 queue) 

Jobs arrive at station m in independent Poisson streams and have general service re- 

quirements which are id. d. within each class. The class j arrival rate is Aj.. and class j 

service times have mean 1z, -1 and finite second moment Mj,,,, jEGUD,,,. Once jobs are M 
served, they leave the system. Arrival and service processes are mutually independent. 

A single machine provides service. The admissible scheduling controls, U,,, at station m 

are non-anticipative and work conserving with the further restriction that controls should 

be non-preemptive (i. e. once service has started on a job it will be carried through to 

completion). They will select a single job for service (provided the station is non-empty) 

at each service completion epoch. 

Example 4 (Station ma multi-class MIMI? 7,, queue with identical service rates) 

Jobs arrive at station m in independent Poisson streams and have service requirements 

which are exponentially distributed. Arrival rates and service rates for class j are Aj,,, and 

p.. respectively, jEGU Dm. Once jobs axe served, they leave the system. Arrival and 

service processes are mutually independent. Service is provided by 77n, machines working 

in parallel and any machine can process any job. The admissible scheduling controls, U', 

at station m axe non-anticipative and work conserving. They will select a collection of 

jobs for service at each arrival and service completion epoch. If there are 77,, or fewer 

jobs present at such an epoch then all jobs will be chosen while if there are more than 77n, 

jobs present then a collection of 77,,, of them will be chosen, one to be processed on each 

machine. 
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2.3 The Achievable Region Approach 

Many stochastic control problems, including those involving the multi-class queueing sys- 

tems of the previous section, have been successfully analysed via the so-called achievable 

region approach (see Dacre, Glazebrook and Nifio-Mora (1999)). The advantage in fol- 

lowing this approach is that it remains in close contact to the original stochastic system 

as opposed to approaches which study fluid or diffusion approximations to the original 

system. Typically, such analyses allow us to make strong statements about the control 

policies identified. The achievable region approach to the optimal control of stochastic 

systems (alternatively known as the mathematical programming approach) attempts to 

solve stochastic optimisation problems by: 

(i) identifying the performance space X, namely the set of all possible system perfor- 

mances (the achievable region) under admissible scheduling controls; 

(ii) reformulating the stochastic optimisation problem of interest as a mathematical 

programming problem with feasible region X and; 

(iii) identifying a control that corresponds to the optimal solution of the stochastic opti- 

misation problem via a solution to the above mathematical programming problem. 

Due to the nature of the current work we develop the method of the achievable region 

approach in the context of multi-class queueing systems appropriate to the analysis of 

the local scheduling problem given by (2.2). To avoid notational complexities we shall 
focus on a single station m in the network and drop the station suffix from the notation. 
We return the suffix at the end of Section 2.7 where we consider the full routing/local 

scheduling problem of (2.3). 

Queues from classes in GUD, form at the station which operates an admissible 

scheduling policy UEU which has an associated system performance vector xu = 

(X UXUI... IX 
U 

12 IGUDI). Here rju is the expectation of a performance measure related to class 

We shall typically take the performance measure xj' to be the long-run average number 
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of class j jobs at the station under control u, denoted Eu(Nj). This seems a natural 

choice of performance measure for many queueing control problems. However, in certain 

problem instances it can be beneficial to consider others. The performance space is the 

set of possible performances, denoted X= Ixu :uE U}- Given the holding cost vector 

C= (CliC2i 
... I CIGUDI )T' the stochastic scheduling problem can be expressed as 

inf (c Tx U). 
UEU 

(2.4) 

Our aim is to identify a control u011 that attains the infimum. in (2.4). If X is known we 

can solve the minimisation problem 

IP = inf (c T 
x) (2.5) 

XEX 

and then identify a control u" that achieves xO', the optimising vector. 

We can identify the exact performance space for the station models considered in 

Examples 1-4. The performance spaces have been shown to have a special structure that 

allows for the efficient solution of the mathematical program in (2.5). The form of the 

optimal solutions makes the identification of the optimal scheduling control relatively 

straightforward. The optimal scheduling control in every case is a strict priority policy. 

Such policies give priority to jobs in class i over jobs in class j, if at each decision epoch, 

the server will only select a class j job if there are no class i jobs present in the system. 

Given7r = (7r, 
, 7r2 ,.... 7rJGUDJ) a permutation of GUD, priority policy 7r will give priority 

to the job classes according to permutation 7r with jobs in class 7r, having priority over 

all other job classes and jobs in class 7rJGUDI having the lowest priority. 

Early contributions to the development of the achievable region approach were due 

to Coffman and Mitrani (1980) and Gelenbe and Mitrani (1980). Their ground-breaking 

work analysed stochastic scheduling problems concerning multi-class MIM11 and MIG11 

queueing systems. We now briefly outline their approach on the simple problem of a two- 

class MIM11 queueing system. 
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The two-class MIM11 queueing system considered here is a version of the station 

model of Example 2 in which the are 2 generic job classes and no dedicated traffic. We 

denote the traffic intensity due to class j jobs by pj = Ajlpj, j=1,2. To guarantee 

stability, the total traffic intensity P= PI + P2 is assumed to be less than 1. The goal is 

to find a minimising control uEU for the long-run holding cost rate, i. e. 

inf {Cl Eu (NO + C2Eu(N2)} v (2.6) 
UEU 

where cj is a (linear) holding cost rate and Nj is the number of class j jobs at the station 

and E, is an expectation taken with respect to the steady state distribution of the system 

under policy u. 
By consideration of the work-in-system, denoted Vu(t), whose value is equal to the 

sum of remaining service times of all customers in the system at time t we can identify 

a collection of equations and inequalities involving the steady state expectations E, (Ni) 

and E,, (N2). These are collectively known as the conservation laws defining the system 

(see Kleinrock (1976)). Under admissible scheduling policy u sample paths of V,, (t) con- 

sist of upward jumps at job axrival epochs equal to the amount of additional processing 

requirement followed by a period of service during which the work-in-system is reduced 

at rate 1. Service periods terminate either when the system is empty (V. (t) = 0) or with 

an upward jump indicating a job axrival. It is clear that the sample paths of Vu(t) axe 

independent of the choice of admissible u. It then follows that the steady state work- 

in-system is constant over all admissible scheduling polices. Under the assumption of 

exponential service times we may express the steady state expected work-in-system as 

Eu (NI), pl '+E,, (N2)112 1, solutions for which are well known under the first come first 

served (FCFS) scheduling policy. For our simple two-class system this equality constraint 

is given by 

E,,, (Ni) 
+= PIA-11 + P2A2ý- I., 

UEU. (2.7) 
Al P2 1- Pl - P2 
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We now consider V. I(t), the work-in-system. at time t due to class 1 jobs only. This 

quantity is not control invariant due to its dependence upon the distribution of service 

between the two classes under admissible scheduling policy u. Sample paths of Vul(t) 

may have horizontal segments when Vul(t) >0 corresponding to periods in which class 1 

jobs axe present in the system but class 2 jobs are currently being processed. For each 

realisation of the system it is clear that Vul(t) is minimised for each t by the policy u 

which always gives class 1 jobs priority over class 2. Hence the steady state expected 

class 1 work-in-system. is minimised by this (preemptive) priority policy, denoted 1 --* 2. 

We thus obtain the following inequality 

Eu(Ni) 
>, UEU, (2.8) 

Al 1-PI 

where the r. h. s. of inequality (2.8) is the mean amount of work-in-system of an MIM11 

system serving class 1 jobs only. The same reasoning gives the corresponding result that 

Eu(N2) 
>, UEU, (2.9) 

112 P2 

where the r. h. s. of inequality (2.9) is attained by (preemptive) priority policy 2 --+ 1. 

Without further discussion we state that these conservation laws define the performance 

space X exactly. The performance space is given by the region 

X= Eu(Ni) 
, 
E,,, (N2) 

jUEU t1l P2 

2+ P211ý` ý(XliX2) 

E R+ XI ; X2 XI + X2 ý-- 
P'Pl 

1 -P, P2 1-Pl-P2 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the line segment defining the performance space. 

Now consider the LP 

inf Icipixi + C2142X2}- (2.10) 
XEX 
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The minimum in (2.10) is attained at end-point A when c1p, ý! C2P2 and at end-point B 

otherwise. 

xý 

P2 11-21 

1-P2 

pig -; 

I-P, 

Figure 2.1: The line segment X 

We now return to the original objective, namely identifying the control uOPT that 

solves (2.6), rewritten as 

inf Icipixul + C2P2X2 (2.11) U} 
7 UEU 

where in (2.11) we take xý' = E,, (Nj)ltij as the class j performance under control u. 
.7 

When cly, ý! C2P2, xO'T =A and the control achieving this is 1 --+ 2. When C2112 ý! C11117 

xOP' =B and this achieved by 2 --+ 1. We conclude that the control solving (2.11) is one 

in which priority is given to the job class with the larger cjllj value. Hence the optimal 

control favours options which drive down the holding cost rate most rapidly. This so-called 
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ep-rule is a classic result from queueing control theory (see Cox and Smith (1961)). 

2.4 Strong Conservation Laws 

The achievable region approach was developed further by Shanthikumar and Yao (1992). 

They were able to show that for any performance vector satisfying strong conservation 
laws (SCL) the performance space is (the base of) a polymatroid. The solutions of Us 

whose feasible space is a polymatroid are well known and will correspond to strict priority 

policies for our multi-class scheduling problems. 
A performance vector is said to satisfy SCL if the total performance over all job classes 

GUD is invariant under all admissible policies, and if its minimal performance over job 

classes in a subset SCGUD is achieved by any policy that gives priority to job classes 

in S over job classes in Sc. More formally, we have Definition 1. 

Definition 1 (Strong Conservation Laws) 

The performance vector x= (Ili X2 i .... XICUDI) satisfies strong conservation laws (SCL) 

if there exists a set function b: 2 CUD --+ R+ satisfying, for all uEU, 

E xj' b(G U D), (2.12) 
jECUD 

E xj' b(S), for alISC GUD, (2.13) 
jES 

and such that for all priority policies 7r = 171,72, 
..., 7riGUDI}, 

r 

x' = 
b(17r,, 72, ... 7rj), for r 2,..., IG U DI. (2.14) 

Iri j=l 
We say the system satisfies SCL(b). 

If the performance vector x satisfies SCL then the corresponding achievable region 
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X= jx'; uE U1 is contained in the polyhedron P defined by 

P=xG R'CUDI : Exjýýb(S), SC: GUD; Z xj=b(GUD) (2.15) 
jEs jEGUD 

1 

If the set function b: 2 CUD --+ R+ is normalised, non-decreasing and supermodular, 

namely, 

b(0) = 0, (normalised), 

b(S) :5 b(T), S9TC: GUD, (non-deereasing), 

b(S U fj}) - b(S) :5 b(T U jj}) - b(T), 

SC TC GUD and j VT, 
(supermodulax), 

then P defines the (base of a) (contra) polymatroid with base function b. Shanthikumar 

and Yao, (1992) were able to show that strict priority policies guarantee the supermodu- 
Imity of b, giving rise to the following result. 

Theorem 1 (Shanthikumar and Yao (1992)) 

If a performance vector x satisfies strong conservation laws (2.12)-(2.14) then 

(a) The polyhedron P in (2.15) is the performance space; 

(b) P is (the base of) a polymatroid; 

(c) The vertices of P are the performance vectors of absolute priority rules. 

The vertices of the polyhedron correspond to the minimum of some linear objective 

which explains the optimality of strict priority policies. We shall see later that this result 

is a special case of the more general Theorem 6. Many multi-class queueing systems 

including Examples 2-4 satisfy SCL. However, this is not true of Example 1 which is itself 

solved by a priority policy. In the next section we shall introduce generalised conservation 

laws (GCL). The performance space of systems that satisfy GCL corresponds to a type 

of polyhedron known as (the base of) an extended (contra) polymatroid. 
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2.5 Extended Polymatroids and Generalised Conser- 

vation Laws 

Extended polymatroids (and polymatroids) have a role in stochastic scheduling problems 

solved by priority index policies analogous to that of classical polymatroids in combinato- 

rial optimisation problems solved by greedy algorithms. They were introduced by Tsoucas 

(1991) and developed by Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996). 

Definition 2 (Extended Polyrnatroid) 

Given a set GUD= 11,2, 
..., 

IGUD 11, a non-negative set function b: 2CUD ---* R+, and 

j a matrix V= (VjS)jEGUD, S9GUD satisfying VS >0 for jES, S C- GUD, the polyhedron 

CUD VCUDXj = b(G U D) P(V, b) xE R+ Vjsxj > b(S), SCGUD; 
jES iEGUD 

is (the base of) an extended (contra) polymatroid if v(7r) E P(V, b) for evezy permutation 

7r of GuD, Where, for 7r ---: 
(71,72, 

... , 7rIGUDI), V(70 is the unique solution to the set of 

simultaneous linear equations 

r 

,j 
V, 11117r2j ... 7rr ) 

x7rj = b(17r,, 72, .... 7r, }), r=1,2,..., IG U DI. 
j=l 

Many multi-class scheduling problems can be formulated as linear programs over ex- 

tended (contra) polymatroids. The strong structural properties of these linear programs 

allow for efficient solution. Consider the Linear Program: 

minimise cTx (2.16) 

subject to E P(V, b) 

where cER IGUDI 
, given by +C ---2 

(CI) C2 CIGUDI) is a cost rate vector. 
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Tsoucas (1991) proved the optimality of an adaptive greedy algorithm for solving 

(2.16). The adaptive greedy algorithm takes the cost vector c and the matrix V as its 

inputs. The output of the algorithm includes a permutation ir of GUD and a dual solution 

of the linear program (2.16), y. The steps of the algorithm proceed as follows: 

Input: (c, V) 

Step: k= IG U DI 

set SIGUDI =GUD; 

setpSIGUDI = dn ci 
i 

m 
VSGUD iESIGUDI 

f. 

select 7rlGUDI E argmin 
Ci 

VSGUD iESIGuDI 

Ii 

Step: k= IG U DI -1 

set Sk 
--` 

Sk+1\17rk+l}; 

C, i: IGUDI VSjgSj 

set Vsk =min 
j=k+l i 

iESk vis., 

I 

Ci _ X: IGUDI V. Sj Sj 

select 7rk E argmin 
j=k+l i 

iESk vis'. 

Step: 0 

set ps =0 for SE2 GUD \IslGUDIi SIGUDI-It 
) 
Sl}- 

OUtpUt: (y, 7r) 

In each of the IG U DI steps the adaptive greedy algorithm selects an element of 

GUD that achieves the minimum of an expression, modified at each stage, so that at 
the termination of a single pass through the algorithm we are provided with a solution 
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to the lineax program (2.16). The next result establishes the optimality of the adaptive 

greedy algorithm. Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996) developed a proof based on linear 

programming duality. 

Theorem 2 (Optimality of the Adaptive Greedy Algorithm) 

If (y, 7r) is the output from running the adaptive greedy algorithm on (c, V), then v(7r) 

solves the LP (2.16) and y solves its dual. 

The optimality of the greedy algorithm allows us to explicitly chaxacterise the extreme 

points of the extended (contra) polymatroid P(V, b) - 

Theorem 3 (Extreme Points of P(V, b)) 

The set of extreme points of P(V, b) is 

jv(7r) : 7r is a permutation of GU DI. 

In the special case where Vý =1 for all jES, the region P(V, b) exactly defines a I 

polymatroid. The adaptive greedy algorithm reduces to the classical greedy algorithm of 

Edmonds (1970) that sorts jobs in order of non-increasing ci. The optimality of the adap- 

tive greedy algorithm leads naturally to a definition of allocation indices that characterise 

the optimal solutions of linear programs over extended polymatroids. 

Definition 3 (Allocation Indices) 

The allocation indices 71, ... i 71GUDI of the linear program (2.16) are given by 

IGUDI 

-yj = 1: iEGUD, 
k=j 

where (y, 7r) is the output from the adaptive greedy algorithm. 

The allocation indices depend only upon the input (V, c) not the set function b. 

Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996) show that the dual solution Y is uniquely determined 
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25. Extended Polymatroids and Generalised Conservation Laws 

by the input in that it is invariant in the way that ties are broken in the application 

of the algorithm, although the permutation -7r is not. The consistency in y immediately 

translates to a similar consistency in the definition of the allocation indices. 

Theorem 4 (Indexability) 

(i) The allocation indices in LP (2.16) are uniquely determined by c and V; 

(") 
^y7rl ý: ^/7r2 ý: 

***ý: 
^y7rlGUDI' 

Paxt (ii) follows from Definition 3 and states that for any permutation 7r that sorts 

the allocation indices in decreasing order, v(7r) corresponds to an optimal solution of 

LP (2.16). Linear programs over extended polymatroids are said to have an indexability 

property. The next result follows easily from the above analysis and the duality theorem. 

We obey the convention that 71GUDI+l --` 0- 

Corollary 5 (Optimal Objective Value) 

The optimal objective value T of the LP (2.16) is given by 

IGUDI 
E -yj(b(7r,, ., 7rj) - 

b((7r,, 
... 7rj-l 

j=l 
IGUDI 
E (-y,, 

- -yj+, ) b(17r,, 
..., 7rj (2.17) 

j=l 

Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996) develop the achievable region approach by intro- 

ducing a general concept of conservation laws. Their contribution for systems satisfying 

generalised conservation laws (GCL) extend the results on SCL in a natural way by pro- 

viding a framework for tackling stochastic scheduling problems solved by priority index 

rules. If a performance vector satisfies GCL they axe able to show that the achievable 

region is an extended polymatroid whose vertices correspond to strict priority policies. 

A performance vector is said to satisfy GCL if a weighted sum of performances over all 

job classes GUD is invariant under all admissible policies, and if, for all SCGUD the 
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25. Extended Polymatroids and Generalised Conservation Laws 

minimum weighted sum of performances over job classes in S is achieved by any policy 

that gives priority to job classes in S over job classes in S'. More formally, we have the 

following. 

Definition 4 (Generalised Conservation Laws) 

The performance vector x= 
(XI) X2 i .... XIGUDI) satisfies generalised conservation laws 

(CCL) if there exists a set function b: 2GUD --+ R+ and a matrix V :" (Vs )jEGUD, SCGUD 

satisfying Vý >0 for jES, SCGUD, such that, for all UEU, 3- 

VGUD (2.18) j xj = b(G U D), 
iEGUD 

E vjsxj, ý! b(S), for all SCGUA (2.19) 
jES 

and such that for all priority policies 7r = 17rl 
, W2 ,-.. 'KIGUDI } 

r 
EV 7ri , ... s7rr) x7irri = b(17r,,.. ., 7rr}), for r=1,2,. IGUDI. 7rj (2.20) 
j=j 

We say the system satisfies GCL(V, b). 

The following theorem, established by Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996), provides the 

connection between GCL and extended polymatroids. 

Theorem 6 (Performance Region Characterisation) 

If performance vector x satisfies GCL(V, b) then: 

(i) The performance vectors corresponding to strict priority policies are the vertices of 

'P(V, b), with x' = v(7r); 

(ii) The performance space X= P(V, b). 

If Vis =1 for all iES, S C: GUD in Definition 4 then the system satisfies SCL. It is 

easY to see that parts (a) and (c) of Theorem 1 are a special case of Theorem 6. 
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2.5. Extended Polymatroids and Generalised Conservation Laws 

We are now able to demonstrate the method of the achievable region approach applied 

to a general performance vector x that satisfies GCL. To achieve this we return to our 

original multi-class scheduling problem 

inf E cj xi, (2.21) 
UEU -EGuD 

At the beginning of Section 2.3 we outlined the steps taken in applying the achievable 

region approach to a stochastic optimisation problem. Step (i) requires the identification 

of the performance space X. From Theorem 6 we have that X= *P(V, b). In step (ii) we 

reformulate the stochastic optimisation problem as a mathematical programming problem 

with feasible region X. We solve the LP over X by running the adaptive greedy algorithm 

with input (c, V). Finally, in paxt (iii) we identify the scheduling policy that corresponds 

to the solution of the LP. We have that the solution to the LP lies at a vertex of the 

polyhedron P(V, b) and takes the form v(7r) which corresponds to the performance of the 

strict priority policy7r. 
The strong structural properties of extended polymatroids lead to strong structural 

properties in the scheduling problem. Suppose that we attach to job class j the index ^lj 

obtained from running the adaptive greedy algorithm with input (c, V). As a consequence 

of Theorem 4 an optimal policy will allocate priorities amongst the job classes in decreasing 

index order. 

Theorem 7 (Indexability under GCL) 

If a performance vector satisfies GCL then the stochastic scheduling problem given by 

(2.21) is solved by: 

(i) The priority policy 7r, i. e.; 

(H) The policy that selects at each decision epoch a job of currently largest index where 

7r and -y are obtained from running the adaptive greedy algorithm with input (c, 

V). 
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25. Extended Polymatroids and Generalised Conservation Laws 

The following examples of Section 2.2 that describe models for local scheduling at each 

station in the network satisfy GCL: 

Example 1 (The Klimov network) 

To progress we introduce the following system parameters: The total class j arTival rate 

to the station, denoted Aj, is given by the solution to the system of linear equations 

Aj = Aj +E Aiqij, jEGUD. 
iEGUD 

For scheduling policies which give priority to job classes in S C: GUD the constants 
V-! ' are the mean S-workload of a class j job and are interpreted as the mean amount of J 
processing required for a class j job to escape subset S for the first time, jES, SC GUD. 

These constants are computed by solving 

VS= 
1+E 

qijViS, iES, SCGuD. 
Aj 

iES 

The performance vector x= (Xl 
i X2 XIGUDI), with xj = E(Nj)lpj satisfies GCL(V, b) 

with 

A-Výq 

b(s) 
Ejr: s 3SCGUD. 

I: jcsxjvs j 

Example 2 (The MIM11 queue) 

The performance vector x= (XI 
i X2 y ... 7 XIGUDI)) with xj = E(Nj)lpj satisfies GCL(V, b) 

with 

Vs=l, iES, SCGUD (2.22) 
z- 
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2.5. Extended Polymatroids and Generalised Conservation Laws 

and 

Ei pi 
ES �j_ b(S) EiES Pj 1SC: 0UD. 

In (2.22) the constants Vý =1 for all jES, SCGUD. Hence we can specify further 
3 

that the performance vector satisfies SCL(b). 

Example 3 (The MIG11 queue) 

The performance vector x= (Ili X2 i ... i XICUDI), with xj = E(Nj)llij satisfies GCL(V, b) 

with 

Vs=l, iES, SCGUD (2.23) 
2- 

and 

b(S) =E ýj--Mj 
EjES Pi 

,+1: ýL3, S C: GUD. 
'EGUD 

2)(I- EjES Pi 

) 

jES 
Pi 

In (2.23) the constants W=1 for all jES, S C: GUD. Hence we can specify further 
.7 

that the performance vector satisfies SCL(b). 

Example 4 (The MIMli7 queue) 

The performance vector x= (Xl 
i X2 i ... i XIGUDI), with xj = E(Nj)lpj satisfies GCL(V, b) 

with 

Vs=l, iES, SCGUD (2.24) 
s- 

and 

b(S) pj -i 
77(Ejes PA17+1 

. 

'7-1 (Ej, 
spj)r 

+ 
77 (Epýs Pi )17 

SC GUD. 
771 

1: 
- jES - 

(77 - EjES Pj)' 

[r=O 

r! 77*7 - EjESPj)] 
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26. Decomposability and Reducibility 

In (2.24) the constants Vis =1 for all jES, SCGUD. Hence we can specify further 

that the performance vector satisfies SCL(b). 

2.6 Decomposability and Reducibility 

We now highlight two important structural properties that are satisfied in a number 

of multi-class scheduling problems that satisfy GCL. Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996) 

introduced the notion of decomposability. Stochastic scheduling problems that exhibit 

this strong property, such as the examples we consider here, can be solved by breaking 

them down into a number of smaller sub-problems. Reducibility, introduced by Garbe 

and Glazebrook (1998), guarantees that systems formed by restricting service to different 

subsets of jobs are related to each other in a fairly simple way. Dacre and Glazebrook 

(2002) generalise the concept of reducibility, thus extending the results to cover systems 

outside the scope of previous analysis. 

In what follows, we assume that the performance vector x satisfies GCL (2.18) - (2.20). 

We also suppose that we have a partition A= JE1, E2,... ' EK} of the job set GUD, 

where 

GUDU Ek, and EknE, =O, forkol. 
EkEA 

Definition 5 (Decomposability) 

The system is decomposable with respect to the partition A if 

Výs = V! nE,, forj EsnEk, SCGUD. 

The important consequence of decomposability is that the allocation indices of jobs 

in subset Ek depend only on the characteristics of jobs in that subset. If we define 

Vk = (VS k= (Cj)jý=Ek -yk be the index vector produced by the j )jEEA;, scEh and c then let 
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26. Decomposability and Reducibility 

adaptive greedy algorithm with input (ck, vk). 

Theorem 8 (Index Decomposition) 

If the system is decomposable with respect to A then 

eyj = -yjk, for jE Ek, k= 

For a proof of Theorem 8 see Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996). 

Example 1 

Klimov networks are decomposable with respect to the paxtition A provided that there 

is no routing between different partition sets. For this to be the case we must have 

qij =0 for iE Ek, iV Ek. (2.25) 

Examples 2-4 

Systems satisfying SCL are trivially decomposable with respect to the paxtition A when 

K= IG U DI and Ek is the singleton job set JkJ for k=1,2,..., IG U DI. This follows 

from the fact that VS = 1, for all jES and S C: GUD. Thus the MIM11, MIG11 

and MIM177 queueing systems considered here are all decomposable with respect to the 

partition A. 

Shanthikurnar and Yao (1992) show that the base function of SCL(b) systems is su- 

permodular. This result does not hold in general for systems satisfying GCL. Garbe and 

Glazebrook (1998) utilise Theorem 8 to establish that decomposable GCL(V, b) systems 

exhibit a weaker form of supermodularity with respect to the partition A. 

Definition 6 (Partial Supermodularity) 

The set function b: 201D --+ R+ is supermodular with respect to the partition A if, for 
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26. Decomposability and Reducibility 

all ECA, and subsets S, T, a and -r satisfying 

S9TC U Ekandac-7-c- U Ek7 

EkEE EA; fýE 

we have 

b(S U -r) - b(S U a) :5 b(T Ur) - b(T U a). 

Lemma 9 (Partial Supermodularity in Decomposable Systems) 

If a GCL(V, b) system is decomposable with respect to A, then b: 2" --ý R' is 

supermodular with respect to A. 

Garbe and Glazebrook (1998) define a reducibility property that is used to obtain 

results relating to the optimal station performance as a function of the set of job classes 

allowed access to service. This involves a reduction of the system from one that allows 

access to all job classes to a system that will only admit jobs that belong to subset of 

GUD given by a union of partition sets, i. e. 

SE U Ek for some F, C: A. 
EkEE 

Dacre and Glazebrook (2002) generalise this notion of reducibility extending the results 
to cover non-preemptive systems. 

Definition 7 (Quasi-reducibility) 

A system that satisfies GCL(V, b) is quasi-reducible with respect to A if, for all E C- A, 

the reduced system that serves only jobs of class jE UEA; 
Er Ek satisfies GCL(Vr,, bE), 

where 

ss (VE)j = Vj, E S, S C- SE 

br, (S) =f (E)b(S), S C: Sr,. 
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where f (E) : 2,8, --ý R+ is a non-negative, non-decreasing, supermodular set function. We 

say that the system is fully reducible with respect to A in the special case of f (-) =- 1. 

Example 1 

The Klimov network is fully reducible with respect to the partition A when condition 
(2.25) is satisfied. 

Examples 2 and 4 

The MIM11 and MIM177 queueing systems axe fully reducible with respect to A when 

K= IG U DI and Ek is the singleton job set fk}, for k=1,2,..., IG U DI. 

Example 3 

The MIG11 queueing system is quasi-reducible with respect to A when K=IGUDI and 

Ek is the singleton job set Jk}, for k=1,2, -.., IGUD1, where the performance measure 

of a class j job is given by 

= 
E(Nj) Aj 

xi Pi tIJ2 

In this case 

Ar-) 
= 

1: 
i C: SE 

Aj Mi 

FliEGUD, \jmj 

2.7 Properties of the Optimal Cost Function 

Utilising decomposability and reducibility Dacre (1999) and Dacre and Glazebrook (2002) 

deduce structural properties of the station cost under an optimal scheduling regime, re- 

garded as a function of the job classes allowed access to service. They are able to utilise 

these results to deduce properties of the optimal station cost regarded as a function of 

job arrival rates. 
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We now introduce structural results for reducible and decomposable systems for which 

we shall require the following notation and conventions. We denote the optimal set cost 

function by C Without loss of generality, assume that jobs in GUD are axranged in 

decreasing allocation index order, so -yi ý! ... ý! 71GUDI. The set Si = denotes 

the subset of GUD comprising the i jobs with highest indices, and S' 0. 

Before we present Theorem 11, that describes properties of the optimal set cost func- 

tion, we introduce the following lemma concerning the calculation of ip_(Sr'). The reader 

is referred to Dacre (1999) for the proofs of these results. 

Lemma 10 

If the system is quasi-reducible and decomposable with respect to A, then, for all E C- A, 

IGUDI 

f (F, ) (, yi - -yi+, )b(si n s,; ). 

Theorem 11 (SupermoduIarity of Optimal Cost) 

If the system is quasi-reducible and decomposable with respect to A, then 2", --+ R+ 

is non-decreasing, normalised and supermodular. 

Example 1 

Dacre and Glazebrook (2002) introduce a novel re-labelling of job classes that allows the 

theory presented here to be applied to models with complex stochastic service structures 

such as the Klimov network. For the Klimov network we split job class j into IG U DI 

sub-classes, j= IiIii2i 
.... jIGUDII. In this representation A denotes the set of current 

class j jobs that originally entered the system as class k jobs. Under this splitting of 

the job classes, jobs in sub-classes within j are physically indistinguishable from one 

another. We denote the set of jobs that originally entered the system as class j jobs 

by Ej = 11j,... 
' 
IG U Dlj}. Denote by E2 the system comprising the set of job classes 
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2 7. Properties of the Optimal Cost Function 

111,121 
... i 

11GUDI, 21,..., IG U DIJOUDI}. The external arrival rates given by 

Ajk =I 
Aj, if j=k, 

0, otherwise; 

and routing probabilities 

qji, if k=1, 
qjkil = 

0, otherwise. 

It is obvious that condition (2.25) is satisfied with respect to the partition L= {E1, 
---, 

EIGUDI}- L denotes the particular partition for this problem. Therefore, we have decom- 

posability and (quasi-) reducibility with respect to A and Theorem 11 applies. 

The new system E' results from a simple relabelling of jobs from the original system. 

Removing the set Ej from the set of admissible jobs removes all external class j axrivals 

and the jobs they have evolved into. It follows that the optimal cost IF is a supermodular 

function of the set of jobs allowed external access to the system. 

Examples 2-4 

It follows from the discussion above that the MIM11, MIM177 and (after some manipu- 

lation) MIG11 queueing systems are quasi-reducible and decomposable with respect to 

the partition A when K= IG U DI and Ek is the singleton job set Jk}, kEGUD. We 

conclude that the optimal cost ýV is a supermodular function of the set of jobs allowed 

access to the system. 

When we have Poisson arrivals, job classes i and j, with identical cost and service 

characteristics and independent arrival processes, can be merged to form a single job 

class with arrival rate Ai + Aj. The converse is also true. Via standard Bernoulli splitting 

the arrivals of job class j, with arrival rate Aj, can be classified to be one of type j1, ..., j" 

with respective probabilities pj ...... pj.. The (nominally) distinct job classes jI,... J, ' 
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27. Properties of the Optimal Cost Function 

have identical cost and service characteristics and Poisson arrival rates pj, Aj,..., pj, 'Aj 
with E, '_lpj, = 1. This splitting of the arriving job classes is used by Dacre (1999) 

and Dacre and Glazebrook (2002) to translate between properties of the optimal set cost 
function 1ý and the optimal cost function T, a function of the job arrival rate vector. 

ql(, G) The following lemmas characterise the optimal return X, as we should expect, we 

find that T is increasing in job axrival rates. 

Lemma 12 (Supermodularity and Monotonicity of XF) 
'GUDI For any feasible arrival rate vectors x, y, zE R+ 

T(X +y+ Z) - T(X + y) ý: T (X + Z) - T(X), (2.26) 

, F(X+Y) > IRM. 

Lemma 13 (Continuity of IF) 

T is a continuous function on the set of feasible arrival rates. 

We are now in a position to consider the effect of the preceding discussion on the 

full routing problem and we restore the station suffix m. The static routing problem of 

interest is given by the optimisation problem (2.3). Under this representation the rout- 

ing problem is in fact a joint routing/local scheduling problem. Key to the solution of 

(2.3) is the characterisation of the optimal station costs T, " as functions of the generic 

load No. For such local scheduling problems the achievable region approach has had no- M 
table success. The station models we have focused our analysis upon, namely the Klimov 

network, the MIM11 queue, the MIG11 queue and the MIM177 queue, all satisfy the 

generalised conservation laws of Bertsimas and Nifio-Mora (1996) in Definition 4. The 

optimal scheduling policy um E Um for systems satisfying GCL is a strict priority index 

policy whose indices may be computed from a single run of the adaptive greedy algo- 

rithm. Further, the station models exhibit the important properties of decomposability 

and (quasi-) reducibility. For decomposable and (quasi-) reducible systems it is possible 
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to deduce properties of the optimal station cost as a function of the job classes allowed 

access to service, IF, The characteristics of the I-F.. may in turn be used to deduce 

properties of the optimal station cost as a function of generic job arrival rates, a M 
prime objective in the analysis of the static routing problem. For the purposes of solving 

the routing problem in (2.3) we would ideally like each Ipm(, \G) to be an increasing and M 

convex function of the offered generic load '\ 
G. Later we shall show that we have full 
M 

convexity in a number of special cases, however, in higher dimensions, full convexity is 

a very strong property and in general we must settle for the weaker form described in 

Definition 8 in which convexity is available in certain directions (NE-SW) only in load 

space. 

Definition 8 (North-East Convexity) 

A function f: D --+ R, where DC Rn is convex, is North-East (NE) convex if, for all 

aE [0,1] andallx, yED such thatx-y ERn+URý, 

af (x) + (1 - a)f (y) kf (ax + (1 - a)y). 

Theorem 14 (North-East Convexity of xP,, ) 

T,, is North-East convex on the set of feasible arrival rates. 

Proof 

For any feasible arrival rate vectors x, y satisfying x-yER JGUDI and any pENU +I 10}1 
qEN such that p<q, we have 

q/m (X) + ý(y (X 

= Tm Z [qlm 
xq (y - 

r=l 
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1 1 
p qfm + ý-ý(y 

- x) qfm x+E(y-x) (2.27) 
1 (X 

q 

, =P, l 

[lpm (x 
+r (y -x» - qjm 

(X 
+ -, (y - x) (2.28) 

qpi: qq 

qm x+ý (y - x) PM(Y)] 3 q-p 

[q 

where inequalities (2.27) and (2.28) follow from property (2.26) of Lemma 12. Rearranging 

this expression gives 

1-E J-E X+Ey 
) 

IFM(X) + Elpm(y) ý: TM 
(( 

qqqq 

and because our choices of p and q were arbitrary, we have 

(i - T,,, (x) + aqf,, (y) ý! q,.. ((l - a) x+ ay) (2.29) 

for all aE (Q n [o, 11. 
As Qn [0,1] is a dense subset of [0,11, then by the continuity of IF.. we have that 

(2.29) holds for all aG [0,1] and the result follows. 11 

On the basis of Lemma 13 and Theorem 14 we may assert the existence of a solution 

to the routing problem in (2.3). We use -5 : RIGIxIMI --+ R to denote the system cost as a 

function of generic machine arrival rates AG= IAGM}IIEM, i. e., 

, 5m(A G) xp (, \G). 
mm 

MEM 

We also use FC RIIIII-'41 to denote the feasible solution space for (2.3). 

Corollary 15 (Existence of Solutions to the Static Routing Problem) 

The infimum in the routing problem (2.3) is attained. 
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Proof 

The continuity of jDM on F follows immediately from the continuity of the IF,,, mEM, 

asserted in Lemma 13. Let c be the cost of some feasible solution, AG, to the routing 

problem. Consider the set F' = -k'Q0, c]). Plainly, AG E F' CF and the set F M 
is bounded by stability constraints. Hence P is non-empty and bounded. From the 

continuity of ý$M and the fact that [0, c] is closed in R we then have that F' is closed in 

RIGI 'IMI. A continuous function on a closed and bounded subset of RIGI 'IMI attains its 

minimum and the result follows. 11 

2.8 Special Cases of the Static Routing Problem 

We now highlight two special scenarios, introduced by Dacre (1999), that allow us to say 

a great deal about the solutions to our routing problem. The first scenario involves cases 
in which the optimal cost function at each station is fully convex in generic arrival rates. 

This in turn leads to the full convexity of the optimal system cost function. The second 

scenario of interest is one in which the network comprises homogeneous stations. In such 

situations a simple, intuitive routing policy has been shown to be optimal in a fully convex 

system and is never 'orders of magnitude' worse than optimal more generally. In what 
follows we assume that all dedicated arrival rates are fixed and known. 

2.8.1 Static Routing in Fully Convex Systems 

We shall now describe three special cases in which the directional convexity of T,,, the 

optimal station cost, described in Theorem 14 may be strengthened to full convexity. The 

first case yielding full convexity in the station returns occurs in situations in which there 

is a single class of generic job. Taking n=1 in Definition 8 yields (full) convexity for the 

function f. The following result is an immediate consequence of the structural properties 

of IF.. given by Theorem 14. 
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Corollary 16 (Full Convexity: Case 1) 

When IGI = 1, xF,, is a continuous, non-decreasing and convex function of the generic 
load AMG. 

The second general case arises in situations in which the nature of the stochastic 

evolution of the process at a station is independent of the class membership of the (generic) 

jobs chosen for processing. We apply the term stochastically indistinguishable to generic 

jobs in such situations. In Examples 1-4 we require the following at each station m: 

Example 1 

When each station is modelled as Klimov network we require tij,,, = p,,,, jEG, and 

C= qm = qm for all choices of i, j and kEG; k 3k k 

Example 2 

When each station is modelled as a MIM11 system we require pj,,, = p,,,, jEG; 

Example 3 

When each station is modeHed as a MIG11 system we require oj,,, = p,,,, jEG and 

Mj,,, = M,,,, jEG and D,,, = 

Example 4 

When each station is modelled as a MIM177 system service requirements are i. i. d. and 

hence job classes are already indistinguishable. 

While the notion of stochastic indistinguishability applies to each of the station models 

of interest we must note that Corollary 17 holds for Examples 1,2 and 4 only. For a proof 

of this result see Dacre (1999). 
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Corollary 17 (Full Convexity: Case 2- Examples 1,2 and 4 only) 

If generic job classes are stochastically indistinguishable at each station then Tm is a 

continuous, non-decreasing and convex function of the generic load 

The final case which yields full convexity in the optimal return at station m is one in 

which the system controller is unable to distinguish between jobs from different classes. 
Here the controller routing probabilities are constrained to be class-independent - i. e., 

pj.. = p,,,, jEG, mEM. The routing problem in (2.3) now becomes 

min 1: qf,, 
n 

(AnAG) (2.30) 
mEM 

such that E pm --.,: 11 pm > 0, mEM. 
MEM 

Following (2.30), our interest is now in the functions T* : [0,1] --+ R+ given by 
m 

XF* ()= qfm(p, \G) \G 
MP with fixed. The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 

14. See also Definition 8. 

Corollary 18 (Full Convexity: Case 3) 

The function IF, *,, is continuous, non-decreasing and convex. 

We now point to a major implication of the convexity results for Cases 1-3 above. 

Theorem 19 (Convexity of the Optimal Return for the System) 

When qf,,, is convex for all mEM then (DM, the optimal return for the system, is convex 

in the system generic arrival rate xG. 

Proof 

Consider feasible generic axrival rates AG, \'G ER IGI with associated optimal solutions 
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to (2.3) given by (A*G),,, Em and (A*'G) MEM respectively. Hence for any aE [0,1]) 
MM 

a4Dm(Ao) + (1 - a)(Pm(, \G) =E 
MEM 

, \*G + (1 \*'a am- a) m 
(2.31) 

MEM 

Pm f aAG + (1 - a), \'G 11 
(2.32) 

as required. Inequality (2.31) utilises the convexity of xF, ", mEM, and inequality (2.32) 

, \*G *'G the feasibility of 
fam+ (1 - a), \, n 

I 

MEM 
as a solution to the problem with generic 

rate a, \G + (1 - a), \'G. 13 

The three special cases described above in which xF,,, the optimal station cost, is fully 

convex considerably ease the task of solving the full static routing problem in (2.3). Sub- 

ject to smoothness conditions (which in our Examples will be met), a number of standard 

numerical routines will yield optimal solutions. Simple algorithms are available in the case 

where IGI =1 and the optimal cost at each station is increasing, convex and differentiable 

in the arrival rate. Dacre (1999) describes a gradient matching algorithm, derived from 

Tantawi and Towsley (1985), which yields solutions to the static routing problem when the 

ql,,, axe differentiable. Furthermore, Dacre (1999) has shown that solutions to the IGI =1 

case exhibit a monotonicity property which, in the absence of dedicated jobs, allows for 

the solution of a routing problem in which there axe IGI stochastically indistinguishable 

generic job classes. Such problems can be solved by considering IGI related problems 

of routing a single generic job class over the system. An index policy determining the 

optimal schedule reduces to one which assigns priority to the job class with the highest 

holding cost rate. 

2.8.2 Static Routing when Stations are Homogeneous 

The results presented so far make no assumptions about the relative processing capabilities 

of different stations. We now consider the important special case of homogeneous stations 
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in which the optimal return function T,, is the same for all mEM. In this case the 

Equal Splitting Policy (ESP), pj,,, = 11M, jEG, mEM, in which the load is divided 

equally between the stations, is optimal when the returns are convex. 

Theorem 20 (Optimal Policy: Homogeneous Stations with Convex Returns) 

When stations are homogeneous and the optimal return T at each station is continuous, 
T is also convex if and only if ESP is optimal for the routing problem for all generic arrival 

rates 

Proof 

Suppose that T is convex. For any generic load G assigned to station m we have m 

ýv mqf \G MT 
1 

\G 

MEM 
mmmm (2.33) 

MEM 

The final term is plainly the cost associated with ESP which is therefore optimal for all 

generic loads. Conversely, if ESP is optimal for all loads then we have the first inequality 

in (2.33) holding for all feasible A', mEM. Coupled with the continuity of T, this is m 
sufficient for its convexity. 11 

ESP seems a natural routing policy when stations are homogeneous. However, when 

we leave the convex case of Theorem 20 ESP is not guaranteed to be optimal. There 

are situations in which the optimal return ql,, can be concave in directions other than 

NE-SW. In such cases routing policies where stations specialise in processing a subset of 
job classes may be favoured. 

In the general case for homogeneous stations in which T is assumed to be NE-convex 

only, Theorem 20 is replaced by the much weaker Theorem 21. 

Theorem 21 (Optimal Routing when Stations are Homogeneous) 

When the optimal return q/ at each station is North-East convex, there is an optimal 
IGI 

routing policy, P*, in which there are no stations i, j for which AF - AjG ER, i. e. no I+ 
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station is assigned more Of all generic job classes than any other station. 

Proof 

If \G , 
G, 

I, the generic axrival rate assignment to station 1, and X2 the assignment to station 

2 are such that AG - AG ER IGI then, by Definition 8 and the North-East convexity of T 12+ 

we have 

q, (, \G) G) i, 
\G +' + lp (\2 k VP 

(2 
122 

Hence the system cost cannot be increased by splitting the load evenly between the two 

stations. 11 

If we regard the determination of the optimal routing policy as a matter of minimising 

a function of IGI x (M - 1) variables, namely 

M-1 M-1 

, ým 
�\G -1) =Z qf (, \G) + T(, \G - 

E, \G) 
mm 

(2.34) 

m=l 

then the next result follows from a routine application of the standard Lagrangian method. 

Lemma 22 (ESP a Stationary Point) 

When q, is differentiable, the member of R"Glx(M-1) corresponding to ESP, namely \G 
+M 

I AG 
ýý ,1m<M-1, is a stationary point of jPm. 

The North-East convexity of T rules out the stationary point in Lemma 22 being 

a (local) maximum. However ESP can occur at a (local) minimum or a saddle point. 

Results from an extensive numerical investigation into the performance of ESP by Dacre 

(1999) suggest that for problems close to the conditions which yield Theorem 21 ESP 

performs well. More generally, ESP can be significantly sub-optimal for some problem 

instances, however, it is never 'orders of magnitude' worse than optimal. Encouraged 

by the performance of ESP Dacre (1999) was able to establish suboptimality bounds for 
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two important cases, namely, the multi-class MIM11 queueing model with preemptive 

scheduling controls of Example 1 and a special case of Example 3, the multi-class MIG11 

queueing system with non-preemptive scheduling controls, in which service requirements 

are exponentially distributed. 

In conducting his computational investigation, Dacre (1999) applies an exhaustive 

seaxch technique to obtain optimal solutions for each problem within his study. When 

evaluating the optimal routing policy for laxger problems, even of reasonable size, such 

methods may not be computationally feasible. For problems of the form (2.34) there 

exist heuristic optimisation methods that deal with the problems created by local minima 

with varying degrees of success. One approach is to apply standard local optimisation 

techniques using a range of starting points. More recently developed heuristic techniques 

have been proved to successfully solve similar large scale optimisation problems. See, for 

example, the overview of simulated annealing by Brooks and Morgan (1985). However, 

in convex cases any local minimum will be a global minimum and there axe a number of 

search techniques that are guaranteed to quickly converge to the optimal solution. For 

many of the problems investigated by Dacre (1999) the objective came close to being 

convex. He describes a Linear Programming Heuristic that sequentially solves a series of 
Linear Programs over a feasible region that are further restricted at each step by the ad- 
dition of a new constraint which (in the case of full convexity) is a supporting hyperplane 

of the objective. The result of this is a sequence of increasingly accurate piecewise linear 

approximations to the objective near its minimum. The algorithm terminates when a 

suitable stopping criterion is satisfied. The heuristic is shown to have strong performance 

and improves upon ESP. However one must note that the quality of the improvement 

deteriorates as T.. becomes substantially non-convex. That said, the heuristic's perfor- 

mance suggests that it is a reasonable approach to routing problems in the general case 

of heterogeneous stations for cases in which the optimal returns are close to convex. 
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2.9 Routing Jobs to Specialised Stations 

The material covered in the preceding sections provides an excellent framework which can 

be applied to the analysis of queueing control problems of the general structure outlined in 

Section 2.2. Here we shall investigate a routing problem proposed by Becker et al. (2000) 

who consider a network of heterogeneous stations. Each station possesses a degree of 

specialisation in relation to certain a job class, in that the station is (uniquely) equipped 

to provide the most efficient service to jobs from that job class amongst all stations within 

the network. Becker at al. 's work was motivated primarily by problems in call centres 

seeking to provide technical support or service for a range of products. In the call centre, 

customer enquiries about a particular product are routed to operators who will process 

the call. Ideally, an enquiry will be routed to an operator who has expertise in providing 

service on the product in question. However, it may be that the company is receiving a 

high volume of calls concerning new products. In such circumstances routing all calls to 

the expert operators may induce long waiting times for enquiries on these products. It 

may be beneficial, then, to route some of these requests to operators with less expertise 

who may, for example, take longer to field the enquiry. 

Keeping with the theme of the current chapter we retain our focus of considering only 

static routing policies. In the context of the current routing problem such static policies 

are a viable option in situations where the required state information (at each decision 

epoch) for the implementation of a dynamic routing policy is unavailable or is simply 

too expensive to operate. We must note that if this state information were available one 

would expect dynamic policies to considerably improve system performance. However, 

the development of such dynamic policies is a challenging and involved problem and is the 

focus of the following chapters. Becker et al. (2000) adopted the same approach to static 

routing as developed here. Static policies use simple Bernoulli routing probabilities for the 

assignment of arriving jobs to the stations within the network, which allows each station 

to be analysed as a set of independent queues. Their study compared the performance of 

static routing policies when the stations schedule their work optimally with alternative 
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scheduling strategies commonly utilised in the call centre environment. 

In what follows we present the model considered by Becker et al. (2000) which is a 

particular example of the general model introduced in Section 2.2. We conduct a numerical 

study in which we shall reproduce the results of Becker et al. (2000) and then extend their 

study to cover a set of problems which consider a range of system set ups. The set up 

used by Becker et al. (2000) and in our extension has a specialised station available for 

processing each job class. We further extend our consideration of this problem to envisage 

situations in which the system controller is restricted by a limited budget. Under such 

a restriction the controller may experience a reduction in the total number of stations 

available with which to process arriving calls. However, for any given set up we allow the 

controller to employ any possible configuration of specialist stations (including multiple 

specialist station types). We conduct a numerical study to assess what mix of expertise 

will provide optimum system performance given the budget limitations. 

2.9.1 The Problem 

We present the call centre problem as an instance of the general static routing problem 

presented in Section 2.2. The system comprises a set M= 11,2,..., M} of stations each 

modelled as the multi-class MIG11 queueing system of Example 3, Section 2.2. Generic 

jobs arrive at the system controller as a Poisson process with (total) rate A. Each arriving 

generic job is of class g with independent probability ag, gEG where EgEO ag = 1. We 

assume that there is no dedicated traffic. Upon arrival to the system controller generic job 

g is assigned to station m with fixed probability pg,,, mEM. To be a valid set of routing 

probabilities the controller routing matrix P= (P9M)9EG, 
MEM must satisfy Pe =e where 

e is a IGI-vector of 1's so that each arriving job is routed to a station with probability 1. 

Let Agm = Aagpgn denote the class g arrival rate to station m. Queueing jobs at station 

m have general service requirements which are i. i. d. within each class. Class g service 

times have mean p-1 and finite second moment Mg, gEG. gm 
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Each station m operates an admissible scheduling policy u,,, E U,,. Many call centres 

employ a first come first served (FCFS) scheduling policy in the belief that processing 

calls in their axrival order is ultimately a "fair" way to treat their customers. However, 

significant improvements to overall performance can be made if the incoming calls to a 

particular station are scheduled optimally. We shall examine the system performance 

under both scheduling strategies. For notational convenience we shall use the single letter 

abbreviations F and 0 to denote the FCFS and the optimal scheduling policy respectively. 

In the context of the current problem the aim of any routing/scheduling policy will be 

to reduce the call lengths (waiting and service time) experienced by the call centre cus- 

tomers. A natural performance measure in these circumstances will be the total expected 

delay. Each job class gEG is associated with a nonnegative delay weight, c., which can 

be thought of as some form of penalty incurred for the delay of jobs in class g. The total 

expected long-run weighted delay (per unit time) is given by 

MEM 9EG 

where D,,, is the delay experienced by a class g job at station m and the expectation 

is taken in steady state with respect to scheduling policy u,,,. Our goal is to determine 

the 'best' controller routing matrix Pu under admissible scheduling policy u for fixed A 

minimising the total expected long-run weighted delay, denoted by P(Pu). This problem 

is given by the minimisation 

min -1)'(P,, ). 
P, 

(2.35) 

We denote the controller routing matrix achieving the minimum in (2.35) by P*. Note 
U 

that in order for the system to conform with an appropriate notion of stability we require 
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the traffic intensity at each station m, given by 

IGI IGI 

_d 
(2.36) pm 'pgm ý 2..,, \gm/pgm, mEM, 

9=1 g=l 

to be less than 1. In (2.36) we use p,,,, to denote the traffic intensity at station m due to 

class 9 jobs. 

We now proceed to develop expressions for the total expected long-run weighted delay 

under the two scheduling policies F and 0. 

Under policy 0 for fixed A and from (2.3) the routing problem given by (2.35) can be 

expressed as 

0(PO), l> (Po) =Z -m 
m=l 

where TO (Po) is the total expected weighted delay at station m under policy 0. Rom 
M 

Little's result it is well known that E(N,,,, ) = AqmE(Dgm). Hence, by following the 

approach to local scheduling outlined in Sections 2.3-2.5 we have that for the MIG11 

queueing system station model policy 0 is a strict priority policy which is applied non- 

preemptively. Further, policy 0 is the so-called cp-rule which takes the following simple 

form for this problem: renumber the job classes such that 

Cl/Zlm ý! C2112m ý! 
... 

ý! CIGIAIGIm- 

The optimal policy is for station m to serve the job with the currently smallest job class 

identifier at each service completion epoch for processing. From Corollary 5 the total 

expected long-run weighted delay at station m under policy 0 is given by 

IGI 
ql,. 

�(Po) =- g}), mEM, (2.37) 
g=j 
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where 

Agmmgm EgES Pgm +ESCG. 
(E 

2m Agm 
9EG 

) (1-EgESP9 ) 

9ES 

Under scheduling policy F the well known Pollaczek-Khintchine- Kendall formula pro- 

vides the expected long-run waiting time E(W) for a nonpreemptive MIG11 queueing 

system. Simple calculations yield that, for the single station problem, the expected long- 

run waiting time at station m (i. e. expected waiting time in the queue only) is 

1 \%gmAmvAgm 
EF(Wm) =, mm 

gE 
P,, 

The total expected delay (i. e. expected waiting time in the queue and expected service 

time) for job class g is then given by 

EF (Dg) =E pg,,, (EF (Wm) + jig-ml)) 9 

MEM 

The total expected long-run weighted delay under policy F is 

(PF) AagcgEF(Dg) 

9EG 

1: Aagcg pg,,, (EF (Wm) + p; m) 
(2.38) 

9EG 

II 

For any P resulting in a stable system under both scheduling policies it is clear that 

4)0(p) < -F(p) ýD . However, policy 0 requires the knowledge of the composition of the 

queueing jobs at each station and as such would be logistically more complex to apply 

in the call centre setting than policy F. It is then unclear as to the benefit gained 

by switching to this optimal scheduling strategy 0. We now present the results to a 

computational study comparing system performance when the stations follow the two 

approaches mentioned here. 
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2.9.2 Numerical Study 

Our numerical investigation shall initially consider a collection of problems in which we 

have an equal number of stations and jobs classes. These problem collections range from 

4 stations with 4 job classes to 9 stations with 9 jobs classes. In the course of this study 

we reproduce the results from the computational study of Becker et al. (2000) in which 

they consider a system of 5 stations with 5 job classes and then relate their findings to 

the range of problems considered here. 

For every problem considered we assume that class g jobs at station m have a gamma 

service time distribution with scale parameter a,,,, and shape parameter kg,,,, O,,. The first 

two moments of the service time distribution axe given by 

-1= 
kg,,, O,, 

pgm 
a. 

and 

I (k gm 
pm )2+k 

g"n, 
6 

m Mgm 
2 

am 

where we take 

k_q,, = Ig - ml + 1. 

Each station has the capability to process jobs from each job class gEG. We say that 

station m is a specialist processing station for job class g=m, gEG. It is clear that 

in this case the first two moments of service time for g-jobs are at their smallest, hence, 

such g-jobs axe processed most expediently at this station. 

The systems and their defining parameters axe as follows: 

System 1. M=4, IGI = 4, a,, 2,6.. =1 and cg = 1. The g-job system arrival 

probabilities are given by ag (4-1 + 0.25) - 0.1, q for g=1, ..., 4. 
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System 2. M=5, IGI = 5, a,,, = 2,8.. =1 and cg = 1. The g-job system arrival 

probabilities are given by ag = (5-1 + 0.15) - 0.05g for g=1, . .., 5. 

System 3. M=6, IGI = 6, a,, = 2,8m =1 and c. = 1. The g-job system arrival 

probabilities are given by ag = (6-1 + 0.175) - 0.05g for g=1, ..., 6. 

System 4. M=7, IGI = 7, a.. = 2,0 .. =1 and c. = 1. The g-job system axrival 

probabilities are given by ag = (7-1 + 0.12) - 0-03g for g=1, ..., 7. 

System 5. M=8, IGI = 8, a,,, = 2,0,, =1 and c. = 1. The g-job system arrival 

probabilities are given by a. = (8-' + 0.135) - 0.03g for g=1, ..., 8. 

System 6. M=9, IGI = 9, a,,, = 2,8,,, =1 and c. = 1. The g-job system arrival 

probabilities axe given by a., = (9-1 + 0.1) - 0.02g for g=1, . .., 9. 

System 2 is exactly the system considered by Becker et al. (2000). In extending their study 

to cover a wider range of system set ups we have retained their original parameter values 

for simple comparison. Note that given the a. 's for each system have been arbitrarily 

chosen so that job class 1 arrives at the system most frequently and job IGI the least 

frequently. 

To progress we must determine the maximal feasible total system arrival rate, ý, 

ensuring a stable system (i. e. p,,, < 1, mE M) for Systems 1-6 above. This is achieved 

by solving the following maximisation problem: 

A= maxA A, P 

such that 

IGI 

, 
pg, nag/ig, n -1<1 MEM, 

g=l 

m 
Epg,,, 

= 1, E 
M=l 

pg,,, ý! 0,9 E G, mEM. 

(2.39) 
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Given ý we can investigate the performance of the scheduling policies for a range of A<ý 

representing low to high traffic loads. 

For a given feasible A we can determine the optimal controller routing matrix P* under U 
scheduling policies F and 0 by solving the optimisation problem in (2.35). In order to 

solve (2.35) we formulate the following optimisation problem: 

min 4)'(P,, ) 
P, 

such that 

(2.40) 

IGI 
, pg,,, agli;,, ',: 5 c, mEM, (2.41) 

g=j 
m 

Epgm 
= 1,9 E G, 

M=l 
pgmýO, gEcý MEM- 

The objective in (2.40) for policy 0 is given by (2.37) and by (2.38) for policy F. Note 

that the given representation of stability constraint (2.41) is required for the problem 

to be numerically implementable. In every problem studied we set C=0.01. To solve 

the optimisation problem in (2.40) for both scheduling policies we utilise NAG routine 

E04UCF, an optimisation routine that uses a sequential quadratic programming method 

to achieve the minimum in (2.40). Given the fact that the optimal returns, (Pu(Pu), 

under both policies are typically non-convex the optimisation routine E04UCF can only 

guarantee locally optimal solutions. Following the comments at the end of Section 2.8.2, 

our approach to obtaining a good solution to the optimisation problem is to run the 

optimisation routine from 10 randomly generated starting points, with each run possibly 

generating a new locally optimal solution to the routing problem. We take as our solution 

to the optimisation problem the minimum objective value from the 10 program runs. 

We now report the findings of the original study by Becker et al. (2000) which in- 

vestigated the performance of System 2. For our extended study we shall appropriately 
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generalise these findings in relation to Systems 1-6 above. 

(i) Tables 2.1,2.2 contain the optimal routing probabilities under policies F and 0, 

respectively, for a specific problem for System 2 in our larger study (see Tables 2.4 

and 2.10), in which the total system arrival rate A is set at 7.88 (equivalently 95% of 

A=8.29). The total expected delay under F is 89.47 and is 66.67 under 0. Station 

1 is the specialist processing station for job class 1 but is unable to process all class 

1 jobs arriving to the system since Aalpl, ' > 1. This requires some of the arriving 

class 1 jobs to be directed to non-specialist stations. If all class 2 jobs were routed 

to station 2 then P22 = 0.985 (i. e. the traffic intensity at station 2 due to class 2 jobs 

is close to 1). To minimise the total expected delay some class 2 traffic is routed 

to non-specialist stations. The amount of work routed to non-specialist stations is 

slightly greater under policy 0. By considering the effective arrival rate of each job 

class to the system and appropriately weighting the optimal routing probabilities in 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2, policy F routes 6.26% of jobs to non-specialist stations whereas 

policy 0 routes 7.03% of jobs to non-specialist stations. 

It is interesting to note that for the job classes whose specialist processing station 

is incapable of or not suited to processing all arriving jobs of that class then there 

exists a distinct station preference for the allocation of this overflow. The choice 

of the k -' = p-' and M,,, =M 
, 9,,, means that P. M gn ,,, when Ig - ml = Ig - nJ, 

m0n, gEG, m, nEM, i. e. stations m and n are equally capable of processing 

class g jobs. However, if g>m then p9m = 0. The rationale behind this routing 

policy is simple to understand. Consider stations 1 and 3 as non-specialist stations 

equally capable of handling class 2 jobs. Under the choices of the ag the effective 

arrival rate of class 3 jobs is less than that of class 1 jobs. Additionally we have 

that M-' = 0.5 and Mgg = 0.5 for all g. Hence station 3 will have the greater 99 
available processing capability and delays would be reduced by routing class 2 to 

jobs to station 3. 

It is obvious that such reasoning above applies more generally to Systems 1-6 under 
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consideration here. It must be noted that in all problems the amount of work routed 
to non-specialist stations is greater under policy 0. 

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 
Class 1 0.8158 0.0256 0.0705 0.0881 
Class 2 0.9705 0.0295 
Class 3 1.0000 
Class 4 1.0000 
Class 5 1.0000 

Table 2.1: Optimal routing probabilities under policy F for System 2. 

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 
Class 1 0.8085 0.0082 0.0176 0.0744 0.0913 
Class 2 0.9488 0.0512 
Class 3 1.0000 
Class 4 1.0000 
Class 5 1.0000 

Table 2.2: Optimal routing probabilities under policy 0 for System 2. 

(ii) The speed with which stations process jobs for which they are non-specialists de- 

pends critically upon the parameters k,,,,. To examine the effect these parameters 

have upon the amount of work routed to non-specialist stations we allow kg,,, to 

have the more general form 

kg.. = älg - ml + 1. (2.42) 

In (2.42) small values of 5 suggest a greater capability of the stations to process jobs 

for which they are non-specialists. Large values of J suggest a lesser capability to 

process such jobs. 

Tables 2.3-2.8 display the total expected delay and the percentage of jobs routed 

to non-specialist stations under policies F and 0 as 5 increases from 0.2 to 2.0 

for Systems 1-6. In each problem considered A is set to 95% of I As J increases 
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jobs take longer to process at non-specialist stations and there is less benefit in 

routing such jobs to these stations. The maximum amount of traffic feasible to the 

system will thus be greatly affected by the amount of work the specialist stations can 

process. Accordingly decreases as J increases. With \ fixed at 95% of decreases 

in A mean a smaller amount of jobs arriving at the system controller. Additionally, 

the first two moments of the service time distribution are independent of k As 3 

increases the specialist stations (in particular the stations facing a comparably larger 

specialist job arrival rate) can process a greater percentage of their own traffic and 

the system controller will redirect less jobs to non-specialist stations. Jobs axe then 

completed more quickly and the total expected delay decreases as 8 increases. 

FCFS Scheduling Optimal Scheduling 

0.95 ý (DF(p*) F 
% jobs to non- 

specialist stations 
0 'D (Pb) 

% jobs to non- 
specialist stations 

0.2 7.41 7.04 73.54 15.88 67.09 17.21 
0.4 1 7.06 6.71 72.32 13.08 62.47 14.40 
0.6 6.82 6.48 71.64 11.00 59.94 12.20 
0.8 6.64 6.31 71.26 9.52 58.13 10.47 
1.0 6.49 6.17 1 70.91 8.79 55.35 9.10 
1.2 6.37 6.06 70.64 8.17 53.05 8.47 
1.4 6.27 5.96 70.41 7.63 51.37 7.95 
1.6 6.19 5.88 70.21 7.16 50.08 7.50 
1.8 6.11 5.81 70.03 6.74 49.05 7.09 
2.0 6.05 1 5.75 1 69.851 6.36 48.21 1 6.73 

Table 2.3: Percentage of jobs routed to non-specialist stations in System 1 
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FCFS Scheduling Optimal Scheduling 

0.95 ýýF(p; ) % jobs to non- 
specialist stations 

(DO(Pb) 
% jobs to non- 

specialist stations 
0.2 9.30 8.84 92.14 11.80 81.68 12.78 
0.4 1 8.91 8.46 90-84 9.77 75.44 10.52 
0.6 8.64 8.21 90.18 8.32 71.91 9.00 
0.8 8.44 8.02 89.74 7.18 68.86 7.86 
1.0 8.29 7.88 89.47 6.26 66.67 7.03 
1.2 

1 
8.17 7.76 89.28 5.51 65.29 6.32 

1.4 8.07 7.67 89.15 5.11 64.40 5.70 
1.6 7.99 7.59 89.72 4.49 63.65 5.15 
1.8 7.91 7.52 89.57 4.21 61.94 4.68 

L 
2.0-1 7.84 7.45 89.40 3.97 60-42 4.32 

Table 2.4: Percentage of jobs routed to non-specialist stations in System 2 

FCFS Scheduling Optimal Scheduling 

0.95 -F(p*) 
41) F 

% jobs to non- 
specialist stations 

-0 ýý (Pb) 
% jobs to non- 

specialist stations 
0.2 10.66 10.13 108.48 16.04 96.47 17.80 
0.4 1 10.00 9.50 106-26 13.00 89.17 1 14.67 
0.6 9.58 9.10 105-12 11.15 83.68 11.66 
0.8 9.28 8.82 104.46 9.73 80.03 10.29 
1.0 9.06 8.60 104.05 8.61 77.78 9.18 
1.2 8.88 8.44 103.77 7.69 76.46 8.26 
1.4 8.74 8.30 103.95 6.92 74.46 7.49 
1.6 861 8.18 103.86 6.24 72.86 6.88 
1.8 8.51 8.09 103.81 5.65 71.86 6.35 
2.0 8.42 8.00 103.78 5.14 71.22 5.86 

Table 2.5: Percentage of jobs routed to non-specialist stations in System 3 
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FCFS Scheduling Optimal Scheduling 

J 0.95 -F(p*) ID F 
% jobs to non- 

specialist stations 
-0 4' (Pb) 

% jobs to non- 
specialist stations 

0.2 12.56 11.93 1 127.30 13.43 110.24 14.62 
0.4 1 11.86 11.27 125-35 10.37 101.24 11.41 
0.6 11.43 10.86 124.55 8.52 95.61 9.39 
0.8 11.13 10.57 124.04 7.43 91.24 7.93 
1.0 10.90 10.35 123.80 6.59 88.35 7.09 
1.2 10.71 10.18 123.68 5.88 85.92 6.40 
1.4 10.56 10.03 123.51 5.29 84.14 5.84 
1.6 10.44 9.92 123.34 4.79 82.99 5.36 
1.8 10.33 9.82 123.18 4.36 82.23 4.94 
2.0 10.25 9.73 124.04 4.00 81.71 4.57 

Table 2.6: Percentage of jobs routed to non-specialist stations in System 4 

FCFS Scheduling Optimal Scheduling 

0.95 $F(pý) ý5 
% jobs to non- 

specialist stations 
$O(P*) 

0 
% jobs to non- 

specialist stations 
0.2 13.73 13.04 142.59 16.05 124.70 17.39 
0.4 12.75 12.12 139.45 1 12-34 114.79 13.34 
0.6 12.17 11.56 138.02 10.22 107.31 11.00 
0.8 11.7 11-19 137.37 8.54 103.54 9.38 
1.0 11.48 10.91 137.00 7.59 99.14 8.05 
1.2 11.25 10.68 136.63 6.82 95.75 7.27 
1.4 11.06 10.50 136.33 6.18 93.57 6.64 
1.6 10.90 10.36 136.10 5.64 92.04 6.10 
1.8 10.77 10.23 136.29 5.16 90.67 5.64 
2.0 10.66 10.13 136.11 4.74 89.50 5.24 

Table 2.7: Percentage of jobs routed to non-specialist stations in System 5 
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FCFS Scheduling Optimal Scheduling 

0.95 _F(pý) ID 
% jobs to non- 

specialist stations 
_0(P'. ) IP 0 

% jobs to non- 
specialist stations 

0.2 15.63 14.85 1 161.77 12.99 1 137.66 14.27 
0.4 14.64 13.91 159.22 9.93 125.58 10.67 
0.6 14.05 13.35 158.18 8.12 118.29 8.76 
0.8 13.65 12.97 157.93 6.79 113.52 7.36 
1.0 13.35 12.68 157.71 5.76 110.03 6.50 
1.2 Uff 12.46 158.15 5.14 107.33 5.70 
1.4 12.92 12.28 158.14 4.65 104.70 5.08 
1.6 12.76 12.13 158.00 4.23 102.56 4.67 
1.8 12.63 12.00 157.76 3.87 101.09 4.33 
2.0 12.51 11.89 157.46 3.55 f7(bO. 15 4.02 

Table 2.8: Percentage of jobs routed to non-specialist stations in System 6 

(iii) Tables 2.9-2.14 display the results concluding our extended numerical study. We 
ýF(pý), 

report the values of -1P -O(P"), -O(P*) and the relative improvement in 41) F (1) 0 

the total expected delay gained via the implementation of policy 0 over policy F 

(columns 3,4,5 and 6, respectively), for a range of feasible A. Note that $O(Pý) is F 

the total expected delay under policy 0 using the optimal routing probabilities for 

policy F. 

When the system experiences low traffic intensity, around 50% of ý say, the opti- 

mal total expected delay experienced under the two scheduling policies is similar. 

However, as reported in column 6, policy 0 shows an improvement over policy F as 

A increases. Hence, while the choice of scheduling policy makes little difference to 

performance under low traffic intensities, scheduling traffic optimally at each station 

produces a marked reduction in the total expected delay in heavier traffic. 

Finally, in comparing columns 4 and 5, we see that the optimal FCFS routing 

probabilities are relatively robust when stations schedule their work optimally. 
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%of IýF(p*) F 4>0(pý) $O(p*) (D u 
; ýF(pZ) -; ýO(p; ) 

100 ; 6F(pý) 

3.25 50 3.46 3.45 3.45 0.25 
3.57 55 4.30 4.27 4.26 0.87 
3.90 60 5.34 5.27 5.25 1.80 
4.22 65 6.69 6.52 6.48 3.06 
4.55 70 8.48 8.14 8.08 4.69 
4.87 75 10.98 10.35 10.24 6.75 
5.19 80 14.73 13.56 13.36 9.33 
5.52 85 20.98 18.71 18.36 12.52 
5.84 90 33.47 28.61 27.95 16.49 
6.17 95 70.91 56.80 55.35 21.95 

Table 2.9: Total expected delay for varying A in System 1 

A %of V(Pý) (D'(P*) F (-Do(pb) 
; 6F(p; ) ýDO(pb) 

loo F- - ýfqp; ) 

4.15 50 4.14 4.14 4.14 0.00 
4.56 55 5.15 5.15 5.14 0.07 
4.98 60 6.46 6.43 6.41 0.63 
5.39 65 8.14 8.03 8.00 1.78 
5.81 70 10.40 10.11 10.03 3.54 
6.22 75 13.56 12.92 12.74 6.00 
6.63 80 18.30 16.96 16.61 9.22 
7.05 85 26.20 23.39 22.72 13.31 
7.46 90 42.02 35.61 34.22 18.56 
7.88 95 89.47 70.48 66.67 25.48 

Table 2.10: Total expected delay for varying A in System 2 

A %of 41)F(p*) F (DO(p*) F 
4)0(pb) 

0 ---- i )-ýO(p (7 
F 

100( ± ý191 

(pý) ;ý (po 4.53 50 4.76 4.76 4.76 0.01 
4.98 55 5.97 5.96 5.96 0.27 
5.43 60 7.51 7.45 7.43 1.06 
5.89 65 9.49 9.30 9.26 2.43 
6.34 70 12.12 11.70 11.60 4.33 
6.79 75 15.81 14.93 14.73 6.81 
7.24 80 21.33 19.58 19.21 9.97 
7.70 85 30.53 26.99 26.28 13.94 
8.15 90 48.92 41.13 39.66 18.93 

r8-. 60 95 104.05 81.70 77.78 25.24 

Table 2.11: Total expected delay for varying A in System 3 
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% of ý, F(p*) F pO(pý) oDO(p*) 0 
-'Ipý'_; P (p; 0 loo ýW(Pý) 

) 

. 
5.45 50 5.40 5.40 5.40 0.00 
5.99 55 6.71 6.71 6.71 0.00 
6.54 60 8.47 8.46 8.45 0.26 
7.08 65 10.79 10.69 10.66 1.23 
7.63 70 13.91 13.59 13.47 3.16 
8.17 75 18.30 17.45 17.20 5.99 
8.71 80 24.89 22.96 22.47 9.73 
9.26 85 35.88 31.63 30.67 14.51 
9.81 90 57.87 47.92 45.92 20.64 
10.35 95 123.80 93.61 88.35 28.63 

Table 2.12: Total expected delay for varying A in System 4 

A of % -F(p*) (I) F 
$O(p*) 

F 4DO(p* 0) 100 
jfF(pý)-jfO(pý 

if F(po 

5.73 50 5.90 5.90 5.90 0.00 
6.31 55 7.42 7.42 7.42 0.06 
6.89 60 9.40 9.37 9.36 0.46 
7.46 65 12.00 11.86 11.80 1.62 
8.04 70 15.48 15.04 14.92 3.61 
8.61 75 20.35 19.31 19.05 6.38 
9.18 80 27.64 25.41 24.88 9.98 
9.76 85 39.80 35.03 34.02 14.51 
10.33 90 64.11 53.20 51.15 20.21 
10.91 95 137.00 104.35 99.14 27. 

Table 2.13: Total expected delay for varying A in System 5 

A (yo of (IýF (PF*) ýO(Pý) ýO(po*) 100 
;f F(pý)-; ýO(pb) 

if F(p- 

6.68 50 6.55 6.55 6.55 0.00 
7.34 55 8.12 8.12 8.12 0.00 
8.01 60 10.25 10.25 10.24 0.09 
8.68 65 13.15 13.09 13.06 0.70 
9.35 70 17-13 16.82 16-07 2.49 
10-01 75 22.74 21.79 21.50 7.40 
10.68 80 31.16 28.84 28-19 9.52 
11.35 85 45.22 39.86 38.51 14.84 
12.02 90 73.33 60.50 57.51 21.68 
12.68 95 T5- 7- 7-1 118.69 110.03 30.24 

Table 2.14: Total expected delay for varying A in System 6 
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We now adapt our study by introducing further controls to the system set up. Here, we 

consider situations in which, given a fixed budget, the system controller can only employ 

a limited number of stations with which to process the arriving jobs but is allowed total 

freedom in deciding the exact configuration of the specialist stations to be used. The 

problem for the system controller is to choose the optimal mix of specialist stations under 

the budget constraints. If so desired, the system controller can decide to have all available 

stations to have the same job class specialisation. Considering that the job arrival stream 

consists of multiple jobs classes one would expect such a set up to be appropriate only 

in cases where a single job class dominates the axrival stream. In what follows we shall 

consider a modified version of System 2 in which the number of stations available for 

processing, M, comprises 3,4 and 5 stations. As in the original System 2, IGI = 5, 

i. e. there are 5 job classes. We use m,, mEM, aEG to denote each station in 

the network and its job class specialisation. With this notation the following two station 

configurations (11,21,31,41,52) and (11,21,31,42,51) are identical intheir mixof expertise 

and only differ in the given labelling (i. e. the job class specialisation identifiers for stations 

4 and 5 have interchanged). We need only consider distinct station configurations (i. e. a 

unique mix of expertise). Hence, for systems comprising 3,4 and 5 stations there exist 35, 

70 and 126 distinct station configurations respectively. We retain the gamma service time 

distribution with scale parameter am, and shape parameter k9mflm, where the general 

form of the k,,,., as given by (2.42) is replaced by 

kgm,, = Jig - al + 1, 

which appropriately takes into account the specialisation of the station. As before, we set 

a,,,, = 2, = 1, J=1.0 and the delay weights, c., to be equal to 1. It now remains 

to specify the job class axrival probabilities. These probabilities will have a marked effect 

on the station configuration. For example, a system which has a comparatively large 

effective arrival rate in one job class requires a suitable station configuration that deals 

with the demand placed upon the system by this job class while still providing processing 
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capacity for the remaining set of job classes. However, there will be less need for stations 

specialist in processing the jobs classes with a low effective arrival rate to the system. 

To take account of this we shall consider two sets of arrival probabilities. We shall use 

the original set of axrival probabilities, a., = 0.35 - 0.05g, gEG, in which job class 1 

has the largest effective arrival rate and job class 5 the lowest. Our second set of arrival 

probabilities, a' = 11M, gEG, has the same effective arrival rate for all job classes. 9 
M=5 M=4 M=3 

(1,2,, 3,, 4,, 5, ) (1,2,, 3,, 4, )_ (1,2,; 3,,. ) 
(1,2,3,4,5) 8.29 (1,2,3,4) 6.97 (1,2,4) 4.44 
(1,1,2,3,4) 8.13 (1,2,3,5) 6.86 (1,3,4) 4.32 
(1,2,2,3,4) 8.07 (1,2,4,5) 6.25 (1,2,5) 4.18 
(1,2,3,4,4) 8.05 (1,2,4,4) 6.11 (1,3,5) 4.17 

(4,4 
, 4,5,5) 3.57 (4,4,4,5) 2.95 (4,4,4) 2.22 

(4,4,5,5,5) 3.40 (4,4,5,5) 2.79 (4,4,5) 2.17 
(4,5,5,5,5) 3.20 (4,5,5,5) 2.60 (4,5,5) 2.00 
(5,5,5,5,5) 2.86 (5,5,5,5) 2.29 (5,5,5) 1.71 

Table 2.15: Maximum feasible arrival rates, ý, for a range of station configurations in 
which the set of arrival probabilities is given by a., gEG. 

M=5 M=4 M=3 
(1,, 2,, 3,, 4,, 5, ) (1,2,, 3,, 1, j,, ý (1,2,,, 3o, ) 

(1,2,3,4,5) 10.00 (1,2,4,5) . 6.25 (1,3,5) 4.28 
(1,2,2,4,5) 8.13 (1,2,3,5) 6.13 (1,3,4) 4.12 
(1,2,4,4,5) 8.13 (1,3,4,5) 6.13 (2,3,5) 4.12 
(1,1,3,4,5) 8.06 (1,3,3,5) 5.71 (2,3,4) 4.00 

(1,1 
, 1,1,2) 3.79 (1,1,1,2) 3.10 (1,1,2) 2.38 

(4,5,5,5,5) 3.79 (4,5,5,5) 3.10 (4,5,5) 2.38 
3.33 (1,1,1,1) 2.67 (1,1,1) 2.00 

(5,5,5,5,5) 3.33 (5,5,5,5) 2.67 (5,5,5) 2.00 

Table 2.16: Maximum feasible arrival rates, ý, for a range of station configurations in 
which the set of axrival probabilities is given by a', gEG. 9 

To proceed we need to determine the maximum (total) system arrival rate, ý, for 

each problem. This is achieved by solving a suitably amended version of the optimisation 
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problem in (2.39) taking into account the specialisation of each station. In Tables 2.15 and 

2.16 we report a sample of station configurations (here, we simply provide the job class 

specialisation, o,, of each station) and their maximal arrival rate for the two choices of 

system arrival probabilities, ag and a', respectively. For each network size, M=3,4,5, we 9 
report only the four station configurations with the largest maximum (total) system arrival 

rate and the four configurations with the lowest. Given the system arrival probabilities ag 
for the problems considered in Table 2.15, jobs from class 1 arrive at the system with the 

greatest frequency and jobs from class 5 with the lowest frequency. It can be seen that 

station configurations favouring specialisation in the job classes with the greater effective 

system arrival rate, while still providing enough processing capacity for the job classes 

with lower effective system arrival rates, can allow a greater amount of traffic to access the 

system. Station configurations utilising only stations specialising in the job classes with 

lower effective arrival rates can only cope with light traffic loads. We can compaxe these 

station configurations with those in Table 2.16. Under the system arrival probabilities 

a' all job classes arrive at the system with the same rates. Here configurations that 

essentially consist of a balance of station specialisations, i. e. that in some way try to 

uniformly supply processing potential for the entire job arrival stream, can handle the 

greatest amount of traffic. Configurations comprising mainly of stations best equipped 

to process only a small range of the arriving job classes can only cope with light traffic 

loads. 

We must note that, under ag' and the assumptions about the service times, we ex- 

perience symmetries between station configurations. For example, station configurations 

whose mix of expertise given by and (5,5,5,5,5) have an identical (total) system 

arrival rate (ý = 3.33). Both these systems achieve the same (overall) system performance, 

which is the primary concern here. However, while not of concern in the current prob- 

lem, it is clear that jobs from class 1 (resp. 5) will experience greater delays in system 

(5,5,5,5,5) (resp. In reporting our results from the numerical study we shall 

include all the results for the distinct server configurations, including the configurations 
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achieving the same system performance. 

We are now in a position to investigate how the different station configurations perform 

under the two scheduling policies F and 0. Naturally our interest lies in station configu- 

rations that we would expect to provide the best service to the arriving job classes. From 

Tables 2.15-2.16 an obvious indicator to such configurations is the maximum amount of 

traffic allowable to the system. In what follows, we use ý to denote the maximum (total) 

system arrival rate over all station configurations. 

Aused %ofý (1,,, 2,, 3,, 4,,, 5, ) ýDOWF) ; ý)O(PO) 

7.88 95 (1,2,3,4,5) 89.47 66.67 
7.46 90 (1,2,3,4,5) 42.02 34.22 

(1,1,2,3,4) 44.00 31.99 
(1,2,2,3,4) 45.49 35.31 
(1,2,3,4,4) 46.03 40.23 
(1,2,3,3,5) 49.66 45.21 
(1,2,3,3,4) 50.44 45.61 
(1,2,2,3,5) 50.68 41.97 
(1,1,2,3,5) 54.48 40.83 

7.05 85 (1,2,3,4,5) 26.20 22-72 
(1,1,2,3,4) 25.06 19.78 
(1,2,2,3,4) 25.12 20.96 
(1,2,3,4,4) 25.07 23.16 
(1,2,3,3,5) 26.05 24.50 
(1,2,3,3,4) 26.54 24.86 
(1,2,2,3,5) 26.57 23.24 
(1,1,2,3,5) 28.34 22.87 
(1,2,3,5,5) 33.18 29.14 
(1,2,2,4,5) 36.17 31.29 
(1,2,4,4,5) 51.02 42.87 
(1,2,2,4,4) 40.73 38.70 
(1,1,2,4,5) 56.79 42.08 

Table 2.17: Total expected delay over a range of station configurations for varying A in 
which M=5 and the set of arrival probabilities is given by ag, gEG 

In Tables 2.17-2.19 we report the total expected delay under policies F and 0 for 

M=5,4,3, respectively, over a range of A values in which the arrival probabilities axe 

given by a., gEG. For each A used (ranging from 85-95% of ý) we only consider 

station configurations for which 95% of the maximum feasible (total) arrival rate for that 
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Aused %ofý (1,,, 2,,,, 3,, 4, ) P(P") F ýP-O(Pb) 
6.62 95 (1,2,3,4) 74.12 53.20 
6.28 90 (1,2,3,4) 35.03 27.63 

(1,2,3,5) 41.28 33.33 
5.93 85 (1,2,3,4) 22.00 18.42 

(1,2,3,5) 24.40 20.78 
(1,2,4,5) 69.84 47.92 

Table 2.18: Total expected delay over a range of station configurations for varying A in 
which M=4 and the set of arrival probabilities is given by ag, gEG 

Aused %ofA (1,,, 2,,, 3,, ) ýD-O(P*) 
F DO(P*) 0 

4.42 95 (1,2,4) 53.93 36.32 
4.00 90 (1,2,4) 25.58 18.64 

(1,3,4) 34.41 24.33 
3.78 85 (1,2,4) 16.12 12.50 

(1,3,4) 19.35 14.63 
(1,2,5) 26.45 18.46 
(1,3,5) 26.44 19.31 
(1,2,3) 47.59 26.18 

Table 2.19: Total expected delay over a range of station configurations for varying A in 
which M=3 and the set of arrival probabilities is given by ag, gEG 
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configuration, ý, is greater than or equal to A. For each problem the total expected 

delay is greater under policy F than under policy 0. However, it is interesting to note 

that, in Table 2.17, station configurations that have a greater maximum total arrival 

rate X may not necessarily be the best combination of stations to utilise. Consider the 

station configurations (1,2,3,4,5) and (1,1,2,3,4). The first configuration has a specialist 

processing station for each job class. For this configuration ý=X=8.29. The second 

configuration provides more specialist processing capability for job class 1 and no specialist 

processing provision for job class 5. Here, ý>ý=8.13. Under policy 0, the total 

expected delay for configuration (1,1,2,3,4) is less than that for configuration (1,2,3,4,5) 

when A is set to 85 and 90% of k It is similarly the case under policy F when A is set 

to 85% of k As we decrease A the spare processing capacity increases across the network 

and routing decisions can take advantage of the spare capacity available for processing 

job classes with higher effective arrival rates. Obviously, when stations schedule their 

work optimally the system controller can take greater advantage of the informed station 

configuration. In Tables 2.18 and 2.19 the reduction in the number of available stations 

means that the system controller has less processing capacitity available and jobs will 

have to be routed to non-specialist stations. Here, the station configuration for which 

=ý attains the minimum total expected delay for all A values considered. 

In Tables 2.20-2.22 we report the total expected delay under policies F and 0 for 

M=5,4,3, respectively, over a range of A values in which the arrival probabilities are 

given by a, gEG. Again, for each A used (ranging from 85-95% of ý) we only consider 9 
station configurations for which 95% of the maximum feasible (total) arrival rate for that 

configuration, ý, is greater than or equal to A. When M=5 we see from Table 2.20 

that the total expected delay experienced under both policies is the same. For these 

problems, each job class arrives to the system at the same rate and for configuration 
(1,2,3,4,5) each station is able to process the full arrival stream of its specialist job class. 
Hence, no routing of jobs to non-specialist stations is required and the two scheduling 

policies at each station have identical performance. As we restrict the number of stations 
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Aused %ofý (1,, 2,, 3,, 4,, 5, ) ýb-O(Pý) ; P(Pb) 
9.50 95 (1,2,3,4,5) 95.00 95.00 
9.00 90 (1,2,3,4,5) 45.00 45.00 
8.50 85 (1,2,3,4,5) 28.33 28.33 

Table 2.20: Total expected delay over a range of station configurations for varying A in 
which M=5 and the set of arrival probabilities is given by a',, gEG 

Aused %ofý (1,, 2,, 3,, 4, ) ; P(P*) F ýD-O(P*) 0 

5.94 95 (1,2,4,5) 74.77 45.90 
5.62 90 (1,2,4,5) 35.39 24.09 

(1,3,4,5) 43.96 28.46 
(1,2,3,5) 43.96 28.46 

5.31 85 (1,2,4,5) 22.27 16.40 
(1,3,4,5) 25.55 18.17 
(1,2,3,5) 25.55 18.17 
(1,3,3,5) 34.41 27.43 
(2,3,4,5) 70.24 38.75 
(1,2,3,4) 70.24 38.75 

Table 2.21: Total expected delay over a range of station configurations for varying A in 
which M=4 and the set of arrival probabilities is given by a, gEG 9 

available for processing, jobs will have to be routed to non-specialist stations. In such 

circumstances the station configuration for which ý=ý has best possible performance 

amongst all station configurations for the values of A considered here. For these problems 

the total expected delay under policy 0 is less than that under policy F. 

The problem of determining the optimal mix of expertise is a two stage process. The 

first stage requires the determination of the maximum (total) system arrival rate for each 

station configuration. The second stage involves the calculation of the total expected 

delay for a given system arrival rate A for each stable station configuration (i. e. a steady 

state solution exists with finite queue lengths). The optimal mix of expertise is given 

by the station configuration achieving the minimum total expected delay over all stable 

station configurations. This process of determining the optimal mix of expertise is compu- 

tationally demanding. A good heuristic for the choice of station configuration is to select 

the station configuration which achieves ý, the maximum (total) system arrival rate over 
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Aused %ofA (1,, 2,, 3,, ) P(Pý) P(Pb) 
4.07 95 (1,3,5) 52.58 38.92 
3.86 90 (1,3,5) 25.02 19.41 

(2,3,5) 40.88 28.83 
(1,3,4) 40.88 28.83 

3.64 85 (1,3,5) 15.82 12.78 
(2,3,5) 21.25 15.96 
(1,3,4) 21.25 15.96 
(2,3,4) 28.23 20.94 
(1,2,5) 37.18 25.71 
(1,4,5) 37.18 25.71 
(2,4,5) 49.23 32.13 
(1,2,4) 49.23 1 32.13 

Table 2.22: Total expected delay over a range of station configurations for varying A in 
which M=3 and the set of arrival probabilities is given by ag', gEG 

all station configurations. From the results of the numerical study this station configura- 

tion may not be the optimal mix of expertise. However, for the problems considered this 

configuration always performs well and has the advantage of being able to cope with the 

greatest amount of traffic. Additionally, application of the heuristic significantly reduces 

the amount computational effort, requiring only the determination of the mix of expertise 

achieving k 

2.10 Network Design 

Until now, our routing problem has been concerned in the main with some policy for 

directing incoming traffic to a set of stations, the number of which is known. It was only 
in the numerical study of the last section where we considered some possible implications 

of the construction of the system network to the solution of the routing problem of interest. 

We now consider further the important question of network design. The system controller 

could, for example, have a brief to construct a network in order to achieve some pre- 

determined performance objective. The type of routing policy used to attain this goal 

will be naturally dependent upon the sophistication of the network system available. 
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This still leaves open a more demanding question: how many stations (and, possibly, of 

what kind) should be employed to optimise the overall network performance? For fixed 

and known arrival rates it is clear that the addition of further machines to the present 

network will lead to a reduction in the overall costs incurred by that network. However 

as the number of competing jobs can never fall below zero, and with no restriction on 

the number of machines available, there must be some point at which the cost of adding 

an extra machine (with some purchase/implementation cost) will outweigh any reward 

gained. 

We find few results relating to this problem in the literature. Weber (1980) considers 

the optimal allocation of a fixed number of servers to a system of GIGI177 queues in order 

to minimise the overall mean queueing time. At each queue the servers operate in parallel 

and process jobs according to a FCFS scheduling policy. He is able to show that the mean 

queueing time in a GIGI177 queue is a non-increasing and convex function of the number 

of servers, ? 7. This corresponds to a law of diminishing returns from adding additional 

servers. Dacre (1999) considers the effect that the system composition has on the overall 

cost under an optimal static routing regime incorporating optimal local scheduling. He 

shows that the system cost is a non-increasing, supermodular function of the set of stations 

that make up the system. In full generality this result is dependent upon a conjecture 

regarding properties of supermodular functions. However, the conjecture is not required 

to establish the result in two special cases where there is a single generic job class and 

where the stations are homogeneous in a fully convex system. 

Here, we focus on the special case where stations axe homogeneous. The main result 

of this section states that when the returns at each station axe NE-convex additional 

stations contribute diminishing returns under the static routing policy ESP. We conclude 

this section with a computational study that examines the nature of solutions of a simple 

design problem under the static ESP regime. 
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2.10.1 Constructing Networks of Homogeneous Stations 

The difficulties posed by the network design problem constitute a considerable challenge 

to analysis. Our broad approach is still that of the static routing problem proposed at 

the beginning of this chapter. Hence, we can allow for multiple job types belonging to 

either the dedicated or generic job classes. When stations are homogeneous we assume 

that job processing requirements are station independent and that each station attracts 

(stochastically) identical dedicated traffic. Our objective remains to route the incoming 

generic traffic across the stations and to schedule the work at each station to minimise the 

long-run average holding cost rate as given by (2.1). In paxticulax, our aim is to analyse the 

performance of such policies as the number of stations comprising the network increases 

(alternatively decreases). 

In Section 2.8.2 we considered the special case of static routing when stations are 

homogeneous. In such circumstances the ESP routing policy, p, " = 11M, gEG, mEM, 

in which the load is divided equally between the stations would appear to be the obvious 

candidate for the routing policy. Indeed, from Theorem 20, ESP is the optimal static 

routing policy when the optimal station return, T, at each station is convex. However, 

in the more general case in which the optimal station returns are assumed to be NE- 

convex only (see Definition 8 and Theorem 14) ESP is generally suboptimal. Numerical 

investigations by Dacre (1999) imply that ESP performs well for problems close to the 

conditions which yield Theorem 21 and was able to provide bounds for its performance 

in a number of special cases. These considerations and the simple structure of ESP lead 

us to consider the implications of ESP routing as the number of stations comprising the 

network changes. 

In the following result we establish that additional stations contribute diminishing 

returns under ESP . We use ýýESP in Theorem 23 to denote the system cost under ESP, 

given by 

qýESPM, (, XG) = Mxp 
xG ( 

M). 
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Theorem 23 

When stations are homogeneous and the optimal return T at each station is NE-convex 

then 

ESP (a) (D 11'..., Ml(, 
\G) is decreasing in M, 

ESP \G) _ (DESPM+J, (A'O) is decreasing in M. 

Proof 

Rom Definition 8 and Theorem 14 we have that, for any feasible system arrival rate '\G' 

m-G1T 
(0) ý: IP 

0 
M+i 7i M+i M+l ip (' )+( ll ), 

and hence, 

mq/ 
AG> 

(M + 1)qf 
\G)- 

m M+l 
(2.43) 

The quantities in (2.43) are plainly the costs associated with homogeneous systems com- 

prising M and M+1 stations under ESP. We have established (a). 

Similarly, we infer 

m 
lp 

( \c ) 
ýý e( 

\O ), 

f(AG)+ 
M+2 

2(M + 1) ji 2(M+l) M+2 M+l 

and hence, 

MT 
\G 

ýW- (m + 1) XF (M + 2)T 
+1 

(M + 1)qf 
( 

M+l) M+2 

and we have (b). 13 
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2.10.2 Numerical Study 

We now present the results of a computational study of a simple design problem. The 

system controller has to construct a network of homogeneous stations in order to minimise 

the long-run average system costs under the ESP routing policy. The number of stations, 

M, comprising the network remains to be determined. Each station m has an associated 

expected running cost per unit time, denoted K, independent of the amount of work 

received. This cost could include the purchase/implementation and maintenance costs 

over the expected lifetime of the station. As we only consider homogeneous stations we 

may safely assume identical running costs for each station m. The system arrival rates 

of all job classes, the processing capabilities of each station and the cost characteristics 

of the queueing job classes at each station axe considered fixed and known. The overall 

system cost (holding costs plus running costs) under ESP, denoted 0, is given by 

p(M) =, DESPMI(, \G) + MK. (2.44) 

The problem of optimal system design under ESP routing can be expressed by the min- 

imisation problem 

min: Q(M). 
M 

(2.45) 

The function Q: N --+ R+ in (2.44) is the sum of two convex functions and is itself convex. 
The optimal solution to (2.45) is, therefore, to select M stations where Q(M - 1) : E! 

Q(M): 5 f2(M + 1). 
In the study we suppose that the stations are modelled as preemptive two-class MIM11 

systems with local scheduling according to the cti-rule. We shall initially consider the 

special case in which the job classes are stochastically indistinguishable and take p, = 

P2 =1 for the exponential service rates of the two job classes. Theorem 20 applies in this 

case, hence, ESP is the optimal static routing policy. Under the cp-rule higher priority 

is accorded to the class with the larger holding cost rate. We fix C2 =1 and take cl ý: 1 
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ensuring that class 1 always has higher priority. The optimal number of stations and 

the overall system costs under ESP were computed for problems with c, ranging from 

1.5 to 6, K ranging from 0.25 to 2 and p=A, + A2 taking the values, 1.0,1.3,1.6 and 

1.9. The p-values reflect situations in which the traffic intensity ranges from medium to 

heavy traffic for the minimum possible system set-up consisting of two stations. For each 

p-value, (A, 
I A2) pairs were randomly generated by sampling A2 from a U[0.2, p-0.2] 

distribution then choosing A, ý'-- P -, N2. A simple closed form expression for the long-run 

average holding cost rate for this system under ESP, Q(M), is available. Therefore, it is 

entirely possible to generate a large number of results in a relatively short time. However, 

in the study we shall only present a small selection of results for each problem set that 

are typical of our findings. Our main interest lies in how the optimal decision is affected 

by changes to the system paxameters. Under the varying traffic intensities we consider 

how the optimal decision changes as the differences between the competing job classes 
becomes more pronounced and as the expected running costs of the stations increases. 

(p, cl) A, A2 Q(M) m 

1.0,1.5 0.598 0.402 2.623 3 
1.0,3.0 0.598 0.402 3.740 3 
1.0,6.0 0.598 0.402 5.850 4 
1.3,1.5 0.797 0.503 3.424 4 
1.3,3.0 0.797 0.503 4.903 5 
1.3,6.0 0.797 0.503 7.748 5 
1.6,1.5 0.996 0.604 4.225 5 
1.6,3.0 0.996 0.604 6.070 6 
1.6,6.0 0.996 0.604 9.631 7 
1.9,1.5 1.195 0.705 5.027 6 
1.9,3.0 1.195 0.705 7.240 7 
1.9,6.0 1.195 0.705 11.517 8 

Table 2.23: Optimal number of stations and overall system costs for the ESP routing 
policy for increasing cl. Stations are homogeneous with identical running costs and 

stochastically indistinguishable job classes. K=0.25, C2 = 1- 

When the jobs axe stochastically indistinguishable we can only introduce differences 

between the job classes by altering the holding cost rates. In Table 2.23 we report the 
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cl =1 .5 cl =3 .0 cl = 6.0 
p A, A2 f2(m) m 11(m) m P(M) Im 

0.233 0.767 2.376 3 2.754 3 3 . 511 3 
1.0 0.500 0.500 2.550 3 3.449 3 

ý 
5.188 

L 

4 
0.706 0.294 2.712 3 1 2.754 4 

_ 
6.612 5 

Table 2.24: Optimal number of stations and overall system costs for the ESP routing 
policy for a range of arrival rates. Stations are homogeneous with identical running costs 

and stochastically indistinguishable job classes for a range of arrival rates. 
K=0.25, C2 = 1- 

optimal decision as c, increases. We see that as c, increases it is optimal to build more 

stations into the network. Obviously, the greater the traffic intensity the greater the re- 

quirement for more stations in an optimal network. We also find that the optimal decision 

is sensitive to the arrival rates of the two job classes as they become more dissimilar. In 

Table 2.24 we see that as c, increases more stations are required in situations in which 

there are a greater number of arrivals from the job class with the larger holding cost rate. 

(p, K) Al A2 Q(M) 

1.0,0.25 0.598 0.402 2.624 3 
1.0,0.5 0.598 0.402 3.373 3 
1.0,1.0 0.598 0.402 4.427 2 
1.0,2.0 0.598 0.402 6.427 2 
1.3,0.25 0.797 0.503 3.424 4 
1.3,0.5 0.797 0.503 4.337 3 
1.3,1.0 0.797 0.503 5.837 3 
1.3,2.0 0.797 0.503 8.377 2 
1.6,0.25 0.996 0.604 4.225 5 
1.6,0.5 0.996 0.604 5.330 4 
1.6,1.0 0.996 0.604 7.174 3 
1.6,2.0 0.996 0.604 10.174 3 
1.9,0.25 1.195 0.705 5.027 6 
1.9,0.5 1.195 0.705 6.350 5 
1.9,1.0 1.195 0.705 8.471 4 
1.9,2.0 1.195 0.705 12.175 3 

Table 2.25: Optimal number of stations and overall system cost for the ESP routing 
policy for increasing K. Stations axe homogeneous stations with identical running costs 

and stochastically indistinguishable job classes. c, = 1.5, C2 = 1- 
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When the cost of each station grows we would expect that the system architect will 

wish to introduce fewer stations to the network. In Table 2.25 we report how increasing 

station costs, K, affects the optimal decision. We see that as K increases fewer stations 

are employed in the optimal system design. As previously, increasing p causes an increase 

in the optimal number of stations. 

We now extend the study to consider scenarios in which the job classes are stochasti- 

cally distinct. The reader should note that, for such problems ESP is no longer optimal. 

However, from Theorem 23 we have that, (DESP, the long-run average holding cost rate M 
for the system under ESP is a non-increasing, convex function of the number of stations 

comprising the network. Thus, overall system costs (including holding costs and running 

costs) given by (2.44) are convex in the number of stations. Our study now considers 

problems in which the job classes may, additionally, differ in the completion rates of their 

job processing times. 

Again, we'shall suppose that the stations are modelled as preemptive two-class MIM11 

systems with local scheduling according to the cii-rule. We take c2 =1 and 92 =1 and 

allow the class 1 parameters cl and pi to take values such that c1[11 ý! C2112, ensuring 

that the cti-rule gives higher priority to class 1 jobs. The optimal number of stations and 

the overall system costs under ESP were computed for problems taking a range of values 
for the parameters cl, It, and K. For each p-value (again, taking the values 1.0,1.3,1.6 

and 1.9) (A Iv A2) pairs were generated randomly by sampling A2 from aU [0.2, p-0.21 

distribution then choosing Al = PI(P - A2)- 

In Table 2.26 we report the optimal decision as both cl and p, increase. We see that, 

as in the stochastically indistinguishable case, increases in p and cl lead to more stations 

in an optimal network. For the cases where cl =1 the job classes only differ in their 

respective processing requirements. Here, increases in A, lead to fewer stations being 

employed in an optimal network. This remains the case as the holding costs of class 1 

jobs increase. 

In Table 2.27 we report the optimal decision as both K and p, increase. As previously, 
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C, =1 .0 C, =1 .5 cl =3 .0 cl = 6.0 
(A Al) Al A2 O(M) Q(M) m sl (M) m f2(m) 

1.0,1.25 0.624 0.5FO 2.100 3 2.340 3 3.059 3 4.483 4 
1.0,1.5 0.749 0.500 2.000 3 2.200 3 2.799 3 3.998 3 
1.0,2.0 0.999 0.500 1.875 3 2.025 3 2.475 3 3.374 3 
1.3,1.25 0.812 0.651 2.734 4 3.044 4 3.974 4 5.816 5 
1.3,1.5 0.974 0.651 2.605 4 2.864 4 3.639 4 5.189 4 
1.3,2.0 1.299 0.651 2.445 4 2.639 4 3.220 4 4.383 4 
1.6,1.25 0.999 0.801 3.368 5 3.748 5 4.890 5 7.151 6 
1.6,1.5 1.199 0.801 3.211 5 3.528 5 4.479 5 6.381 5 
1.6,2.0 1.598 0.801 3.001 4 3.250 4 3.966 5 5.393 5 
1.9,1.25 1.186 0.951 4.003 6 4.454 6 5.806 6 8.488 7 
1.9,1.5 1.423 0.951 3.804 5 4.193 6 5.320 6 7.575 6 
1.9,2.0 1.898 0.951 3.549 5 3.842 5 4.713 6 6.40 

Table 2.26: Optimal number of stations and overall system cost for the ESP routing 
policy for increasing c, and pl. Stations are homogeneous with identical running costs 

and stochastically distinct job classes. K=0.25, C2 = 1- 

as K increases less stations are employed in the optimal design. Again, the requirement 

is for more stations as the traffic intensity grows. The effect of M, is harder to discern 

for the problems considered. Any increase in p, corresponds to a decrease in the overall 

system cost. For small station costs (K = 0.25) increases in the class 1 processing rates 

cause a reduction in optimal number of stations. This is cleaxly the case in Table 2.26 in 

which all stations costs, K, are fixed at 0.25. 

Our computations highlight the behaviour of the optimal decision with respect to 

parameter changes within the network. As the traffic intensity grows it is obvious that 

additional stations are required to cope with the increased demand. Similarly, if one job 

class is more expensive in relation to another, extra stations will reduce queue lengths 

across the network. As the processing power of the stations increase the network is able 

to cope with a greater demand for service. However, all such factors are constrained 

by the cost of the individual stations. A system architect will have greater freedom in 

constructing a suitable network when station costs are low. His options are more limited 

as the station cost becomes large. 
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K=0.25 K=0.5 K=1 .0 K=2.0 
(P, mi) Al A2 Q(M) m Q(M) m S2(M) m g(M) m 

1.0,1.25 0.624 0.500 2.100 3 2.800 2 3.800 2 5.800 2 
1.0,1.5 0.749 0.500 2.000 3 2.667 2 3.667 2 5.667 2 
1.0,2.0 0.999 0.500 1.875 3 1 2.500 2 1 3.500 2 1 5.500 2 
1.3,1.25 0.812 0.651 2.734 4 3.565 3 5.065 3 7.343 2 
1.3,1.5 0.974 0.651 2.605 4 3.412 3 4.912 3 7.096 2 
1.3,2.0 1.299 0.651 2.445 

. 
4 3.221 3 4.721 3 6.787 2 

1.6,1.25 0.999 0.8U-1 3.368 5 4.400 4 6.086 3 9.086 3 
1.6,1.5 1.199 0.801 3.211 5 ý 4.223 4 5.858 3 8.858 3 
1.6,2.0 1.598 0.801 3.001 4 4.001 4 

1 
5.572 1 3 8.572 3 

1.9,1.25 1.186 0.951 4.003 6 5.258 4 7.258 4 10.664 3 
1.9,1.5 1.423 0.951 3.804 5 5.017 4 7.017 4 10.319 31 
1.9,2.0 1.898 0.951 3.549 5 4.715 4 6.715 4 1 9.888 3 3 

Table 2.27: Optimal number of stations and overall system cost for the ESP routing 
policy for increasing K and Mi. Stations are homogeneous with identical running costs 

and stochastically distinct job classes. C1 ý C2 " 1- 

2.11 Conclusion 

The static routing model described in Section 2.2 exhibits many desirable features that axe 

of real concern in many contemporary applications. We have introduced and discussed 

the application of the achievable region approach to static routing problems in which 

the stations comprising the network schedule their work optimally. In Section 2.9 we 

applied the methods of Sections 2.3-2.8 for developing optimal static routing polices to 

a problem considered by Becker et aL (2000) in which a multi-class job population seeks 

service from a network of heterogeneous stations modelled as MIG11 queueing systems. 

In the numerical study we showed that incorporating optimal local scheduling into the 

routing model can lead to significant improvements over a standard FCFS regime. This 

improvement was most noticeable under heavy traffic loads. In an adaptation of this 

problem we described a heuristic policy to determine the optimal mix of expertise to 

be built into the system design under a limited budget constraint. The policy, which 

selects the station configuration that is able to cope with the greatest traffic load over all 

configurations is shown to perform well in the problems considered. In the network design 
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problem of Section 2.10 we established that in systems comprising homogeneous station 

returns are NE-convex additional stations contribute diminishing returns under ESP. 
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Chapter 3 

Dynamic Routing: Generalised "Join 

the Shortest Queue" Policies 

3.1 Introduction 

In the analysis of the static routing problem of the previous chapter, decisions regarding 

the destination of arriving jobs are based upon limited information. When the system 

controller only has knowledge of the axrival processes, service capabilities of the stations 

that comprise the network and the cost characteristics of the job classes we have seen 

that optimal static policies that axise in such situations take the form of simple Bernoulli 

routing policies. If the system controller knows the composition of the queueing jobs 

at each station at every routing decision epoch, then, combined with knowledge of the 

optimal static policy we would expect the controller to be able to make effective use of 

this information in the design of routing policies. 

Here we consider how dynamic routing policies may be constructed for our com- 

plex multi-class routing problem which allows for many heterogeneous stations and local 

scheduling capability. We describe an approach to the development of dynamic routing 

heuristics by the enhancement of a static policy via the application of a single policy 

improvement step. For definiteness, we re-introduce the routing problem of Chapter 2 as 

a decision problem incorporating the dynamic structure of our heuristic routing policy. 

The problems and accompanying analysis are necessarily complex and so to keep the de- 

velopment as simple as possible we shall initially suppose that each service station may 
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be modelled as a multi-class MIM11 queue. In fact, our approach is considerably more 

general than that, and we highlight an extension to the Klimov model in a later section. 

The major theoretical achievement of this chapter is the demonstration that the dynamic 

routing policies developed by this approach have a simple and intuitive structure which 

generalise "join the shortest queue" policies to our complex multi-class case in a natural 

way. In a computational investigation we compare the performance of the heuristic dy- 

namic routing policies with a number of competitor policies. We conclude this chapter 

with an investigation into the application of these policies in a simple network design 

problem. 

3.2 The DynamiC Routing Problem for Systems of 

Multi-Class MIM11 Queues 
We now return to the routing problem described in Chapter 2 but formulate it in a manner 

appropriate to the development of a dynamic routing heuristic. To reiterate, our problem 

concerns a distributed system that comprises a set of stations M= 11,2,..., M} and a 

system controller who routes the incoming jobs to stations on the basis of information 

received. Jobs from a number of different classes axrive at the system for processing. The 

job classes (and their constituent jobs) are either dedicated or generic. We assume that 

dedicated jobs arrive directly at their specified station for processing while the choice 

of station for generic jobs remains open. We denote the set of classes of generic jobs 

by G and the set of classes of jobs dedicated to station m by D,,,, mEM. Hence 

E= GUDIU ... U Dm is the set of job classes allowed access to the system while 

E,, =GUD,, is the set of job classes allowed access to station mEM. Jobs arrive at 

the system in independent Poisson streams. Those dedicated to station m arrive there 

at rates {Ajm}jED,, 
L- 

Generic jobs axrive at the system with rates {Ag}gEG- Our routing 

problem concerns the choice of station to process the generic jobs. We formulate this as 
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a decision problem as follows: 

(i) We write N(t) = INm(t)}MEM for the state of the system at time tE R+, with 

Nm(t) for the state of station m. The latter is given by Nm(t) = JNjm(t)}jEGUDnI 

where Njm(t) is the number of class j jobs present at station m (including any in 

service) at time t. 

(ii) The decision epochs for the routing problem are the times at which generic jobs 

arrive at the system and will be the event times of a Poisson process with rate 

E, 
EGA9, 

We say that a type g decision epoch occurs when the generic arrival is 

from class gEG. At a type g epoch, the actions available to the system controller 

axe Ag = lag, ag, ag }, where ag denotes the routing of the newly axrived job to 12MM 

station m, thus increasing the class g queue length there by one. 

(iii) The individual stations are modelled as (preemptive) multi-class MIM11 queues. 

Between each decision epoch station m evolves via the arrival of dedicated jobs 

and service completions. Dedicated jobs from classes in D,, arrive at station m 

in independent Poisson stream with rates OimliED.. A single server adopts an 

admissible scheduling policy un E U.. The policy un is a simple priority policy 

in which jobs axe served preemptively according to some fixed ordering among the 

job classes GUD, The service times for class j jobs axe exponentially distributed 

with rate pj,,, jEGUD, We assume that all arrival and service processes are 

mutually independent. 

(iv) A holding cost rate cj >0 is associated with each job class jEE. Our goal is 

to develop routing policies (i. e. rules for making decisions regarding the routing of 

generic jobs) to minimise the long-run average holding cost rate 

cjE(Njm) 
mEM jEGUDý 
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where the expectation in (3.1) is taken in steady state. We assume that the system 

is stable, in that a steady state solution with finite queue lengths exists. 

In the following discussion we shall be interested in two classes of routing policies for 

the above problem., The class of static routing policies have been discussed in detail in 

Chapter 2. The optimisation problem there concerns the best choice of controller routing 

matrix P= (Pgm)gEG, 
MEMi with each station scheduling the arriving jobs according to 

the cy-rule.. With any P, all traffic arrives at each station m in independent Poisson 

streams. When this happens, the cp-rule minimises the holding cost rate at each station 

among all dynamic scheduling rules. In the present formulation of the routing problem, 

static policies will choose action agm at a type g epoch with fixed probability p. 9m, where 

EmEM P91n =11gEG. 

The class of dynamic policies are of primaxy interest here. Such policies can make use 

of the entire history of the system to date. However, the theory of stochastic dynamic 

programming asserts the existence of an optimal dynamic policy which is deterministic, 

stationary and Markov. Hence, an optimal decision at time tE R+ is made with reference 

to N(t) only. The theoretical difficulties posed by our complex routing problem renders 

the chance of finding a simple closed form optimal solution to be very small. In addition, 

the combinatorial explosion means that a full DP solution would be difficult to obtain for 

any problems of reasonable size. The drawback of a purely numerical approach is that 

the solution is unlikely to provide any useful insight. This motivates a search for good 

heuristic policies. 

The reader should note that in solving the dynamic routing problem we are in fact 

solving a joint routing/local scheduling problem which is fully dynamic. As noted above, 

optimal scheduling in a static routing regime is guaxanteed by the cp-rule. While this is 

technically no longer the case when routing policies are dynamic, all our computations 

show that the degree of suboptimality in the local schedule is very small. That said, some 

applications may call for a choice of local scheduling policies u,,, other than the Cti-rule. 

For example, Ross and Yao (1991) give dedicated jobs some degree of priority over generic 
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jobs. This requirement can also be accommodated as a feature of the routing problem 

considered in the next chapter. 

3.3 A Heuristic Dynamic Routing Policy for Routing 

to Multi-Class MIM11 Queues 
Here we develop dynamic routing heuristics by the application of a single dynamic pro- 

gramming policy improvement step to some given static policy P. The natural choice of 

static policy is an optimal static policy, denoted P*, and we shall suppose that this is 

the case in what follows. We shall show that the dynamic routing policies which result 

from this approach in our complex multi-class environment are simple in structure and 

easily computable. They are natural developments of the "join the shortest queue" rout- 

ing policy, extended in a way which is appropriate for a heterogeneous job population 

and a set of diverse stations. In pursuing this approach we develop an idea proposed in 

the context of simple single class systems by Krishnan (1987) and discussed by Tijms 

(1994). Their work considered the problem of routing a single class of job to a collection 

of MIM171 queues with identical service rates at each station. We develop the dynamic 

routing heuristics as follows: 

The policy improvement step utilises the quantities A9(N, m, P*) defined as follows: 

In a situation in which the system state is N and a generic job of class g has just 

arrived, Ag (N, m, P*) is the difference in total expected costs over an infinite horizon 

between the policy which allocates the class g job to station m and which then uses P* 

and the static policy which uses P* throughout. 

In such a situation our heuristic policy 7r will route the newly arrived class g job to 

whichever station m has the smallest value of Ag(N, m, P*). In the event of a tie, any of 
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the qualifying stations are chosen. We write 

7r(g, N) = argmin jAg (N, m, P*)} (3.2) 
MEM 

where 7r(g, N) is used for the station chosen by policy 7r for the class g job when the 

system state is N. 

Since under the static policy P* the processes at the M stations evolve independently, 

the policy 7r may be described more simply in terms of station-specific quantities Ag (Nn) 
M 

defined as follows: 

Consider station m in isolation, evolving under its local scheduling policy u.. with 

generic arrival rates determined by P*. The quantity A9. (N .. ) is defined 

to be the difference in total expected costs over an infinite horizon for station m alone 

between starting in state N,, n+lg and in state N, We use 19 to denote a IGUDnl-vector 
MM 

whose g1h component is 1 with zeroes elsewhere. By a simple conditioning argument we 

deduce that 

Ag(N, m, P*) pg*m, Ag P (Nm, ) + Ag (Nm) 
mm 

M'EM 

and so (3.2) may be re-expressed as 

7r(g, N) = argmin jAg (N,,, )}. (3.3) 
m MEM 

It should be clear from (3.3) that policy 7r will never route a class j job to station m when 

Mjm =0 since any corresponding Ai is infinite. Hence, without loss of generality we can m 
assume that pj,, >0 for all j, m in what follows. 

Under the routing heuristic given by (3.3), each station has an index dependent both 

upon its current state and the class of job to be allocated. The station chosen by the policy 

is the one with the smallest index value. The advantages of (3.3) over (3.2) for computation 

are clear from the reduction in dimensionality of the state variables concerned. 
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The key quantities A9,,, (N .. ) are readily available and are expressed in terms of the M 
so-called relative costs (or sometimes biases) associated with station m (evolving under 

scheduling rule um and with generic arrival rates pj*mAj), regarded as an undiscounted 

Markov decision process (MDP). The relative costs are state-valued quantities which 

reflect the transient effect of the starting state on the total expected costs for station M 

under local scheduling rule um and static policy P*. Use Om to denote the zero-state 

when station m is empty and T .. (P*) to denote the long-run average cost per unit time 

for station m under static policy P*. Rom standard MDP theory (see, for example, Tijms 

(1994)) we define the relative costs for station m, denoted hm(Nm), by 

h,,, (N,,, ) = K,,, (N,, ) -T.. (P*)T,, (N,, ), (3.4) 

where K .. (N,, ) is defined as the total expected cost incurred by station m from initial 

state Nm until it first enters state Om (i. e., until it first becomes empty) and Tm(Nm) 

is the corresponding expected time. Tijms (1994) provides an economic interpretation 

of the relative costs. Consider any two states Nm and N' , hm(Nm) - hm(N' ) is the MM 
difference in total expected costs over an infinite horizon at station m by starting in state 
Nm rather than in state N' under local scheduling rule um and static policy P*. From M 
this interpretation of the relative costs and the definition of the Ag (Nm) we have that M 

A-9 (N�, ) = h�, (N�, + 19) - h�, (N�, ) 
mm 

= {K�, (Nm + Vq) - Km(Nm)} 
m 

- qfm(P*)ITm(N,,, + 19) - T,,, (Nm)l. (3-5) 
m 

The quantities K,,,, (N,,, ) and T,,, (N,,, ) may be calculated via a simple one-step value 

iteration argument, here it is beneficial to consider both axrival and service completion 

epochs. Suppose that local scheduling rule u,, at station m processes a job from class 
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i(N,,, ) EGUD,, in state N,,,. We then have 

E pg*mAg +E Ajm + pj(Nm)m K,,, (Nm) 
9EG jEDn 

I 

1: cjNj,,, + I: p. *g,, AgK,, (N,,, + 19 )+E \j,,, K,.,, (N,,, + li ) (3.6) 
mm 

iEGUD, n 9EG jEDn 

_ li(Nn)) + fli(N,,, )mKm(Nn m 

and 

PgmAg +E Ajm + Ai (N )m T,,, (N,,,, ) 
9EG jEDn 

+E pg*mAqTm (Nm + 19 )+E AjmT,, (Nm + li (3.7) 
mm 

9EG jEDn 

li(Nm)). + tlj(Nm)mTm(Nm -m 

The solution of these recursions yields the key index values Ag (N,, ) via (3-5). 
m 

We now assert that the indices Ag (N,,, ) are simple congestion measures which are M 
linear in the queue lengths N,,,. The following discussion will be simplified if in what 

follows we extend the definition of Ag (N,,, ) to all jEGUD,,, via the expression in (3.5). 
m 

Theorem 24 (Linear Characterisation of A' (N,, )) 
M 

For each station mEM there exists a matrix e' = {Ojmk}j, kEGUD,. and a vector f2m = 

I mliEGUD,,, such that Wj 

Ai (Nn) Oj'kNk,,, + (, ), m, jEGU Dm, MEM. m kEGuD. 

Proof 

To minimise notational complexities, we fix mEM and where possible drop m from 

the notation. We shall suppose that job classes at station m are numbered according 

to the priority accorded them by local scheduling rule um, i. e. that um imposes the class 
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priorities 1 --+ 2 --+ ... --+ IGUD,, I. K(N) now stands for the total expected cost incurred 

in emptying station m from an initial state N when the station operates under u" while 

receiving generic traffic at rates IPg*mA, 
9}, gEG. The key to the proof is in demonstrating 

that K(N) is quadratic in N in the sense that 

ICUD,, l 

N=E Njlj =>. K(N) KkjNkNj +E KkNk (3.8) 
j=l kECuDmIEGUDm kEGUDn 

for some constants 
(Kkl}kEGUD., 

IEGUD. and 
(Kk}kEGUD.. As before, we use 1i to denote 

a IG U Dnl-vector whose jth component is 1, with zeroes elsewhere. 
We shall prove (3.8) by an induction on 1P, the job class of highest priority under um 

represented in N. Firstly, consider the case IP = IG U DnJ, i. e., N= N1 JGUDmJ for some 

positive integer N. As a preliminary, focus on the initial state 11CUD .. 1. We write TIGUD,,, l 

for the random time it takes to empty the system from 11GUDm I 
and 

k(11GUDnl) for the 

corresponding random cost. It must then follow that, if we now begin in state N1 JGUDm I 

and process jobs until the station enters state (N - 
1)11GUD .. I for the first time, then the 

time elapsediS 
i; 

NIGUD,,. l and the cost incurred is 

1)CIGUDnji; NIGUDml +k N(11GUDnl), (3.9) 

where 

TNIGUDml 
-= 

TIGUD 
.. I and k N(11GUD,,,, I) = k(11GUDml). (3.10) 

dn dn 

The notation "=" in (3.10) indicates that the random variables concerned have the same dn 

probability distribution. To understand (3.9) and (3.10) imagine that (N - 1) of the IG U 

D,,, I-jobs present at time 0 are laid on one side and play no part in the processing. These 

jobs will incur a cost (N - 
1)CJGUD,,, Ji; NJGUDnJ- Otherwise, the situation is stochastically 

identical to that beginning from 11GUDn I above. We now empty the system by considering 

successive first time transitions NlIGUD,,, l 
--+ 

(N - 1)11GUDml --* (N - 2) 11GUD, J 
--* ... -. ý 
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11CUD., j -+ 0. By repetition of the argument to (3-9) and (3.10) we can write the total 

cost incurred in emptying the system from NlIG"-l as 

NN 

j(11GUD 
1). 1)CIGUD 

.. lijIGUDml+Ek 

j=l j=l 
(3.11) 

j(11CUD. 
1), 1< In (3.11), the random variables 

ij; 
jCUD., j 71<N, are i. i. d. as axe k 

j<N. The corresponding expectations axe T(11'uD-1) and K(110UD,. I) 
respectively. 

Rom (3.11) we deduce that the expected cost incurred in emptying the system from 

N1 JGUD,,, j is 

NN 
E 1)CIGUD 

.. ii; jIGUD,. l j(11GUD, 
l K(NlIG +Ek 

j=l j=l 
1 (N - 

1)NcICUD,, IT(l 
IGUDml) + NK(l ICUDml), 

2 

which is quadratic in N. The inductive hypothesis is established for the case r= IGUD,, I. 

We now suppose that the inductive hypothesis holds whenever initial state N is such 

that k+1< IF < IG U D,,, l and consider the case r=k. Hence the initial state N is 

assumed to be 

JGUD .. I 

N= Nlk + 1: Njlj 
j=k+l 

(3.12) 

with N>0. As a preliminary, focus on an initial state 1k. We write tk for the random 

time it takes to empty the system of all jobs from class k (and hence also from classes 

1,2, . ., k- 1) for the first time and k(l') for the corresponding random cost. At time 
tk the (random) state of the system is written 

ICUDml 
E Rj lj 

j=k+l 

(3.13) 

and comprises jobs from classes k+1, k+2, ..., IGUD,, I which arrived at the system 
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during [0, tk). It must then follow that, if we now begin in state N in (3.12) and process 

jobs until the number of class k jobs drops to (N - 1) for the first time, then the time 

elapsed is TNk and the cost incurred is 

IGUDmi 

(N - 1)Ck +E NiCi i; 
Nk +kN(lk), (3.14) 

j=k+l 

where 

1k). i; 
Nk = 

ik 
and kN (1k) 

= k( (3.15) 
dn dn 

The reasoning which yields (3.14) and (3.15) is a simple development of the argument 

following (3.10). Additionally, the (random) state of the system at time !; Nk may be 

written 

IGUDml 

1)lk + (N j+ IV Nj )li 

j=k+l 

where 

(RN(k+l)) RN(k+2)) 
... i 

NNIGUDml = 
(IV(k+l) 

i 
IV(k+2)) 

... i 
IVIGUDm I 

) 

dn 

We now empty the system of class k jobs by considering successive transitions 

JGUD .. I ICUD,. l 
Nlk +N 1)lk +E (N 

jlj 
(N 

-i+ 
gNj)lj 

j=k+l j=k+l 
JGUD .. IN 

...... 
E (Nj + Elýjj) li. 

j=k+l 1=1 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

By suitable repetition of the argument to (3.14) and (3.15) we can write the total cost 
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incurred in emptying the system of class k jobs from state N in (3.12) as 

N IC. UDnj NN 

;+k (1k). (1 - 1)Ck +E (Ni +E fVnj)cj ilk 
1 (3.18) 

1=1 j=k+l n=i+l 

In (3.17) and (3.18), the (R1(k+1), R1(k+2)s 
... I 

RIIGUD,, 
I)t 1<I<N, are i. i. d. as are 

the 11k, 1<I<N, and the kl(lk), 1 <- I <- N. The respective means axe written 
(N(k+l), N(k+2)t NjGUDmj)j Tk and K(jk). We also note that E,, 

=, +, 
AVI, j and t1k are 

independent for all choices of j, 1. Rom (3.17) and (3.18) we deduce that the expected 

cost incurred in emptying the system from N is 

IGUD, nj 
K(N) =K Nlk +E 

j=k+l 

1 
(N - 1)Nckiik 

2 

Nj li 
) 

ICUD,, l 

EN Nj + 
ý(N 

1)kj cjtk+Nk (1k) 

j=k+l 
2 

JGUDmj N- 
)Jjlj +E KE (Nj+Elvlj 

j=k+l 1=1 

(3.19) 

Consider the system state which is the argument of K in the last term on the r. h. s. in 

(3.19). The job class of highest index represented is k+1 and the inductive hypothesis 

applies. It follows straightforwardly that the final term on the r. h. s. of (3.19) is quadratic 

in N as, plainly, axe the first three terms. Hence K(N) is quadratic in N for all choices 

of N. 

Now let T(N) be the total expected time taken emptying station m from initial state 

N when the station operates under u,, while receiving generic traffic according to static 

policy P*. A similar (though less involved) induction argument yields the conclusion that 

T(N) is linear in N for all choices of N. We may thus write that 

[CUD,,., I 

N=E Njlj =ý. T(N) tjNj (3.20) 
j=l jEGUDm 
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for some constants ftj}jECUD,,. To see this, if we follow the induction argument above 

for the case I' =IGUD,,, 1, we deduce that the expected time taken to empty the system 

from NlIGUDmi iS 

N 

T(Nl ICUD 
-1) =EE tjlGUDml = NT(l IGUDml) 

I 

j=l 

which is linear in N. This establishes the inductive hypothesis for the case IP =IGUD,, 1. 

Continuing, we easily conclude from the analysis that for case r=k, where the initial 

state N is given by (3.12), the expected time taken emptying the system from state N is 

IGUDr,. l 

lk+ EN T(N) =TN jlj 
j=k+l 

IGUD,,, l N 

= NTk+E (Nj +E I-Vlj) li (3.21) 
I 

j=k+l 1=1 

11 

In the last term on the r. h. s. of (3.21) the job of highest index represented is k+1 and 

the inductive hypothesis applies. Hence, T(N) is lineaX in N for all choices of N. Note 

that the absence of constant terms in (3.8) and (3.20) is accounted for by the fact that 

K(O) = T(O) = 0. 

We now restore the station suffix m fully to the notation. We have established that 

K,,, (N,,, ) is quadratic and T,,, (N,, ) is linear in N,,,. It now follows immediately from the 

expression on the r. h. s. of (3.5) that, for all jEGUD,,,, Ai (N .. ) must be linear in N,,,. 
M 

11 

In the light of Theorem 24, we may now re-express (3.3), which chaxacterises our 

routing heuristic 7r, as 

m 7r(g, N) = axgmin ogkNkm + wgr3 (3.22) 
mEM kEGUDm 

A computational advantage of the routing heuristic's linear index structure is that only 
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sufficient evaluations of the Aj (N .. ) are required to determine the coefficients 10jmk}j, kEGUDyt M 

and{Wj"'}jEGUD,,, - In our work such evaluations utilised (3.5) together with a value iter- 

ation approach to the computation of the required Km(N,, ) and Tm(Nm) via (3.6) and 
(3.7) respectively. In most problems this represents a huge computational saving over full 

DP. 

Theorem 25 contains further information on the matrix E)'. Firstly it is symmetric 

and hence has only !IGUD.. I(IG UD.. I+ 1) distinct entries. Second, all its entries are 2 

non-negative, implying that each Ag (N,,,, ) on the r. h. s. of (3.22) is indeed a congestion M 
measure in the sense of being increasing in the queue lengths N,,,. 

Theorem 25 

The matrices E)', m E. A4, which determine the indices Aj,,, (N,,, ) are such that 

(a) Oj'k = Ok'j for aH j, kEGUD, mEM; (symmetry) 

(b) Oj'k ý! 0 for all j, kEGUD,,,, mEM. (non-negativity) 

Proof 

Rom the expression for Aj,,, (N,,, ) in the statement of Theorem 24 it is straightforward 

to conclude that, for all j, kEGU Dm and all mEM, 

Aj (1k Aj (0m) Oik 
mmm 

fjCm(lk +lj)_Km(lk)_Km(lj)l 
mmmm 

-qlm(p*) {T M(lk + li TT 
M(lk m(li mmmm 

(3.23) 

K", (1�, + 1-7) - K�, 1�, - K�, (13) 
om 

kit 

(3.24) 

by the symmetry between j and k in (3.24). In order to obtain (3.23) from (3-5) we have 

used the fact that K .. (0,,, ) =T.. (0,.,, ) = 0. To obtain (3.24), we have used the linearity of 
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T,,, (N,, ) established in the proof of Theorem 24 and expressed in (3.20) to conclude that 

m(lk + li TT m(lk T m(li 
)= 

mmmm 

This establishes (a). 

From (3.24), it is enough to prove (b) that, for all choices of j, k and m, 

K (1k + lj ) ýý K (1k )+K (lj ). 
mmmmmmm 

(3.25) 

Consider station m in initial state 1k +1i 
M ,,, processed according to scheduling rule um until 

it reaches the empty state 0.. In an obvious way, the system evolution may be regaxded 

as the (disjoint union of) two branching processes emanating respectively from the class 

k and the class i jobs present initially. Suppose that holding costs axe reduced such that 

when processing is allocated to the k-branching process, only costs from jobs within that 

process are incurred, and similaxly for the j-branching process. Under this cost reduction, 

the total expected cost incurred until the system empties is evidently K,, (1k )+ Km (1i ), 
MM 

and the inequality (3.25) follows. 11 

We obtain further simplification of the indices Aj,, (N,,, ) in the important special case 

where the traffic at each station is stochastically indistinguishable. Recall from Section 

2.8.1 we say that the jobs (both generic and dedicated) at station m are stochastically 

indistinguishable if pj,.,, = p,,,, jEGUD,,,. Theorem 26 asserts that in this case, the 

symmetric matrix E)' has a special structure and just IGU D"' I distinct elements. Hence 

significant computational savings are available in this case. It will simplify the discussion 

if we fix mEM and suppose that at station m, local scheduling rule um imposes the 

priorities 1 --+ 2 --+ ... --+ IGU Dm I. We also write Ajm for the arrival rate at station m 
for all job classes j, i. e. Ag. = pg*mAg, gEG. 

Theorem 26 (The Stochastically Indistinguishable Case) 

If the jobs at station m are stochastically indistinguishable then the matrix G' is such 
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that 

Am - om - om 
'jk- kj- j7 1<k<j: 51GUDnI, (3.26) 

and the IGUD,,, l constants Oj', 1 
-< 

i :5 JGUD .. 1, are determined by the recursive schen2e 

JOUD,. l 

m Alm 
I 

07 = 

(cj 
+m Almol 1 <j: 5 IGUD,, l - 1, (3.27) 

om -": CIOUD 
.. IT 

'GUDM')- (3.28) IGuD .. I- m(lM 

Proof 

Fix j and k such that 1 
-< 

k 
-< 

j :5 IG U D,,,, I. We use (3.6) and (3.7) to develop 

(1k + ji ), K (1k ), T M(jk + ji (1k expressions for Kn Tn MMMM m) and Tn M). From these we can 
(1k utilise (3.5) to infer the following expression for Aim m 

IGUD, nj IGUDml 
Aj (1k " (3.29) Alm + An m M) --, ý cj + AlrnAm7(lkm + 1MI) + AmAjM(Om)- 

Rom (3.29) we obtain 

IGUD,, l 
0m= 

'4n ik Ci + AlmOjml (3.30) 

which establishes (3.26). Now allow j to take any value in the range 1<j :51GUD,,, 1. By 

appeal to the symmetry of E)', established in Theorem 25(a) and from (3.26) we deduce 

that for any such 

I om-, 1 <I< j, 
mj 0j"I (3.31) 

0m I', j+1: 51<IGUDml. 
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We now use (3.31) within (3.30) to obtain (3.27). Finally, we use (3.24) to infer that 

om IGUDnl) (11CUD 1) 
JGUD .. I= Km(21m - 2Km 

m 

and (3.28) follows easily from an analysis of the costs incurred in emptying station m 
IGUDmI from initial state 21m 11 

A particularly simple set up for the stochastically indistinguishable case is when the 

system comprises homogeneous stations. Suppose that a generic job belonging to the 

class of lowest priority under the local scheduling rule axrives at the system. According 

to Theorem 26 the form of the station m index in this case is 

O(number of jobs at station m) + w. 

Hence in this scenario, our routing heuristic will send the incoming job to the station with 

the smallest (total) number of jobs present, i. e. it will join the shortest queue. 

3.3.1 Extension to the Klimov Network Model 

In the development of the dynamic heuristic routing policy we have only considered mod- 

elling the stations comprising the network as multi-class MIM11 queues, operating under 

a simple priority policy for local scheduling. We axe not restricted in our usage to this 

particular situation and a range of extensions to more general scenarios are readily avail- 

able. Here, we consider the case in which each station m is modelled as a Klimov network. 

(See Section 2.2, Example 1 for details of this model). The analysis above continues to 

hold when the individual stations are modelled as a Klimov network . However, we shall 

now highlight the main points from these analyses. 

Slight adjustments to proof of Theorem 24 incorporating the feedback mechanism of 
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the Klimov model again yields 

Oj'kNk,, + wj, jEGUD,,,,, mEM. (3.32) 
kEGUD.. 

Hence, when the individual stations axe modelled as a Klimov network the key indices 

Ai (N,,,, ) axe also linear in the state of station m. The coefficients M 
.. and M 

{Ojk}j, kEGUD 

fWjm}jEGUD, 
n 

in (3.32) may be computed via forms of the recursions (3.6) and (3.7) ap- 

propriate to the Klimov network case and are given by 

EPýnAq+ E Aim +Pj(Nn)m Km(Nm) 
. 9EG jEDn 

cjNj,,, + I: pg*,,, A_qK,,,, (N,,, + l-) + 1: Aj,,, K,,, (N,,, + li mm 
jECUD.. 9EC jED,,, 

_ li(Nin)) + Ai(NM)m qjm(N,. )()Kn(Nn m 
mm_ li(Nm) + lk qj(N,, )kKM(N m M) 

kEGuD,, 

and 

EP. 
q*ml\-q+ 

EXim+I£j(Nm)m Tm(N", ) 
f 

gEG jEDm 

1 

1+1: pg*mAgTm (Nm + 1-9 + 1: 'AjmTm (N,, + li 
mm 

9EG jEDm 

_ 
li(Nin)) + + /lj(Nn)m qjm(N,. )OTn(Nm m 

m 
77t _ lj(Nm) + 1k) qj(N,, )kTM(N mm 

kEGuD. 

I. 

The solution of these recursions yields the key indices Aj,,, (N,,, ) via (3.5). 

Theorem 25 still holds in this case, thus the matrix of coefficients e' is symmetric 

and has non-negative entries. Further simplification of the key indices is available for 

the Klimov model when all job classes are stochastically indistinguishable at each station 

(i. e., tij,,, = p,,,, iEGUD,,,, and qimk = qjmk = q' for all choices of i, j and kEGU Dm). k 

An equivalent version of Theorem 26 is available where the IGU Dm I constants Ojm 1 
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GUD,,, I are now determined by the recursive scheme 

ICUDml IGUDm 
OT = cj + Xim OIM + mm qin Z 

-, OIM 
I=j-Fi I=j+l 

j x 
j, 

<j: 5 IGUD,, I- 1 AIM 

om -" CICUDmIT 11CUDmI IGUDml - m(m 

Straightforward amendments to the proof of Theorem 26 yield the desired result. The 

comments following Theorem 26 regarding a set of homogeneous station with stochas- 

tically indistinguishable job classes at each station apply equally to the Klimov model. 

Hence, an arriving generic job of lowest priority under the local scheduling rule u"' will 

be routed to the shortest queue. 

3.4 Numerical Study 

We now present the results of a computational study of the comparative performance 

of our routing heuristic with a number of competitor policies. Technical considerations 

restrict the scope of our investigation to problems where the calculation of a fully optimal 

dynamic routing policy via DP is computationally feasible. We focus on two simple 

scenarios involving two homogeneous stations each admitting two generic job classes. 

These scenarios are sufficiently simple to allow for the DP calculations yet are sufficiently 

rich to provide insight. Theorem 26 (and the following comment) allude to simplifications 

of the key indices Ag when job classes are stochastically indistinguishable. We shall M 
initially concern ourselves with this special case. The second part of the study extends 

from this simple case and allows for increasing dissimilarities in the service and cost 

characteristics of the arriving job classes. The following routing policies (all identified by 
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single letter abbreviations) are considered for our calculations: 

Optimal Static Policy (S): Incoming jobs are routed to the two stations according 

some fixed probability provided by P*, the optimal controller routing matrix; 

Equal Splitting Policy. (E): Incoming jobs are routed to the two stations with equal 

probability. Under E, eadi station receives traffic at rate (-X-L, 
-)'Z); 22 

Round Robin (R): Incoming jobs are sent alternately to the two stations. Each station 

now faces an arrival stream which is a renewal process with i. i. d. gamma r(2, A, +A2) 

interarrival times. The only information requirement for the policy is the destination 

of the last axrival; 

Join the Shortest Queue (J): Incoming jobs are sent to whichever station has the 

smaller total number of jobs present and to either station in the event of a tie; 

Routing Heuristic (H): This is the heuristic developed in the previous section by im- 

plementing a policy improvement step to the optimal static policy. The information 

requirement is marginally greater than for J in that the queue lengths for each job 

class at each station are needed; 

Optimal Dynamic Routing Policy (0): This is developed via DP. Although it has 

the same information requirements as H it will in general be much more difficult to 

compute and considerably more complex in structure. 

3.4.1 Stochastically Indistinguishable Job Classes 

We shall suppose that both stations are preemptive two-class MIM11 systems operating 

the cp-rule for local scheduling. When job classes are stochastically indistinguishable the 

competing jobs have identical processing requirements and we take til ` A2 : -- 1 for the 

completion rates of the exponential service rates of the two job classes. Hence the c/, I-rule 

accords priority to the job class with the larger holding cost rate. We fix C2 -"*: 1 and 
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take c, ý: 1, ensuring that class 1 always has higher priority. Theorem 26 applies and the 

matrix of coefficients determining the indices Ag will have the form M 

el =E)2 

01 02 

02 02 

Further, it is straightforward to show that 01 --* 02 as cl \ c2 =1 and hence our routing 

heuristic becomes "join the shortest queue" in the single job class limit. We shall consider 

the E, R, J, H heuristics and policy 0 for such problems. Recall that from Corollary 17 

when job classes are stochastically indistinguishable the optimal station return XF,,, is 

convex. By Theorem 20 when stations are homogeneous and the station returns are 

convex, E coincides with the optimal static policy S. 

The long-run average holding cost rates incurred under these policies were computed 
for problems with cl ranging from 1.5 to 10 and p= Al + A2 taking the values 0.6 

(light traffic), 1.0 (moderate traffic) and 1.5 (moderate to heavy traffic). For each (cl, p)- 

combination, 100 (A Ii A2) pairs were generated by sampling AI from aU [0.2, p-0.2] 

distribution then choosing A2 =p-A,. For each generated problem the cost rates C' 

(the long-run average cost rate under E), CR, CJ' CH and CO were computed. A simple 

closed form expression for CE is available. For the other policies an appropriate form of 

DP value iteration was used to compute costs. Theoretical considerations indicate that 

CE > CH > CO. In fact, in all 1200 problems studied, it emerged that 

CE > CR > CJ > CH > CO (3.33) 

and so costs decrease as the information requirements of the policies grow. In light of 

(3.33), we present our results in terms of the percentage cost degradation experienced as 

we move from right to left through the inequalities in (3.33). For example, we write 

A(E, R) = lool(CE _ CR)ICR} 
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and similarly for A(R, J), A(J, H) and A(H, 0). In almost all cases, the samples of size 

100 produced little within-sample variation in these quantities and so in Table 3.1 we 

simply report median values. 

(ci, p) A(E, R) A(R, J) A (J, H) A (H, 0) 
1.5,0.6 15.681 5.712 0.346 0.056 
3.0,0.6 12.810 4.684 1.021 0.025 
5.0,0.6 11.122 4.101 1.410 0.005 
10.0,0.6 9.555 3.557 1.758 0.003 
1.5,1.0 21.622 12.215 0.419 0.254 
3.0,1.0 18.115 10.084 1.695 0.198 
5.0,1.0 15.703 8.622 2.440 0.138 
10.0,1.0 12.849 7.043 3.183 0.080 
1.5,1.5 27.537 24.319 0.339 0.627 
3.0,1.5 24.421 20.701 1.443 1.144 
5.0,1.5 21.780 17.953 3.431 0.434 
10.0,1.5 18.268 14.453 4.836 0.202 

Table 3.1: Median relative performance of routing policies E, R, J, H and 0. Problems 
have two homogeneous stations with stochastically indistinguishable generic job classes. 

Rom Table 3.1, note that in the. main cost degradations increase with p, implying that 

the value of increased information grows with the traffic intensity. Note also that, while 

the medians of A(E, R) and A(R, J) both decrease as cl increases, for fixed p, the values 

of A(J, H) increase with cl. Hence the relative cost advantage H enjoys over J grows as 

the job classes become more heterogeneous. Recall that J and H are approximately equal 

for c, close to 1. Finally, and very significantly, note the uniformly strong performance of 

H as evidenced by the small median values of A(H, 0). 

3.4.2 Stochastically Distinct Job Classes 

We shall suppose, as before, that both stations are preemptive two-class MIM11 systems 

under the cp-rule. We now fix C2 -": P2 : -- 1 and allow the class 1 paxameters ci and pi to 

vary. We take p=0.6,1.0 and 1.5 again and compute median values of percentage cost 

degradations from samples of size 10 (with randomly drawn A, and A2). The five routing 
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polices under investigation are as above, but with R replaced by S, the optimal static 

policy. The reader should note that, with p, 0 A2, E is no longer generally optimal in the 

class of static polices. Theoretical considerations indicate that CE >C8> CH >CO. In 

fact for all 600 problems studied, it emerged that 

CE > CS > CJ > CH > CO. 

In an identical notation we consider the following percentage cost degradations in our 

study: A(E, S), A(S, J), A(J, H) and A(H, 0). Tables 3.2-3.5 (respectively) contain 

the median values of these quantities. Each problem set is characterised by the triple 

(cl, y,, p). In the layout of each table, results are grouped into a left-hand (LH) and 

right-hand (RH) section for each p-value. The LH and RH sections encompass a range 

of cl and p, combinations expressing varying degrees of heterogeneity between the job 

classes. In the LH (resp. RH) section cip, :5 C2[12 (resp. cip, ý! C2P2). For example, 

the uPper-left (resp. lower-right) of LH (resp. RH) correspond to problems in which the 

similaxity between the job classes is at its greatest. As we move through either section 

this similarity progressively diminishes. 

The results from Table 3.2 in which we report the median percentage cost degradations 

from E to S substantiate the findings of the numerical study of Dacre (1999). From his 

analyses the greatest level of (static) suboptimality is experienced for problems in which 

CIP1 -` C2/12 (represented by the main diagonal in either section). As we move way from 

such problems this level of suboptimality decreases and in many cases E coincides with 

S. As previously, the cost advantage of the dynamic policies tends to grow with p as 

given by the relative performance of S with respect to J in Table 3.3. In Table 3.4 we 

see that the relative performance of J with respect to H strengthens in cases where the 

job population's characteristics axe relatively similar and weakens as these differences 

become more pronounced. In all problem instances H outperforms J. We also note the 

strong performance of H in comparison with 0 in Table 3.5. The performance of H is 

particularly strong for problems in which CIP1 -` C2P2- 
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Al I cl 0.1 0.2 0.333 10.667 p 
0.667 0.242 2.930 1.340 0.0 0.0 10.0 
0.333 0.0 1.334 2.071 0.067 0 0 5.0 . 0 6 

0.2 0.0 0.263 2.199 1.247 0.0 , 3.0 . 
0.1 0.0 0.0 1.438 3.113 0.203 1.5 

L 1.5 3.0 5.0 10.0 Al 

7 Cl 0.1 0.2 0.333 0.667 p 
0.6 67 0.325 5.730 1.948 0.033 0.0 10.0 
0.333 0.0 2.34T- 3.833' 0.104 0.0 5.0 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.337 1.862 0.0 3.0 

0.1 0.0 0.010 2.693 . 84=0 0.289 1.5 
1.5 3.0 1 5-0 10.0 mi I 

At I C, 0.1 0.2 0.333 10.667 P 
0.667 0.437 10.300 2.108 0.165 0.0 10.0 
0.333 

ý0.0 
3.102 5.360 0.200 0.0 5.0 1.5 0.2 0.0 0.543 6.390 2.645 0.0 3.0 

0.1 0.0 0.396 3.035 11.330 0.403 
. 

1.5 
1 1.5 3.0 1 5.0 110-0 C 

Table 3.2: Relative performance of routing policies E and S: the median percentage cost 
degradation from policy S to policy E. Problems have two homogeneous stations and 

two generic job classes with C2 --": A2 "' 1- 
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it, I I Cl .2 0.333 0.667 p 
0.667 24.328 19.580 20.638 21.322 19.768 10.0 
0.333 21.652 22.385 21.079 22.280 20.622 5.0 0.6 

0.2 20.382 22.075 20.875 22.497 21.764 3.0 
0.1 19.387 21.179 20.410 19.285 24.381 1.5 

1.5 3.0 5.0 10.0 c Ai 

14,1 Cl 0.1 0.2 0.333 0.667 p 
0.667 39.148 

ý 
29.730 32.620 34.245 31.481 10.0 

0.333 34.899 35.334 1 32.670 35.589 33.080 . 5.0 1.0 
0.2 32.858 35.40 32.470 35.868 35.005 3.0 
0.1 31.239 34.138 32.100 29.450 39.205 1.5 

1 1.5 1 3.0 5.0 1 10.0 C, I til 

IAI I C1 0.1 0.2 0.333 0.667 P 
0.667 61.603 43.520 52.330 54.53 51.71 10.0 
0.333 56.399 55.68 51.16 56.248 53.85 5.0 1.5 

0.2 53.67 56.012 49.83 56.34 56.51 3.0 
0.1 51.45 54.39 51.27 43.33 61.6621' 1.5 

-J 1.5 3.0 5.0 1 10.0 C, AI 

Table 3.3: Relative performance of routing policies S and I the median percentage cost 
degradation from policy J to policy S. Problems have two homogeneous stations and two 

generic job classes with C2 -"2 P2 ý-- 1- 
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it, I c, 1 0.1 1 0.2 0.333 0.667 P 
0.667 0.655 4.477 3.708 2.689 1.341 10.0 
0.333 1.166 2.1 El 3.193 2.423 1.218 5.0 0.6 

0.2 1.531 2.556 3.322 2.036 1.037 3.0 
0.1 1.845 2.987 3.867 4.693 0.648 1.5 

! -. 5--T -3.0 5.0 10.0 C1 

0.1 0.2 0.333 0.667 F -P 
0.667 0.910 7.24 5.737 3.807 2.148 10.0 
0.333 1.726 2.974 _ 4.841 3.475 2.000 5.0 1 0 

0.2 2.081 3.701- 4.974 2.913 1.610 3.0 . 
0.1 2.509 4.260 5.926 7.461 0.904 1.5 

1.5 3.0 5.0 10.0 C, 

C, 0.1 0.2 0.333 0.667 rP 
0.667 0.758 7.13 5.33T- - 3.024 1.484 10.0 
0.333 0.913 2.564 4.343 3.144 1.168 5.0 1.5 

0.2 1.498 3.356 4.545 2.588 0.792 3.0 
0.1 1.980 3.458 5.396 ? ý2ý8ý 0.753 1.5 

I 1-. 5T 3.0 1 5.0 1 10.0 1 C1 ý I f1i 

Table 3.4: Relative performan ce of ro uting policies J and H: the med ian percentage cost 
degradation from policy H to policy J. Problems have two homogeneous stations and 

two generic job classes with C2 : -- P2 : -- 1- 
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Ai 

0.333 0.001 0.00: 
0.2 0.001 0.02 
0.1 0.003 0.03. 

1.5 3.0 

cl 0.1 1 0.2 10.333 10.667 
0.0 1 0.002 1 0.030 1 0.002 

. 002 0.0 1 
5.0 10.0 1 

0.6 
3.01 

I-11 

0.333 
0.2 
0.1 

0.1 
0.002 0.003 
0.020 0.025 
0.109 0.109 0.018 
0.196 0.226 0.050 0.003 
1.5 3.0 5.0 1 10.0 

0.2 0.333 1 0.667 p 
1.067 0.204 0.077 10.0 
1.022 0.105 0.053 5.0 1 0 

0.027 0.020 3.0 . 
0.002 1.5 

cl I mi 

Al I C, 0.1 0.2 0.333 0.667 P 
0.667 0.140 0.271 0.362 1.099 1.587 10.0 
0.333 1.005 0.1941 0.268 0.447 1.076 5.0 1.5 

0.2 1.102 0.318 0.174 0.270 0.585 3.0 
0.1 1.695 1.099 0.433 0.167 0.152 1.5 

3.0 5.0 10.0 C, 

Table 3.5: Relative performance of routing policies H and 0: the median percentage cost 
degradation from policy 0 to policy H. Problems have two homogeneous stations and 

two generic job classes with C2 : -- A2 : -- 1- 
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3.5 Network Design 

We now return to the network design problem posed in Section 2.10. In the analysis of the 

routing problem our focus has been, in the main, the development of policies for routing 

multiple job classes to a fixed number of stations. An important question to consider 

is how such policies perform as the number of stations comprising the network changes. 

In Section 2.10 we established that, in systems comprising homogeneous stations, addi- 

tional stations contribute diminishing returns under the static ESP routing regime. In 

the context of a simple design problem for which, in addition to the holding cost rates, 

each station in the network incurs a running cost we investigated what effect system pa- 

rameter changes made to the optimal decision. Our interest now lies in the performance 

of the dynamic routing heuristic as the number of stations within the network increases 

(alternatively decreases). While we have no results regarding the structural properties 

of network systems constructed utilising the dynamic heuristic developed in this chapter 

we would expect that, by the improved performance of dynamic heuristics over the static 

heuristics investigated in the previous section, a network system constructed in which 

routing decisions are made according to our dynamic routing heuristic will enjoy reduced 

costs over an ESP system and, possibly, a reduction in the number of stations required 

to be built into the network for comparable performance to be achieved. In the follow- 

ing numerical study we investigate the benefits to the system architect in applying the 

dynamic routing heuristic. 

3.5.1 Numerical Study 

In our computational study we investigate the performance of the dynamic routing heuris- 

tic developed in this chapter and compare this with the ESP static routing heuristic for 

the simple design problem considered in Section 2.10. In what follows we shall use the 

abbreviation H to denote the dynamic routing heuristic. For this design problem the 

system architect has to construct a system of homogeneous stations in order to minimise 
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the long-run average system costs under the routing heuristics of interest. The number 

of stations, M, comprising the network remains to be determined. Each station M has 

an associated running cost per unit time, denoted K, independent of the amount of work 

received. In the homogeneous station set up we assume identical running costs for each 

station m. The system arrival rates of all job classes, the processing capabilities of each 

station and the cost characteristics of the job classes axe considered fixed and known. In 

addition we also assume that the state information of the queueing job classes at each 

station required for the implementation of H is available. 

We use f2l to denote the long-run average cost under H for the overall system (in- 

cluding holding costs and running costs), defined by 

qH(M) = qýH'..., 
m 

(, \G) + MK (3.34) {1 I 

where (PH is used to denote the system cost function under H. The overall system cost 

under ESP, SIESP(M), is given by equation (2.44). Recall that from Section 2.10.2 the 

function f2ESP is convex for this set up. The optimal decision under ESP is to select M 

station such that 

M= min[M: Q'S'(M - 1) > QESP(M): 5 pESP(M + 1)]. 

Under H we do not have any results regarding the convexity of 0 and do not therefore 

have an equivalent simple rule for the optimal decision under H. However, it is entirely 

plausible that additional stations contribute diminishing returns under H. A numerical 

investigation could provide evidence to support this claim but we are further restricted 

by the limitations of state space in the DP value iteration algorithm required for the 

cost calculations under H. A possible way forwaxd would be to estimate these costs via 

simulation. Rom our computational experience, a full DP value iteration approach rules 

out the feasibility of obtaining cost values for systems comprising four or more stations. In 

order to progress, problems axe specifically chosen so that the optimal number of stations 
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(p, cl, K) A1 1\2 
'5 0 

Mý 'Alksp 
oH 

fl. 21 
OH 
"11,2,31 

Mý 

0.201 3.108 3 _ 2.530 2.685 2 
1.0,1.5,0.5 0-44ý 553 3.263 3 2.674 2.810 

d 

0.751 0.249 3.501 3 2.892 2.975 
] 

2 
0.201 0.799 3.430 3 _ 2.850 2.986 2 

1.0,3.0,0.5 0.447 0.553 4.0 521, 3 3.417 3.490 2 
0.751 0.249 5.005 3 4.283 4.150 3 
0.201 0.799 5.116 2 4.471 5.089 2 

1.0,6.0,1.0 0.447 0.553 6.881 2 5.876 6.346 2 
0.751- T. -2-49 9.513 3- 1 8.049 7.995 3 
0.201 0.799 6.116 2 5.471 6.589 2 

1.0,6.0,1.5 0.447 0.553 7.881 2 6.876 7.846 2 
0.751 0.249 11.013 3 9.495 2 
0.201 1.099 3.902 3 3.529 3.117 3 

1.3,1.5,0.5 0.571 0.729 4.147 3 3.760 3.308 3 
1.02T 0.273 4.575 3 4.185 3.577 3 
0.201 1.099 6.826 2 5.529 6.117 2 

1.3,1.5,1.5 0.571 0.729 7.114 2 P 
. 760 6.308 2 

1.027 0.273 7.57... Vý 
5 3 _ 6.557 2 

0.201 1.099 5.725 3 4.845 4.919 2 
1.3,3.0,1.0 0.571 0.729 6.705 3 

' 
5.766 5.682 1 

-- - 
3 

1.027 0.273 1 1 8.418 3- F 7.4-4 8 677 5 67 
_3 0.201 1.099 7.161 2 5.845 6.419 2 

1.3,3.0,1.5 0.571 0.729 8.205 3 6.766 7.182 
" 

2 
1.027 0.273 9.918 3 8.4-48 8.256 3 
0.201 1.099 9.161 121 17.845 1 9.419 1 21 

1.3,3.0,2.5 0.571 0.729 10.313 21 1-8.766 10-182 1 2 
1.027 0.273 2.918 3 10.448 11.256 2 
0.201 1.099 7.832 2 6.480 7.023 2 

1.3,6.0,1.5 0.571 0.729 10.321 3 8.730 8.933 
1.027 0.273 4.603 3 12.934 11.619 39 
0.201 1.099 9.832 2 8.480 10.023 2 

1.3,6.0,2.5 0.571 0.729 12.711 2 10.730 11.933 2 
1.027 -5-. 2- 73 3_ 11 . 934 14.619 3 

T O. 201 1.099 11.832 2 10.480 13-023 2 
1.3,6.0,3.5 0.571 0.729 14.711 2 12.730 14.933 

1 1.027 0.273 2 . 603 3 16.934 17.619 

Table 3-6: Comparison of the performances routing polices ESP and H. Stations are 
homogeneous v6ith identical running costs and stochastically indistinguishable job 

classes. c2 =I - 
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under ESP is at most three. We then obtain costs for systems comprising two and three 

stations under H and compare these results with those for the optimal decision under 
ESP. 

In the study we suppose that the stations are modelled as preemptive two-class MIM11 

systems with local scheduling according to the c/i-rule. We shall only consider the special 

case in which the job classes are stochastically indistinguishable and take Al --,:, P2 ý-- 1 

for the exponential service rates of the two job classes at all stations. Recall that, by 

Theorem 20, ESP is the optimal static routing policy in this case. We take C2 : -- 1 and 

ci > 1. Under the cp-rule class 1 will have higher priority in all problems considered 

here. The calculations required to compute the overall system cost under ESP and hence 

the optimal number of stations in the network are straightforward. An appropriate form 

of DP, %-alue iteration is used to compute the system costs under H and, via (3.34), the 

overall system costs. Each problem set is characterised by the triple (p, cl, K) and, given 

the comments above, is specifically chosen to encompass problems in which the optimal 

number of stations under ESP is at most three. We must note that while we are restricted 

in the size of the systems that we can consider these problems are of sufficient complexity 

to yield some insight. 

In Table 3.6 we compare the optimal number of stations and system performance under 
ESP with the system performance under H in which the network comprises two and three 

stations. We use Afksp to denote the optimal number of stations under ESP routing and 
MI'l to denote the number of stations used in the network under the dynamic heuristic 

H that realises the smallest overall system cost of the networks considered. For each 

problem set um report a sample of results that are typical of our findings, these examples 

range from a low to high class 1 arrival rate (respectively high to low class 2 arrival 

rate). N%e can see that, as expected, substantial cost savings are made via the use of H. 

This does not always correspond to a reduction in the number of stations utilised in the 

network. It is important to note that in all 650 problems studied the overall system costs 
for a t%vo station network under H are less than the overall system costs for an optimal 
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network under ESP. The findings suggest that the system architect would be able to 

achieve improved system performance (or at worst, a similar performance) utilising fewer 

stations under the dynamic heuristic routing policy for the problem set ups considered 
here. 

3.6 Conclusion 

We described an approach to the development of dynamic routing policies based on a 

single policy improvement step applied to an optimal static policy which results in sim- 

ply structured dynamic routing polices. The heuristics generalise the "join the shortest 

queue7 policy in a, %-ay appropriate to the multi-class context. A numerical study pro- 

vides evidence of the very strong performance of the routing heuristics. In a network 

design problem we showed that when constructing networks of homogeneous stations ap- 

plication of these routing heuristics results in reduced system costs in comparison with a 

static routing regime. The numerical results suggest that, in such problems, it is possible 
improve system costs utilising fewer machines under the dynamic routing heuristics. 
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Chapter 4 

Index Policies for the Routing of 
Background Jobs 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we develop an alternative approach to the development of dynamic routing 

policies. Whittle (1996) and Nifio-Nfora (2002) have proposed the use of methodologies 

related to the class of restless bandit problems (RBPs)to solve routing problems. This class 

of problems are now understood to be intractable and Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis (1999) 

showed RBPs to be PSPACE-hard. Whittle's (1988) approach to the analysis of RBPs 

used a Lagrangian relaxation of the original problem to develop an index policy for RBPs. 

This index policy will not in general be optimal. Weber and Weiss (1990,1991) have proved 
the asymptotic optimally of Whittle's index policy under given conditions. However, 

Whittle's proposed index is only defined for projects which pass a test of indexability. 

This requirement can be very difficult to establish and may not hold, although Nifio- 

Mora (2001,2002) has identified sufficient conditions for project indexability based on 
the achievable region approach. A developing body of evidence testifies to the strong 

performance of such index policies in a range of application contexts. See, for example, 
Ansell, Glazebrook, Nifio-Mora and O'Keeffe (2003), Glazebrook and Mitchell (2004) and 
Glazebrook, Nifio-Mora. and Ansell (2002). 

In this chapter we describe a mathematical model for our routing problem and describe 

an approach to the development of index policies by taking an approximative approach to 
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to Whittle's proposal for indexability. The approximative scheme for the development of 

a station index is implemented via a policy improvement approach. The station index is 

a measure of its degree of congestion and are shown to be increasing and non-lineax in the 

workload. The index policy will route an arriving generic job to the station of smallest 

index. We conclude the chapter with a numerical investigation into the performance of 

such routing policies. 

4.2 The Dynamic Routing Problem 

Our routing problem of interest remains broadly that of the dynamic routing problem 
developed in Chapter 3. We shall reintroduce the dynamic routing problem which, in the 

current context, utilises local scheduling policies allowing for certain priority orderings 

amongst the competing job classes. Our problem concerns a distributed system that 

comprises a central controller and a set of stations M= {1,2,..., M}. Jobs from a 

number of distinct classes arrive at the system for processing. Job classes (and their 

constituent jobs) are either dedicated or generic. We assume that dedicated jobs arrive 
directly at their specified station for processing while the choice of station for generic jobs 

remains open. We use D,,, to denote the class of jobs dedicated to station mEM and G 

to denote the class of generic jobs. Hence E=GU DI U. .. U DM is the set of jobs allowed 

access to the system while E,,, =GUD,,, is the set of job classes allowed access to station 

mEM. Jobs arrive in independent Poisson streams. Generic jobs arrive at the system 

with rate A. Those dedicated to station m arrive there at rate Adm for D,,,, mEM. The 

routing problem concerns the choice of station to process the generic jobs to minimise 

some measure of system holding cost. We formulate this as a decision problem as follows: 

(i) We write N(t) = (N,. (t)) .. EM for the state of the system at time tE R+, with 

. 9, n(t)), namely N,,. (t) for the state of station m The latter is given by Nn(t) = 
jNdn(t), 1ý 

the two-vector which is the number of dedicated and generic jobs respectively at station 

m at time t; 
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(ii) The decision epochs for the routing problem are the times at which generic jobs 

arrive at the system and will be the event times of a Poisson process with rate A. At each 
decision epoch, the actions muflable to the system controller are A= {a,, a2, .... am}, 

where a,,, denotes the routing of the newly arrived job to station m, thus increasing the 

generic queue length there by one; 

(iii) Between successive decision epochs each station m evolves (via the arrival of 
dedicated jobs from D,., and via service completions) as a two-class AlIM11 system as 
follows: dedicated jobs arrive from D,,, according to a Poisson stream with rate Ad,,. A 

single server implements some admissible scheduling policy u,,, E Um for which we assume 
that the dedicated jobs have (preemptive) priority over generic jobs. We denote this 

scheduling policy D,,, --+ G. Under this policy for scheduling work at the station generic 
jobs have the role of background traffic that can only access processing if no dedicated 

jobs are present. The service requirements for all jobs at station m are exponentially 
distributed, with pd,,, the rate for dedicated jobs and vm the rate for generic jobs. We 

assume that all arrival and service processes are mutually independent; 

(iv) A holding cost rate cd,,, >0 is associated with dedicated jobs at station m with 

c. 0 the cost rate for generic jobs. Given the scheduling policy D,,, - G, mEM, our 

goal is to develop routing policies to minimise the long run average cost rate 

E CdmNd,. + c. 
1: Ngm 

('K 

MEM 

) 

where the expectation in (4.1) is taken in steady state. However, under the scheduling 

policy D. --+ G the total cost due to dedicated jobs is independent of the routing policy. 
For the problem of determining the best routing policy we may, without loss of generality, 

Suppose that c,, t, = 0, mEM and cý = 1. Hence our objective in (4.1) is equivalent to 
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the minimisation of 

E(N) 
mEM 

(4.2) 

the expected number of generic jobs in the system. Note that we assume that the system 

is stable in that a steady state solution with finite queue lengths exists. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the problem of determining an optimal routing policy can 

be formulated as a stochastic dynamic programme (DP). We noted that, for problems 

of a reasonable size, DP will generally be an ineffective tool of analysis. In addition, 
theoretical difficulties posed by single class systems with homogeneous servers suggest 
that any quest for simple closed form optimal policy is unlikely to be fruitful. Our aim is 

to develop heuristic policies of simple structure achieving good overall performance. 

In Chapter 3 the dynamic routing heuristic takes the form of an index policy, at each 
decision epoch t the destination of the arriving generic job is chosen by the evaluation 

of some calibrating %-alue, known as the index, for each station m which is dependent 

upon the current state of station m only. By Theorem 25 these key index values are 

congestion measures of the station concerned. In its application, the dynamic routing 
heuristic would route the incoming generic job to the station with the smallest index. It 

should be noted that the dynamic routing heuristic is constructed in two stages. The first 

stage in%vl%-es the solution of the full routing problem in determination of the optimal 

static policy, which for this problem can be found by applying the methods described in 

Chapter 2. The dynamic routing heuristic is then obtained by the application of a single 

Policy improvement step to the optimal static policy. 
In what f6flous, vve develop an alternative approach to station indexation in which we 

deploy a prescription of A%Iittle (1988) developed for RBPs. Again the index developed 

here reflects the degree of congestion of each particular station and in its application the 

index policy uill route the incoming generic job to the station with the smallest index. 

By taking an approximative approach to Whittle's proposal we develop a simple form of 
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index which, importantly, is d=mposable in the sense that it concerns individual stations 

only and in no way makes any appeal to the routing problem in its entirety. 

4.3 Indices for Service Stations 

In following Whittle's (1988) prescription for the development of an index for station 

rn, we focus on station rn alone and ignore other aspects of our (multi-station) routing 

problem. As a consequence we can drop the station suffix until the conclusion of Section 

4-4. In particular, we consider a class of admission control problems involving a single 

station which are defined as follows: 

(1) Dedicated jobs from class D and generic jobs from class G arrive at a single server 

according to independent Poisson streams with rates , and A respectively. All jobs have Xd 

exponentially distributed processing requirements, with p the rate for dedicated jobs and 

v the rate for generic jobs. Note that parameters Ad, ju and v will be those specific to 

the station in the multi-station problem of Section 4.2 and A is the generic axrival rate 
for the system. All arrival, service and feedback processes are independent and the server 

implements the (preemptive) priority policy D --i- G for scheduling the work at the station. 
Hence, generic jobs are served only when no dedicated jobs are present; 

(11) All dedicated jobs arrive directly at the station and will eventually receive service. 

Each arriving generic job is subject to the admission control policy which may admit the 

job into the station (accept) or alternatively refuse entry into the station (reject). In the 

full (multi-station) problem these two actions correspond to routing the generic stream 

towards this station (accept) and away from this station (reject). In addition to incurring 

holding costs of unit rate for generic jobs as in (4-2), a cost equal to TV is incurred on 

every occasion that an arriving generic job is rejected; 

(111) If 'we let -r denote a general deterministic, stationary and Markov policy for 

deciding whether to admit arriving generic jobs, then the total expected cost incurred 
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under policy 7r is written 

E, [Ng + IVI(Nd, Ng)} (4.3) 

In (4-3), Nd and N 
.. 

are respectively the number of dedicated and generic jobs in the 

system, Eir is an expectation takenwith respect to the steady state distribution of (Nd, Ng) 

under policy 7r and I is an indicator such that I(nd, ng) is 1 if 'an arriving generic job is 

rejected when the system. is in state (nd, ng) and is 0 otherwise. We also write 

min C'(TV) 
ir 

for the minimum cost associated with the single station problem with rejection charge 
IV. We further introduce A(11, *) as the set of states in which an optimal policy chooses 

to accept an arrhing generic job when the rejection charge is TV. The Mowing applies 
Whittle's (1988) notion of indexability to the current problem context. 

Definition 9 

If A(IV) is incmasing in IV, i. e. 

IV, > IV2 =: ý- A(IVI) D A(TV2) 

then ur say that the station is indexable. 

If a station has the indexabflity property, we are then able to define the index for 

a gi%vn state (nd. nq) as the rejection penalty which renders both actions accept/reject 

optimal when the system is in the given state. The station index can be thought of as 

a fair charye for rejecting an incoming generic job when the station is in state (nd, ng)- 
Small index --ulues represent a greater willingness to accepts jobs in the full multi-station 

problem. We would expect good policies to utilise stations with small index values. 
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Definition 10 

For an indemable station, the index function IV : N' --+ R is defined by 

I V(nd, n. 9) = inf {IV; (nd, n. 9) EA (TV)}. 

ll'(nd, ng) is caHecl the index for state (nd, ng). 

Under indexability, an index policy for the multi-station routing problem of Section 

4.2 Will alWa)-s choose the service station with the smallest current index value. How- 

ever, establishing station indexability is exceptionally difficult and success has only been 

achieved for objects 'with countable (or finite) state spaces in one dimension. Our single 

station admission control problem has a two-dimensional state space. Theoretical diffi- 

culties arise from the fact that no natural ordering of the states with respect to index 

Values can easily form the basis of an analysis. In the current context we have no proof of 
(exact) Indexability and no derived index function. One could approach the verification 

of indexability from a purely computational perspective. However, such an approach still 

poses a formidable challenge. In addition, we'would have to question whether a purely 

numerical approach could provide any insight. Hencewe shall proceed in an approxima- 
five fashion by developing good (though, in general, suboptimal) policies for the above 

single station admission control problem with rejection charge IV which have the prop- 

erty that the corresponding acceptance sets A(W), say, are increasing in TV as required 
by Definition 9. The corresponding index function TV: N2 --+ R will then be given by 

li'(nd, n.. ) = iaf{11': (nd, ng) E A(M) (4.4) 

as in Definition 10. 

In the next section we de%vlop the A(W) by the application of a single policy im- 

provement step to an optimal static policy for the above single station admission control 

problem %ith rejection charge 11' 
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4.4 Developing Approximate Indices for Service Sta- 

tions 

We begin our analysis of the (single station) admission control problem with rejection 

charge It' described in Section 4.3 by focusing on the class of static policies in which 

each arriving generic job is accepted into the system with some probability pE 10,11- 

The resulting stream of generic jobs accepted into the system is Poisson with rate Ap. 

Following (4.3) we write the corresponding system cost (in an obvious notation) as 

CP(lV) = Ej, (NO) + IVA(l - P). (4.5) 

A closed form formula for the expectation in (4-5) is a, %-ailable. Our two-class M/Al/l 

system model for the station satisfies the Generalised Consenration Laws (GCL) of Section 

2.5. For the system to be stable under static policy p we must have 

Pd + PPq "ý- 1v (4.6) 

where in (4.6) uv have used the notation pd = Ad/, u and p. 9 = Alv. Then by Definition 4 

the folloning equations are satisfied for scheduling rule D --+ G: 

E(Nd) PdU-1 

p1 -Pd 

and 

(4.7) 

Er (Ad) 
+ 

Ep(Nq) 
_ 

PdA-l + PP, 9V-l (4-8) 
is v1- Pd - PP9 

From (4-5), (4.7) and (4.8) um deduce that CP(117) is given as follows when pd + ppg < 1: 

CPO") = IXANIS-1 + (I - Pi)V-I}(l - Pd)-I(l - Pd - PqP)-l + IVA(l - P)- (4.9) 
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Me now write p(IV) for the, %-alue of p which minimises CP(TV). p(IV) determines the 

optimal static policy for the problem. Lemma 27 follows simply from (4.9). In the 

statement of the result we use the notation (x)l when xER as follows: 0 

x<0, 0<X<l, 

1, 

Lemma 27 

71e optimal static policy for the admission control problem with rejection charge IV is 

givrn by 

POV) =- pd -v IV 

F), 
(4.10) 

(P;, 11 

.0 

N%"e define the quantities 11' and TV' by 

sup(IV; p(IV) = 01 

and 

inf(IV; P(IV) = 1}. 

It is trhial from (4.10) that 

11" ` (PdA-l + (I _ Pd)V-I}(l _ pd)-2 

and 

TIV = (pdp-I + (I - pd)v-l)(i - pd - p., )-' when pd + pq < 1. 
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If pd + pq > 1, then there axe no W-values for which p(W) =1 and we write W= oo. 

We now apply a single policy improvement step to the optimal static policy p(TV) to 

develop a dynamic policy for the single station admission control problem with rejection 

charge W. It is this policy and its associated acceptance sets AM which will yield our 

indices W as in (4.4). We follow the approach to policy improvement for average cost 

decision problems proposed by Tijms (1994). It is this same approach that was applied 

successfully in the development of the dynamic routing heuristic for multi-class dynamic 

routing problems of the previous chapter. 
Our interest lies in the quantities A(nd, ng, W) defined as follows: 

Consider a situation in which there is a new generic job arrival in state (nj, n., ) for the 

single station admission control problem with rejection charge W described by (I)-(III) 

above. We define the quantity A(nd, ng, W) as the difference in total expected costs over 

an infinite horizon between the policy which admits the generic job arrival and thereafter 

operates static policy p(W) and the policy which rejects the generic arrival (incurring 

charge W) and thereafter operates static policy p(W). 

The region of acceptance is then given by 

A(W) = {(nd, ng); A(nd, ng, W): 5 0}. (4.12) 

Central to the policy improvement approach are the state-valued quantities called 

relative costs (alternatively biases) associated with a stochastic system under a given 

policy. We can express the quantities A(nd, ng, W) in terms of the relative costs for the 

system. We use h(nd, ng) to denote the relative cost associated with system state (nd, ng) 

when the single station with rejection charge W has the admission of generic arrivals 

controlled by optimal static policy p(W). We utilise standard MDP theory, together 

with the fact that our single station regenerates upon every return to the empty state to 
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develop an expression for h(nd, ng) as follows: 

A h(nd, ng) = Cp(w)(nd, ng) - [CP(w) - WAll -p(W)}]&w)(nd, ng). (4.13) 

In (4.13), (ýp(w) (nd, nq) is the total expected cost incurred by waiting generic jobs at the 

station operating under optimal static policy p(W) from initial state (nd, ng) until the 

station first enters state (0,0) (i. e. until it first becomes empty) and &W) (nd, ng) is the 

corresponding expected time. Note that CP(w)(W) is given by the expression in (4.9) 

with p= p(W). 
We provide an alternative chaxacterisation of the relative costs in (4.13). In what 

follows we shall need to consider the system state at all event epochs. We write Aý Ad + 

It+A+ v and pursue a uniformisation approach in which event epochs occur as a Poisson 

process with rate A, with "virtual" events (i. e. corresponding to service completions within 

a job class not being served) resulting in transitions from the current system state to itself. 

Consider state (nd, ng) with nd 54 0- Under the preemptive priority policy D --+ G, job 

class D will be chosen for service in this state. We then have that 

CP(w)(W) + Ah(nd, ng) = n. 9 + Ap(W)h(nd, ng + 1) + A{l - p(W)}lh(nd, ng) + TV} 

+ Adh(nd + 1, n. ) + vh(nd, ng) + ph(nd - 1, n. ) (4.14) 

Equations for the states (0, ng) can be developed similarly. The relative costs in (4.13) 

satisfy these equations and the additional requirement that h(O, 0) = 0. 

Our dynamic policy obtained via the application of a single policy improvement step 

to optimal static policy p(W) will choose between the actions jaccept incoming generic 

job, reject incoming generic job} in state (nd, ng) to achieve the minimum in the following 
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expression: 

ng +A minfh(nd, ng + 1), h(nd, ng) + Wj + Adh(nd + 1, ng) + vh(nd, ng) 

ph(nd - 1, ng) (4.15) 

and similarly for states of the form (0, ng). The first term within the minimisation in 

(4.15) corresponds to the action "accept", while the second term corresponds to the 

action "reject". 

Tijms (1994) provided an economic interpretation of the relative costs by which the 

quantity h(nd, ng + 1) - 
h(nd, ng) may be understood as the difference in total expected 

costs (holding costs and rejection penalties) incurred at the single station under optimal 

static admission control policy p(W) over an infinite horizon between starting in state 

(nd, ng + 1) and state (nd, ng). Under this interpretation of the relative costs we can for 

our single station admission control problem deduce that the quantities A (nd, ng, W) are 

given by 

A(nd, ng, W) = h(nd, ng + 1) - 
jh(nd, ng) + W}. 

Hence we can re-express (4.12) as 

A(W) = J(nd, ng); W> h(nd, ng + 1) - h(nd, ng)}. (4.16) 

where, from (4.13), we have that 

h(nd, ng + 1) - h(nd, ng) = 6p(w) (nd, n. 9 + 6p(w) (nd, ng) 

-[CP(l)(W)-WAfl-p(W)}]Itp(w)(nd, ng+l)-tp(w)(nd, ng)}. (4.17) 

We now provide an explicit characterisation of the acceptance region AM in Lemma 

28. 
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Lemma 28 

The policy for the admission control problem with rejection charge W obtained by apply- 

ing a policy improvement step to the optimal static policy has acceptance region 

A(W) = [(nd, ng); W> {ndP-l + (ng + 1)v-'}Il - Pd - PgP(W)}-l]- 

Proof 

We shall prove the result by utilising (4.16) and (4.17). In order to make use of (4.17) 

we shall require formulae for &W) (nd, ng) and (ýgw) (nd, ng + 1) - 
6p(w) (nd, n. 9). We 

now sketch how these are obtained. In order to analyse &w) (nd, ng), we shall first need 
tD (nd), defined to be the expected time required to empty the station of dedicated traffic 

(only) from initial dedicated state nd- 
By a simple argument based on busy periods of the process of dedicated traffic, we 

have that 

Ad tD(j) 
= Pd (1 _ Pd)-l. 

Further, the nature of the dedicated process implies that 

jiD (nd) = nd 
tD(j). 

From (4.18) and (4-19) we conclude that 

! tD (nd) = ndA-I(l - Pd)-l- (4.20) 

A similar argument which utilises the fact that the station must be emptied of all dedicated 

traffic before any generic processing can begin yields that 

A 

Tp(w) (nd, ng) = TD (nd) + {ng +\ p(W)TD (nd)}Tp(W)(0, l)- (4.21) 
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However, a one-step value iteration argument gives 

{, \d+, \P(W) + V}tp(W)(Oi 1): -- 1+ Adtp(W)(1) 1) +, \p(W)tp(w)(0,2). (4.22) 

Utilising a similar argument to that used to obtain (4.19), we have that 'Pp(w) (0,2) in the 

third term on the r. h. s. of (4.22) is given by 

tp(w) (0,2) = 2tp(w) (0,1). (4.23) 

From (4.20)-(4.23) we conclude that 

Tp(w)(nding) ý fndP-I+ngv-11 {1 -Pd-PgP(W)}-l- (4.24) 

We now proceed to consider Cp(w) (nd, ng + 6p(w) (nd, ng). A simple argument 

based on an excess cost rate of one for the (nd, nq + 1) case during the initial period of 

emptying the station of dedicated traffic yields that 

Cp(w) (ndi ng + 1) -Cp(w) nd) ng) 

IýD 
-6p(w)(O, ng+X)}, (4.25) (nd) + Ex j6p(w) (0, ng +1+ X) 

where X denotes a random number of generic arrivals during this initial period and Ex 

is an expectation taken with respect to the distribution of X. From (4.20) and (4.25) 

it will be enough for us to analyse 6p(w) (0, N+ 1) - 
6p(w) (0, N) for arbitrarily chosen 

non-negative integer N. An argument similar to that which yielded (4.25) gives 

Cp(w) (0, N+ 1) - Cp(W) (0, N) = Tp(w) (0, N) + Cp(w) (0,1) 

Nv-111 - pd - pgp(W)}- + Cp(w)(0,1), (4.26) 

where we have used (4.24) to obtain (4.26). 
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Now consider the system evolving from initial state (0,1). If the first random event 
is an arrival, then we may assume w. l. o. g. that the single generic job present initially 

is laid aside (incurring costs at rate one) while a busy period of the dedicated/generic 

system takes place. Once this busy period has terminated, the system will be in state 

(0,1) again. Hence it is easy to see via an argument which conditions on the nature of 

the first random event, that 

jAd + AP(TV) + V}6p(W)(0i 1) 

1+ {Ad + AP(W)} 10p(W) + Pp(W) + 6p(W)(0,1)b (4.27) 

where in (4.27), Op(jv) and Pp(jv) denote respectively the expected cost incurred during 

a busy period of the full dedicated/generic system and its expected duration. A simple 

argument based on such busy periods yields that 

Op(W) 
= [Cp('V) (IV) 

- IVAll-P(TV)IjlAd+AP(W)}-111-Pd-PgP(W)}-l (4.28) 

and 

Tp(W) ý jAd + AP(IV)}-l IN + PgP(W)}Il - Pd - PgP(W)}-I- (4.29) 

We then infer from (4.27)-(4.29) that 

Cp(W)(0,1) = V-I[l + Cp('V)(W) - TVAll - P(W)Ilfl - Pd - PgP(W)}-lt 

whence from (4.25) and (4.26) 

Cp(w) (nd, n. 9 + Cp(jv) (nd, ng) T (nd) 

+v-'[ng+l+E(X)+CP(w)(TV)-IVA{l-p(W)}]Il-pd-pgp(W)}-', (4.30) 
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where 

E(X) = AP(W)tD(nd) = Ap(W)ndP-1(1 - Pd)-l- (4.31) 

It now follows easily from (4.20), (4.24), (4.30) and (4.31) that 

Cp(w) (ndi ng + Cp(w) (ndi ng) 

- [CP(w) (W) - WAI 1- p(W) 1] Itp(w) (nd, ng + 1) - 
tp(w) (nd, ng)) 

= IndA-1 + (n. + 1)V-l) 11 - Pd - PgP(W)}-l- (4.32) 

The result is an immediate consequence of (4.16), (4.17) and (4.32). 13 

Corollary 29 

A(W) is increasing in W. 

Proof 

Suppose that pd+pg < 1. The complementary case is dealt with similarly. From Lemmas 

27 and 28 we have that 

A(W) = [(nd, ng); W> {ndA-I + (ng + 1)v-1 1 (1 - pd)-'] ,W :5 El (4.33) 

and 

A(W)= [(nd, ng); W> {ndA-1+(ng+1)11-11(1-Pd-Pg)-I]) Wý: W- (4.34) 

It is evident from (4.33) and (4.34) that AM is increasing in the ranges WE [0, M and 

WE (W-, oo). It remains to show that 

W: 5 IVI: 5 W2 
:5W --ý* A(IE) g A(w, ) g 

A(W2)g A(W). 
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First, suppose that (nd, ng) E A(jY) and W<W, :5 TV. It must follow from (4.33) that 

Ind/4-1 + (n, + 1)v-'l (1 - Pd)-l 

ý* Ml - Pd)jl - Pd - PgP(IVI)}-l 

ý! f ndA-l + (n. + 1)v-1 If1- pd - pgp(W, )}-'. (4.35) 

But, from Lemma 27, observe that 

1- Pd - PqP(Wl) =vW, 

and hence the I. h. s. of (4.35) becomes 

W%Iivl(l - Pd)[IPdll-l + (1 - Pd)V-111-1 2 :ý N/rTwl: 5 Wi (4.36) 

using (4.11). Combining (4.35) and (4.36) we deduce that 

(nd, ng) E Aff-) =*- {ndg-1 + (n. + 1)v-'} 11 - pd - pgp(W, )}-l < TV, 

=: > (nd, ng) E A(wi) (4.37) 

by Lemma 28. From (4.37) it follows that AM C A(WO, as required. The cases 
AM) 9 A(IV2) and A(TV2) C A(TV-) are dealt with similarly. 11 

In the light of Corollary 29, we can introduce the index function TV :N2 --+ R as in 

(4.4). The following result gives this index in closed form. 

Theorem 30 

(a) If pd + pq < 1, the function It' : N' --ý R is given by W(nd, ng) : -- f, Indl-1 + (n. + 
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1)v-'}, where f, : R+ --+ R+ is such that 

fi (x) = 

""(1 - Pd)-lj X< jPdA-l + (1 - Pd)V- I }(l - Pd)-Ij 

X2 fPdll-l + (1 - Pd)V-'}-ll lPdl-l-l + (1 - Pd)V- I }(l - Pd)-l 25 

:5 jPdA-l + (1 - Pd)V-1}(1 - Pd - Pg)-It 

X(l - Pd - Pg)-li X> jPd[l-l + (1 - Pd)V-11(1 - Pd - Pg)-l- 

(b) If pd + pg > 1, the function TV : N' --* R is given by IV(nd, ng) = f2jndA-I + (n. 

1)v-'}, where f2 : R+ --+ R+ is such that 

f2 (X) " 

Proof 

l(l - PdYls X< jPdA-l + (1 - Pd)V-I}(l - Pd)-li 

X2 jPdl-l-l + (1 - Pd)V-1}-l) X fPdl-l-l + (1 - Pd)V-1}(l - Pd)-l- 

We consider case (a). Suppose that (nd, ng) E AM). It must follow that 

< fV(nd, ng) < W. 

From (4.4) and (4.33)we deduce that 

IV(nd, ng) nd/4- I+ (n. + 1) v- 1 pd) (4.38) 

If we now suppose that (nd, nq) 0 A(! V) and (nd, ng) E A(W) it will then follow from 

(4.4) that 

TV < IV(nd, ng) 
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From (4.4) and Lemma 28, we deduce that 

W(nd, ng) = fndtl-l+(ng+1)v-11 [1 -pd-pgpjTV(nd, ng))]-l. (4.39) 

Combining (4.39) with Lemma 27, it follows that 

lk(nd, n_q) = Ind/4-1 + (n. + 1) v -1 12 jPdA-l + (1 - Pd)V-1}-l (4.40) 

for this case. 
Finally, suppose that (nd, ng) 0 A(W) and hence that 

W (nd, ng) 

From (4.4) and (4.34) we conclude that 

W(nd, ng) = 
{ndfl-1 + (n. + 1)V-l 1 (1 

- Pd - Pg)-l- (4.41) 

Theorem 30(a) now follows from (4.38), (4.40) and (4.41). Theorem 30(b) is dealt with 

similarly. 13 

As is apparent from Theorem 30 the index W(nd, ng) is a function of the quantity 

w(nd, ng) = ndA-I + (n. + 1)v-1 which has the interpretation as the current total workload 

at the station following the admission of the newly arrived generic job. The following 

result follows easily from Theorem 30. 

Corollary 31 

The index TV : N2 --+ R is an increasing function of the workload w: N2 --+ R. 

Now recall the multi-station problem of Section 4.2 and restore the station subscript 

m. Hence Tirm(ndm, n9m) is the station m index for state (nd,,,,, ngm). The derived index 

policy will route a generic job arriving at time tE R+ to whichever station has the smallest 
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value of current index Ti7,, jNd,,, (t), Ng,,, (t)}. It is easy to see from Theorem 30 that in the 

special case of homogeneous stations (i. e., both the stochastic dynamics of the dedicated 

traffic and vm are the same for all m) the index policy chooses the station with smallest 

workload wmINdm(t), Ngm(t)}. 

4.4.1 Extension to the Klimov Network Model 

In the analysis above we have focused on the case in which each station is modelled as 

a two-class M/Af/l queueing system admitting a single dedicated job class and a single 

generic job class. This simple model reduces the inherent complexities of the routing 

problem, allowing for the clear development of the index policy. We are not restricted 

to such cases and we may consider more complex models involving multiple dedicated 

job classes. The extension to these more general models is possible due to the nature 

of the priority scheduling policy in force at each station in which dedicated traffic is 

given (preemptive) priority over the generic work. Queueing generic jobs may only access 

processing if no dedicated jobs are present. 
One such example is a problem in which each station is modelled as a Klimov network 

(see Example 1, Section 2.2) with a single generic job class and multiple dedicated job 

classes. This is a considerably more complex problem and we refer the reader to Glaze- 

brook and Kirkbride (2004) for a thorough analysis. The analysis above continues to hold 

when the stations are modelled as KlImov networks and follows the same approximative 

approach to station indexation (albeit rather more involved). The acceptance sets for the 

associated single station admission control problems axe (again) increasing in the rejec- 

tion charge TV as required by Definition 9. The resulting index function gives the station 

indices in closed form. This index function is increasing in the workload, hence, the index 

policy will route an arriving generic job to the station with currently smallest index value. 
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p Ad A cs CH ci c0 

0.6 0.5 0.180 0.12 0.380 0.317 0.317 0.317 
0.6 1.0 0.180 0.24 0.418 0.328 0.328 0.328 

0.6 1.5 0.180 0.36 0.456 0.335 0.335 0.335 
0.6 2.0 0.180 0.48 0.493 0.343 0.343 0.343 
1.0 0.5 0.300 0.20 0.971 0.726 0.726 0.726 
1.0 1.0 0.300 0.40 1.143 0.792 0.792 0.792 
1.0 1.5 0.300 0.60 1.314 0.841 0.841 0.841 
1.0 2.0 0.300 0.80 1.486 0.889 0.890 0.889 
1.5 0.5 0.450 0.30 3.382 2.815 2.186 2.185 
1.5 1.0 0.450 0.60 4.364 2.617 2.617 2.617 
1.5 1.5 0.450 0.90 5.345 2.996 2.996 2.996 
1.5 2.0 0.450 1.20 6.327 3.366 3.370 3.365 

Table 4.1: Comparative cost performance of competitor policies for problems with 
Al ý 19 P2 : -- 1- 

p v Ad cs CH ci Co 

0.6 0.5 0.200 0.12 0.376 0.312 0.312 0.312 
0.6 1.0 0.200 0.24 0.409 0.328 0.322 0.322 
0.6 1.5 0.200 0.36 0.441 0.335 0.329 0.329 
0.6 2.0 0.200 0.48 0.474 0.341 0.336 0.335 
1.0 0.5 0.333 0.20 0.951 0.711 0.712 0.711 
1.0 1.0 0.333 0.40 1.102 0.781 0.772 0.768 
1.0 1.5 0.333 0.60 1.251 0.828 0.818 0.815 
1.0 2.0 0.333 0.80 1.399 0.871 0.861 0.858 
1.5 0.5 0.500 0.30 3.273 2.125 2.125 2.124 
1.5 1.0 0.500 0.60 4.143 2.534 2.525 2.503 
1.5 1.5 0.500 0.90 5.008 2.881 2.864 2.849 
1.5 2.0 0.500 1.20 5.869 3.213 3.196 3.176 

Table 4.2: Comparative cost performance of competitor policies for problems with 
P1 ý-- 1i A2 -"2 1.25. 
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p v Ad x cs cH ci Co 

0.6 0.5 0.216 0.12 0.372 0.309 0.309 0.309 
0.6 1.0 0.216 0.24 0.400 0.328 0.318 0.318 
0.6 1.5 0.216 0.36 0.428 0.335 0.324 0.324 
0.6 2.0 0.216 0.48 0.455 0.341 0.330 0.330 
1.0 0.5 0.360 0.20 0.933 0.701 0.701 0.701 
1.0 1.0 0.360 0.40 1.065 0.775 0.758 0.751 
1.0 1.5 0.360 0.60 1.193 0.817 0.798 0.792 
1.0 2.0 0.360 0.80 1.318 0.856 0.836 0.830 
1.5 0.5 0.540 0.30 3.185 2.087 2.087 2.079 
1.5 1.0 0.540 0.60 3.963 2.476 2.460 2.415 
1.5 1.5 0.540 0.90 4.724 2.796 2.762 2.719 
1.5 2.0 0.540 1.20 5.475 3.094 3.064 3.006 

Table 4.3: Comparative cost performance of competitor policies for problems with 
Al ---": 1i P2 " 1.5. 

4.5 Numerical Study 

We now present the results of computational investigation of the performance of the 

index policy developed in this chapter. We consider the closeness to optimality of the 

index policy for a range of scenarios sufficiently simple to allow the computation of a 

fully dynamic optimal routing policy via DP but sufficiently rich to yield insight. In 

addition to these heuristics we would expect the dynamic routing heuristic of Chapter 3 

developed via the application of a single policy improvement step to some optimal static 

policy (for the overall system) to perform well in the problems considered here. We shall 

include results for these routing policies for comparative purposes. The reader should 

note that the development of the dynamic heuristics is substantially motivated by the 

inability of DP methods to produce solutions to problems of reasonable size. The earlier 

consideration of the choice of scenario can only emphasise this point. The problems 

studied all involve two stations each admitting one dedicated class in addition to the 

generic traffic. To keep notation simple, we write p, for the service rate of the dedicated 

traffic at station 1, P2 for the dedicated service rate at station 2 and v for the common 

service rate (at both stations) for the generic traffic. In all cases studied we assume a 

common arrival rate (A, --": A2 ý Ad, say) for the dedicated traffic. We consider three 
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scenarios, (P I -"'1 1v P2 : -- 1) v 
(P I "': 11 P2 : -- 1.25) and (p 1=1, JL2 = 1.5), which reflect an 

increasing dissimilarity between the stations through the exponential service times of the 

jobs dedicated to station m. Within each scenario a range of values for the remaining 

parameters axe considered, with the system traffic intensity 

+ 
A2 A 

112 V 

taking the values of 0.6 (light traffic), 1.0 (moderate traffic) and 1.5 (moderate to heavy 

traffic). For all chosen values of the system parameters, we computed CS, CII, CI and 

CO, namely, the long run average cost rate in (4-2) for the optimal static policy (of the 

overall system), the dynamic routing heuristic, the index policy and the optimal dynamic 

policy respectively. A simple formula is available for the calculation of CS. All other 

costs were computed using DP value iteration, with the maximum queue lengths adjusted 

upward to achieve stability of the associated costs. Note that for some problems with 

= 1.5, the study required solutions to DP's with state space of around 3x 106. 

In Tables 4.1-4.3 we present the results of the numerical study. The dynamic policies 

enjoy an increasing cost advantage over the static policy as p grows. H and I enjoy a 

strong overall performance, however, I improves upon H as the stations become more 

dissimilar. In none of the above cases does C' exceed C' by more than 2% and in half 

the cases the difference is less than 0.1%. This evidence suggests that the proposed index 

heuristic is both simple and effective. We would expect its performance to be particularly 

strong in set ups where the spare capacity available to process generic traffic does not 

vary greatly between stations. The performance of I is especially appealing in comparison 

to H with regard to the computational effort required in determination of the required 

indices. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

We described an approach to the development of index policies utilising the methodologies 

related to the class of restless bandit problems. By taking an approximative approach 

to Whittle's proposal for indexability we obtained a closed form station index that was 

shown to be an increasing and non-linear function of the workload at the station. A 

numerical study testifies to the strong performance of the routing policies. 

The thesis has highlighted the practical importance of studying routing problems in 

a multi-class context in which traffic types may have widely differing cost and stochastic 

characteristics. However, such problems present a significant challenge for analysis. We 

described approaches to the development of routing policies on the basis of the level of 

information available to the system controller. The major achievements of our work has 

been the development of two heuristic dynamic routing policies for our complex multi-class 

routing problems. These are shown to have very strong performance and in many cases 

are close to optimal. There is scope for extending these analyses to cases in which the 

stations are modelled as a MIG11 queueing system operating a nonpreemptive priority 

policy. In a full information routing model the system controller will require knowledge 

of the expired processing time of any job currently in service in addition to the vector of 

queue lengths at each station. Preliminary studies indicate that versions of both heuristic 

routing polices are available and are expected to perform well. 

Given the strong performance of the routing heuristics, it would be very interesting 

to see how they perform in a wider routing context. In our models arriving jobs (are 

assumed to) patiently await service while incurring holding costs and the service stations 

are always operational. In 'real' problems this may not necessarily be the case. Jobs 

awaiting service could leave the system of their own accord, possibly to seek more efficient 

service elsewhere, or they could have have some (unknown) expiry date at which it is no 

longer necessary for it to be processed. Service stations themselves may breakdown and 

will be unable to process jobs until it can be repaired or may simply go on vacation for 

an undetermined amount of time. Such additions to our models add further complexities 
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to an already challenging problem. However, for suitably defined models incorporating 

information of customer loss rates or station breakdowns and their (random) duration, it 

could be possible to develop dynamic routing strategies by following similar approaches. 
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